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ABSTRACT

This thesis analyzes the organization of production
and market relations in an inshore fishing community on the'
southwestern shore of Nova Scotia. Field work upon which the
study is based was carried out, between May and September L974.
Traditional anthropological field techniques, particularly
participant-observation, üIere employed in collecting the
data. The theoretical approach used in the analysis is rooted
in the materialist themes underlying a cultural ecologLcal
approach.

The thesis describes the articulation of environmental

characteristics and historical events affecting economic
relations which moÈivated the settlement and development of
the inshore fishery in the Pagesville, Nova Scotia region.
Changes in external market conditions r¡Iere adjusted Lo by
fishermen through the adoption of lobstering and. the gasoline
powered, Cape fsland fishing boat. The role of womenfs labour
in production was eliminat,ed by the late L920 ts with the
introduction of federal standards for the processed product.
In addition, the fishermenrs control of production was reduced
to , f¡:om the water to the wharf ,j I The organization of production
and market relations Ìn contemporary PagesVille is the product
of these forces and events.

The effective use of the material means of production

the fishermen's practicar understand.ing of marine
ecology. By acquiring an understanding of those aspects of
marine ecology which most directly affect the behaviour of
commercially valuable species, the fishermen attempt to minimize
risk and maximize their chances of "a good dayrs fishíng."
The accumulation of this type of information is essential for
success and may be considered an adaptation to the hunting
character of fishing.
The social mechanisms governing the recruitment of labour,
the composj-tion of crev¡s, the collection of information, the
developmenÈ of reciprocal exchange and mutuar help relations,
and the emphasis on co-operation are rooted. in the requirements
of successful commerciar fishing. The social organization of
production is the product, of the demands placed on the
fishermen for the effective use of a series of technologies
and strategies within the constraints of the marine environment.
The fishermen are economically tied, through a credit
system, to the local fish company which provides their
only link with the external market. The federal government,
through its policies and legislation, is directly assisting
in the proletarianization of the inslrore fishermen.
The relationship between ecological, eeonomic, and
historical factors has shaped the inshore fisherments organization
sf production and market relations. The same processes, in the
depends on

form of decreasing fish and lobster stocks, governmental

policies, and changing market condi-tions, are posing major
problems in the economic well-being of inshore fishermen and
the survival of the inshore fishing industry.

Preface
The field work for this stud.y h¡as carried out over
f our months d.uring the summer of Lg7 4 (May-september) .

Pagesville was selected because it visualry futfilled the
criteria, í.ê., population size, economic commitment to fishing
and lobstering, location in an imporÈant robstering regiion,
and distance from major towns and cities, which r used to
evaluate small communities while driving arong the south
shore of Nova scot,ia. r depenãed heaviry on the traditional
anthropological technigues of participation and observation
in gathering data. rn other words, r spent a great dear of
time on the water learning the art of fishing and at dock
side watching what went on. Much of the information in
this thesis was obtained in the course of numerous informal
conversations with fishermen. oÈher d.ata-gathering methods
$rere also employed, from time to time. I cond,ucted f ive
open-ended interviews, two of whích were tape recorded. In
my opinion, field work of short duration can only rely on
informal methods of data gathering because it takes a much
longer time to establish the rapport and personal rerations
with informants that permit the researcher to reliably use
robJectiver methods. The research for this study is
exploratory in nature and is the first step towards a longer
L

and more intensive period of field work.

Following Faris (r972), r have used fictitious nanes
for the communities and, the persons involved in this study
First names were rand,omly selected from those commonly used

in Pagesville-the Brazils. Surnames are disguised, in a colour
code. The purpose of this is to proËect the confidence of
those people who offered information and, assistance.
From the point of view of research objecÈives, I
berieve that most, of the goals r set have been realized.
r found the four months in the field Èo be a rewarding and
enriching experience. My wife'and r are fortunate to have
deveroped crose friendships with several people in pagesvillethe Brazils as a result of the research opportunity. fn
manyways,Iconsiderthistobethemostimportantaspect
of the experience.
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CHAPTER 1

ÏNÎRODUCTION

This thesis describes and explains the organization
of production and market relations in a fishing community
located on the southwestern shore of Nova Scotia. Over
the last twenty years there has been an increasing amount of
anthropological research concerned with fishermen and fishing
cultures. The pubtished material can be dÍvided into two
general categories: studies of labour intensive peasant
fishermen (cf . Breton Lg73; Faris Ig72; Forman Lg7O,' Firth
Lg66; Nietschmann Ig73) and studies of industrial fishermen
organized on a quasi-factory basis Ín a capital intensive
industry (cf. TunstalL Lg64; Vtade1 Lg72r. The fishermen
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dea1twithinthissÈudyareself.emp1oyed,pettycommod'ity
prod.ucers who own and. control the material means of production,
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They fish for the purpose of providing a valuable commodity

for an urban-based, commercial market. Very lit,tle' if any,
of their product,ive efforts can be thought, of as subsistence
oriented. In other words, the relation of these f ishermen
to the industrial, urban economy is identical to that of North
American farmers. As primary producers, they are a vital
and, Èhoroughly integrated part of the ind,ustrial economy.
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The theoretical perspective used here could best

be characterized as rooted in cultural ecology with emphasis
on the materialist themes underlying this orientation. As
Nietschmann (L972¿Ll has noted:

Hunters do not range randomly through their
environments in search of g¿rme. Nor do
fishermen move aimlessly across streËches of
water seeking undifferentiated fish. Hunting
and fishing efforts are usua[y highly f.ocused
on specific animals, in specific localesr
and at specific times of the year

.

The functional relationship which exists between the fisherments

productive efforts and those characteristics of marine ecology
that most d.irectly effect the behaviour of commercially
valuable species is readily apparent, in the fishermenrs daily

In fact, aspects of their
use of time and. the importance of certain intra-fishermen
exchange relationships can be considered as responses to
the need of maximizing the chances at 'a good d,ay's fishingr
given that the fishermen do not have any means of controlling
the availability of fish and lobster.
The concepts of environmental potential and. subsistence
risk¡ âs d.eveloped by Porter (1965¡L97Ol , are particularly
useful in this context,. Initially, Porter notes that the
potential of any given environment is a function of
technological capability coupled with the social organization of production (Porter 19652409¡ L97O:190). Expanding
and seasonal cycles of activity.

on this theme, he states that:

A1I human activities involve risk. Men have
devised individ.ual and institutional strategies
to cope with these dangers...It is, I feel,
in the geography of subsistence risks that a
meaningful link can be forged between subsistence
economies and environmental poËentials. Subsistence
risk is not given in nature, it is a settlement
negotiated between an environment and, a technology...
lile may assume that in the degree to which the
situation is tenuous, adjustmenË to risk is the
essential element in the articulaÈion of
subsistence ruith environment (PorÈer 1965 :ALL-4L21 .
Success in terms of minimizing risk rests on the abiliËy of
Western North Atlantic inshore fishermen to negotiate a
settlement between their, mode of production and, the marine
environment. This negotiation'is the product of the relation-

ship between historical processes, technological developments,
market demands and human need.s.

In commercial fishing, environmental potential is
defined. in a slight.ly different manner than it is in preindustrial economies, Although the effective articulation of
technological strategies and the social orgánization of
production within the context of the marine environment
musÈ be considered important in the interpretation of environmental potentials, the market place in the industrial economy
is, in the final analysis, the key element in Èhe equation.
By this I mean it is the market place that defines which
species of fish will pay and thereby provid.e the fishermen
with a livelihood. As the result of this facÈor, the overall
potential of the marine environmenÈ, from the fisherman's

point of view, is dramatically limited; Hence, in attempting
to minimize risk, the fishermen must endeavour to maximize
prod.uction within the constraints set by the market prace.
A comprehensive understandingr o[ the part of the
fishermen, of those characteristics of their reffective'
marine environment which influence their access to commerci-al
fish is essential if: they hope to realize f a good. dayrs fishing'.
rn other words, the fishermen must know about the marine
environment before they can use it to their productive
advantage. ft is this factor which explains the nonrandomness of Èheir mode of production. The organization of
productionoftheinshorefishermenintheVtesternNorth
Atlantic can only be appreciated within such a context.
This position is consistent with that expressed in
most of the literature concerned with cultural ecology. For
example, Netting has asserted that in utili zing the ecological
aPProach :
Íte begin with the functionalist notion that
"institutions are instrumentalities fulfilling
certain ends (Goldschmidt 1959:120)" and focus
on those institutions whose purpose is
production or protection and show most clearly
the links of reciprocal influence with exploitative
activities...The following factors seem to be
regularly and instrumentally related. to ecologiõal coñsiderations
I/ Tl:re size, density, and aggregaÈion of
the populatíon
2/ The division of labour and the cornposition
of productive groups
3/ The righÈs to the means of production.
(Netting 1968:16).
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starting with the notion that, the purpose and organization
of social production rests upon human needs to meet certain
materiar requirement,s, such as procuring food, the cultural
ecologist concentrates his attention on the manner in -which
'l- : -L
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humans acÈ on and

are infruenced by their 'effective'
environmental context in striving to realize material objectives.
Thís Ínvolves a thorough examination of those social forms ,
institutions,andcu1t'ura1st,rategieswhichmosÈdirectly
influence access to the material means of production and. the
manner of human utilization of and artículation with the
environment. The reason this rñethod of study has been used
primarily in the context of non-indusÈrial production is that
it best suits situations in which humans obtain Èheir subsistence
directly from the natural environment.
The applicability of the ecologicat method to a
study of the organization of production ¿rmong Nova scotian
inshore fishermen is evident in that, although they are
petty commodity producers in an industrial economy, their
producÈion pivots on an intimate interrelationship with and
a thorough understanding of the marine environment. rnshore
fishingisahuntingactivít'yinwhichthefishermenmust
locate the fish before they can catch them. This demand,s an
und,erstand.ing of the marine environment so that production
may be maximized. rt should be made clear Èhat this factor
only operates at the fishermanrs level of production. He
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has almost no influence on the market and the prices he
receives for his catch- The industrial-conmrercial market place
deÈermines the parameters of the fishermanrs f effective,

environment. rndeed, when we leave the fishermanrs organization of production and begin tarking about market relations,
râ/e start dealing'with a totally different system of relations
which are based on the nature of exchange within a market
economy
rn this study r dear with two separate but interrelated phenomena: the inshore fishermenrs mod.e of production
and, t'he concomitant area of ¡nalket relations.
r examine the
historicalr, economic, and ecorogical considerations that
have fashioned the manner in which fish and lobster are caught
and sold
A mode of production emerges from the interpray of
factors such as historical processes t e.g. ì changes in market

condit,ions which effect production capabitities by artering

the availability of labour, the social and material requirements for the effectíve use of any given technologies , e.g..
the mechanisms by which producers gain access to the material
means of production and membership in the social relations of
production, and the necessity of minimízing risk and, maximizing
returns for productive efforts. The role'of Èhe fishermen's
interrelationship with their 'effectiver environment is
particurarly important in this process. A mode of production
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has a specific direction in terms of its action on and
exploitation of particulqr environmental relationships

and

desired species. The non-Íênd.omness of production stipurates
that the technorogies and socíar relations associated. with
product,ion must accEm¡nodate ecological reall.Èies in the
course of their devel0pment. Moreover, the success or failure
of cha¡ges in any mode of production is a function of the
ability of the Inewr mode of production to minimize

risk

within the context of the reffectiver environment, regardless
of changes in external material conditions. onry through
using an ecological Perspectivè within the context of historical
materiarism can we best appreciate the nature of the organization of production in groups such as Nova scotian inshore
fishermen.

rn examining the organization of production and
market relations, considerations such as the imporÈance of
access to information resources, intra-harbour exchange
relationships, crew composition, and technological strategies
are dealt with in detail. Moreover, r emphasize three specific

l

':
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processes involved. in the fashioníng of the organization of
production and market relations.
j.:..:
'

1. social change. since culturai ecological studies have
.",,uãnnasizesynchronicinteractionwhi1egiving1itt]-e
consideration to the processes of diachronic change (cf. Rappaport

:i:i

I

1967; Nietschmann L973\, r intend to illustrate the manner
in which the organization of production and market relations

the Nova scotian inshor.e fishermen in pagesvilre have
sndergone dramatic change over the last one hundred years
as a result of their marginal position in the indust,rial,
commercial.market economy. rn particular, r show the impact
that external changes in market cond.itions have had on the
fishermenrs relationship with their effective environment.
among

2. Territoriality.
The notion of tterritoriarityr
among
inshore fishermen has been offerced as one of the basic
characteristics in their organization of production
(cf. Acheson L972; Forman 1970). Contrary to this, I suggest
that the intensity of the físhermen's sense of rownership'
or I control t over specj-f ic resource areas j-s a f unction of
fruct,uating ecological rerationships which effect the occurrence and abundance of important commercial species.
3. Prolqtarianization. I illustrate that, over the past
one hundred years, policies init.iated by the provincial and
federal governments have led to Èhe progressive proletarianizat.ion of the inshore fishermen. At the same time, these
governmental initiatives have been designed in a manner to
encourage the d.evelopment of a capital, as opposed to labour,
inÈensive fishing industry. r show that policies concerning
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areas such as boat subsÍdy prograrnmes, processing standards,
and unemploYment insurance benefits have functioned to force
men out of the inshore fishing ind.ustry and into the offshore

industry, to progressivery restrict the fishermenrs control
over the fish prod,uct, to alienate the role of women,s
labour from the product,ion process, and to benefit the
growth of larger' semi-monopolist,ic fish companies.
Thesis Outline
chapter 2 d,escribes the environmental setting and

historical background of the pagesville-Brazils area in
southwestern Nova scot,ia. An emphasís is placed on the
environmental factors and historical processes which motivated
settlement, encouraged the deveropment of the inshorä fishery,
and fashioned the contemporary organization of product,ion.

chapter 3 deals with the main technorogical strategies as werl
as a detailed. discussion of the ecology of fishing and lobstering.
This chapter focuses on the fishermenrs percepÈions and use
of the marine environment. chapter 4 describes the inshore
fishermen's social organization of prod.uction. The principles
governing crer^r composiÈion, division of the value of the catch,

intra-harbour reciprocal relations and, information flow are
dealt with in detail. ChapÈer 5 exaruines aspects of rharbourlevelr exchange, the relationship between the fishermen and
the fish buyer, and the role of governmental poricies. chapter
summarizes the main findings of the study and makes several
reconmendations for future research.
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CHAPTER 2

ENVIRONMENT, HISTORY, AND SETTING

The Pagesville region is located approximately
160 miles southwest of Halifax and 60 miles northeast of
i

Yarmouth on the South Shore of Nova Scotia (Map 1) .

The
origin and deveropment of the inshore fishery in this area
was a function, to a large extent, , af historic forces and
environmental characterist.ics. - In this chapter those aspects
of the physical environment, critical to the establishment of
aniqshorefisheryaredescribedanddiscussed.Anemphasis
is placed on the historical forces which rnotiVated the settle-

;,'' :.
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mentoftheregionandfashionedthecontemporarysituat.ion.
The Environment
The coastline of southwestern Nova Scotia is characterized,

by a high degree of irregularity and roughness. Steep
headlands, deep bays, reefs, and. rocky islands, the result
of massive glacial action, are the dominant features of the
landscape (Clark L968=2I¡ Clibbon and Hamelin f968 264) .
this general
The Pagesville landscape and. seacoast reflect
pattern. The communities on the northeastern side of the
peninsula are located on an estuary which extends approximately
five miles inland. Although deep in parts, the great number
t0
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The Southwestern Coast of Nova Scotia
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I2

of rocky islands, reefs, and semi-suhn¡erged rocks that
characÈerj-ze the estuqry¡ limit its use to shallow-draft
vessels (Map 3).
The protective vâlue of the upper port Lameron
Port Lameron harbour facilÌties is drastically limited

and

the southwest side of the estuâry, the pagesville
peninsula, extends approximatety two miles furÈher out into
the Atlantl.c than its northeast side, Btanche rsland. Hence,
boats moored in these harbours receive littre protecÈion
from storms and wave action coming from a southeasterly
direction. Artificial breakwaters have been constructed to
compensaÈe for this deficiency.
The Pagesvl,lle facilities,
however, are nestled
behind a sand-spiÈ istand complex, croh¡rs Neck rsland.. rt
gives total protection from storms, wìnds, and wave action
regardless of their intensity and d.irection glap 3). AlÈhough
the harbour is shallow and therefore limited to small craft,
it is large and offers the fishermen many idear mooring
places. The physical attributes of this harbour, considered
together with those of the estuary, exprain, Èo a large extent,
why the majori-ty of fishermen in this area have always
preferred to fish out of Pagesville.
Glacial action, in the shaping of the seacoast,
laíd the foundation upon which the contemporary landscape
rests.. During the formative period, the area was scoured and
bec'ause
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a lalzer of pebbty inorrêine was deposited
[Clibbon and Hamelin
1968 264) . iopographically, the pagesville
peninsula is Iow,
between fifty and sixty feeÈ above sea level
aÈ its highest
poinÈ, and predominantly flat.. The extensive
salt marshes
located at iÈs base indicate that at one time
the peninsula
was most probabry an island which has become
attached, through
ocean depositions, to the mainland
CMap 3).
The pagesville peninsula, as well as most
of coas.tal
Nova scotia, is crassified wi.thin the generar.
soil type carled
"eastern podzoÌ zone" (Clark 196g:50; Watts 196g:100).
More specifically, "the easter¡ podzols have
developed in a
zone of heavy precipitation, large water surpluses,
and no
or very small sunìmer deficienciesr, (_Watts 196g:100).
The
water surpruses wash out the majority of the clay
from the
soil and leach out much of the iron and aluminum (C1ark
196g:50)
As a'result, t.he revel of acidity in the soil
is high whire
its natural fertility
is low, hence , ,,...it is only by
judicious management that satisfactory yields
are obtained,,
(watts 1968:100)" At bestr âßy serious attempts
at agricurture
pagesvirle
in the
area could only have been marginarry successful given the exísting conditions of the soir.
Furthermore, the natural vegetation on the peninsura
contributes to the continuation of the podzolization
of the
soils. Because of its exposure to the North Atlantic winds,
the peninsula onry support.s a forest. cover of scrub conifers,
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primarily balsam, firs, and red spruce, and the odd-stumped
poplar and birch. The rleaf litterf from this mixture is
relatively useless in helping to reconstruct the soirs.
Ivloreover, the needles and cones of the conif ers tend. to raise

the level of acidity in the soil.
i^Ihile the climate in the area has been a bane to the
establishment of agriculÈure, it was a boon in the deveropment
of the inshore fishery. Generally, the crimate of Nova scotia
has been characterized as:
...an upper-middle-latitude east coast maritime

region_ strongly affected by air masses moving
from the. west wlrer:e they hãve been continentárry
conditÍoned. It lNova Scotial is situated in

the heart of the area of favoured storm-tract
exiÈ from the continent and in consequence has
day to day changes in tempera[ure,
Iap+dt
humidity, and cloudiness and morá than usual
wind.iness (Clark 1968:35) .
Within this general pattern, there occurs a marked seasonality
in temperature, the amount of precipitation, and the number of
sunlight hours
By examining the interrelationship between the number

of sunlight hours, the precipitation, and the mean temperatures
recorded June through september in Table 1, the importance of
cl-imate to the development of a dry-salted fishery soon becomes
apparent. As Table I indicates, June through september is
characterized by st.ability in mean monthly temperatures.
During this same period, the number of sunlight hours reach
their maximum rever and remain fairly consistent at around
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175.0 hours per month. Most important, June to september
is
the time of the year v¡hen average monthly precipitation is
aÈ.

its mini*rr*.1
This combinat.ion of seasonal trends was an important
factor in the origin and development of the inshore fishery.
As will be shown¡ one of the initiar concerns of the first
New England settlers was to establish their fishery
in 1ocations
best suited for drying fish in the open air on rflacksr, i.e.,
raised wooden racks constructed in such a manner as to maximize
the flow of air.around. the fish. The reration between
maximum sunlight, highest temperatures, and minimum precipitation during the surrner and early farl suggests that
.
Pagesville and vicinity was one such place.
-.i,1'

'

...

Thus far, we have seen Ëhat certain climati c and geo-

physical factors militated against the d.evelopment of agricurture
while, ât the same time, lent themselves to the generation
and maintenance of a successfur smalr craft inshore fishing
industry. However, in any analysis of environmental factors

that influence fishing, the greatest weight must be given
to the physical and ecological structure of the continental
sherf- From the south shore of Nova scotia, the continenÈar
shelf stretches for over one hundred miles out inÈo the North
Atlantic. The fishermen from pagesvirle deal with just over
one hundred and twenty square miles of this vast area in a
zone that extends for over twerve miles from the coast out

22

into the ocean wi,th a width of approxim4tely ten mires from
the southwest sid.e of Èhe peninsula to the northeast side
of the 'Ha1f-Moonsr (.Map 2I .
,,,

The importance of the continental shelves to fishing

". . . is of course that above them l.arel concentraLed areas of
plant. and animal plankton, with successively larger forms of
sea life feeding on the smaller, culminating in the world
famous richness of demersar fish, above all cod" '(crark 1968,z3I .
However, the physical structure of the ocean bottom, its

,.,,;,.,:,
:.

.:'::.::.-:

,,.,,,,.
;;;;::':

topography and material make-up, i.e. sand, pebbles, and rocks,
i

together with climatic factors .and water movements like
tides and currents, exerts a determining influence on the spatial
disËribution and seasonar occurrence of commercial marine
.2
specr_es
As was reported for Cat, Harbour (Faris Lg72) and Sandy

,

,

:

I

.

Cove (Firestone Lg67) in Newfound.land, the Pagesville fishermen

viewtheoceanlandscapewiththeSameamountofdetailand
interest as farmers do a portion of terrestrial landscape.
To them the ocean bottom is a complex series of hilIs, valleys,
levels, and 'hoIesr, each feature having various physical and
biological components which affect their access to commercially
valuable fish. They use labels such as thard bottomr and
'shoal waterr to designate both the physical make-up and
Irnplicit in the labe1s are
topography of the ocean floor.
statements concerning the relationships between the bottomrs

':''''tt:
,t,,'.',t.i,,

',1:,",',

,.1

.,,,.

:':"r'
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geo-morphol0gical composìtion and categories of marine
l_ife
(see Figure 1). FOr example, tshoal watert refers to the

shallow water over a sudd.en rise in th.e ocean floor.
Associated with IshoaL water! are. kerp beds and a number of
distinct marine creatures which compose the habitat preferred
by the American lobster. A fisherman's degree of success,
as will be shown, depends upon his knowledge of and familiarity

,.,,.

.:

wiÈh these relatj-onships and conditions.
The potentialities

::.:r

"'.'''¡.''
,:_: r.._:

and parameters of boÈh the terrestrial

-

i,:i,iì,,::

and the marine environments have condit,ioned. the nature of

settlement and activity on the pagesvirle
peninsula.
,EÞV¿.LIg
PCITII¡Ii l-lICI.
Factors such as proximity to the fishing grounds, the
availability'of adequate harbours, and, a crimate that was
human

conducive to the requirements of drying fish, played a major

role in the location and the spatial distribution of
communities on the landscape. History and changing market
conditions have played upon thís environment field in motivating
settlement and the developmenÈ of a commercial inshore fishery.
Settlement and. History
Settlement
European settlement of the Pagesville area began

with French colonization in L623. After having been appointed
Governor of the Port Roya1 colony following Jean de Biencourtrs

1

,

;::-':"'

..',,:,.

|:': r':
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FIGURE

1

Cross SectÍons of the pagesville Ground
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death, charles de saint-Etienne La Tour moved
his base of
operations to the Cape Sable area [Clerk 196g:g2_83)..
He
was primarily interested in expanding his area
of control
in Acadia by opening up new fur tr.ading territory.
La Tour
established several trading posts qnargarins), such as
Fort
st- louis and Fort Lameron, throughout the disÈrict (crark
1968:90-91) '

:'..,:,::.:.:
.;.:,.::1:.:.:,i

However, La Tour guickly became embroiled in

,,,,,.1:

:;;,:,,:.,,,,,¡'...:._,.:,,,
...:.:..:-,.,...:

l

Although the known history of the Acadian settlement
at Port Lameron is sketchy, DrEntremsnt (Lg67:16g) argues that
it was the first major European settlement in southwestern
Apparent,ly, the Acadians d.id not. do very werl
clark (1969:151) reports that ,'rn 16g4,
are told that at
'üe

Port llameronl there $rere two buildings of the rsieursr
La Tour and Mius (-D.tEntremont) and six or seven people, all
very poor. " short,ly after arriving, the first settlers
learned that the soirs r^/ere not particularly suited for
agriculÈure, and ttr-ey quickllr turned to fishing as their main
subsistence activity.
Fishing, together with garden plots
for vegetables, supported the Acadians until they were forcibly
expelred by the Brìtish during the AcadLan Expulsion starting

,..,,,., .'
:-:,.:,
.:

i;;:::1r:...

conflicts over the cOntrol of the fur trade and was Soon
oust'ed by his competitors (Clark 196g:ll_l). He eventually
turned to the British for assistance and ,,...made an
arrangement to occupy and exploit the cape sable area,,
(ibid. :111) .

Nova scotia-3
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in L755. From all accounts, the. British action was resisted
in the cape sable area. Many of the Acadian settlers took
to the woods and fought a guerilla war in opposing forced
removal (Brebner 1937 3Zl ' However' by the summer of
1759, the Acadians had been overcome and were being held

prisoners in Halifax (Murdock 1866 23731. The way was now
cleared for the establishment of the first permanent British
settlements
In L76L, a number of familJ.es from Nantucket and Cape
Cod arrived in the area and established the community of
Barrington (Mackinnon I93Oz24¡ llap 1). They were a small
portion of the pre-Loyalist miération from New England
which was intended to fill the land.s left vacant following
the Expulsion. Although the colonial administration in
Nova Scotia was primarily interested in attracÈing farmers
Èopopu1ateand'worktheAcadian1andsintheAnnapo1isVaI1ey,
many fishermen from New England used the opportunity to
establish bases closer to the NorÈh Atlantic continental
fishing grounds (Brebner Lg37 229-30). Moreover, the migration
of fishermen $/as a product of several factors discussed
below which had been impeding both the growth of the New
England fishery and the development of a New England cont.rolled.
trade in dried and salted cod. Economic and social conditions
in

New

England, ât Èhat time, also stimulated this

movement

sf people. To fully appreciate the situation and its

consequences
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for the Pagesville gegion, it i* neÇessary to briefly review
some of the historical developments which affected. the North
Atlantic fishery
By the end of the seventeenth century, Britain and
France had gained total control of the f,ishery to the exclusÍon
of the other coloniar povrers such as the spanish and the
Portuguese. At the same time, ,,...the New England. fishery had
to the outrying banks and to the óhores of Nova
scoÈia. vtith arl-the-year-around ports, earlier fishing and
larger fishr'Nevr England had expanded her production and her
markets" (rnnis Lg3l;xiii) . Irowever, as Brebner (1937:10)
points out:
expanded

There had been the contest between the fishery
on the Banks themselves Èo take the catch to
Europe "green" in brine and the fishery from
harbours and smaLler craft which improved the
product and reduced iËs bulk by drying the
split fish on shore. The dry fishéry-having
proved in general more remunerative than thé
green, it became clear that the most efficient
fishery was that based on ports nearest the
fishing grounds if beaches and sun were

availablê, . . ,

Thís posed a major problem for the New England fishermen and
fish merchants. While the British possessed Newfoundland and
the French occupied cape Breton from which to operate a rshore'
fishery, the New Engranders did not have access to adequate
harbours and ports in which they courd tmaket (light. salt and
ary) their catches. Ilence, they couLd not prod.uce a commodity
which would be competitive on the international market.
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fn response to this si.tuation, the mercantile interests
in New England attempted to encourage the fishermen to develop
a rshoret fishery based in northeastern, mai-nland Nova Scotia.
Nova Scotia entered the picture during the
eighteenth century as an advanced base for the
New England fisheries and as a possible rÍval
to Newfoundland and cape Breton curing merchantabre
fish. Canso was the site of a vigorous effort
to emulate the French sedentary fishery at
Louisburg beË-ween 1720 and 1744, but wãs eclipsed,
by her might¡r rivat (Brebner 1937:Il).
The failure of the canso based 'shore' fishery mot,ivated the
New English merchants to seriously consid.er an armed assault
on Louisburg. rn L745, lvirliam shirely, the Governor of
Massachusetts, peÈitioned both houses of assembly for the funds
and backing necessary to support such an endeavour. rnitially,
the plan was rejected "...but subsequentry a petition from
merchant.s of Boston, salem, and Marblehead ind.uced them to
reconsider the subject, and the project was finally adopted
on 26 January.. . " (Murdock 1866 247-48) . The expedition was
led by william Pepperell, a merchant, and the enÈire force
was made up of New England militia rather than British
regulars (ibid.:48).
The French were defeated and many New Englanders

witling to move to Nova scotia and develop
its poLential-s. Aside from its nearness to the fishing
groundsr severar other factors und.erlied the pre-Loyalist
migration to Nova scotia. A landed, privileged, and wearthy
became more than

29

class had arisen in New England. AS A fesult., land and
business were rapidly becoming concentraÈed in the hands of
this group of owners. Consequentlyf a new
landless class began to eagerty look to the frontiers for
opportunit,ies (Brebner Ig37 :25-26L
The fishermen and whalernen were interested, in the
whole South Shore frorn Cape Sable to Canso because
of its abundant harbours and its nearness to
the Banks...
The Nova ScoÈian administration had
relatively little to do with the immigrant
fishermen, who promptly began what was to be
their common practice of keeping out of the way
of Government in the hope that Government would
leave them alone. ^ They skirted the coasts,
investigating harbours, beaches, and water and
timber supply. lrlhen they chose a site some of
them set to work making fish stagings and flakes
and either assembling or constructing the frame

3ËiåÍ:i:*È""il'ïi :lií"*3i'oå3.1'Iå' nitïå:
harvest of the seas (ibid.229-30) .

rhe

The families that established Barrington in L76L were motivated

by this series of events and pressures to settle in

Nova

4
Scotia. -

By JuIy lst,

L762, one hund.red and forty-five

persons

had settled at Barrington (Mackinnon 1930:25). A census taken

in L770 established the population at 387 of which 383 had
come from New England (Nova Scotia Department of Trade
n.d. ¿49) . Mackinnon (1930:25) notes that soon after the new
settlements had been founded:

.. .many families had be.gun to remove from the
limits of the first settlement at Barrington and
at Liverpool to islands and tonely harbours
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further away r where the shore fishing r^¡as
beÈter, and firewood iltore easily obtained. In
this way a fishery was established at Green
Harbour r oD the Rãgged Islands, ät Port lvlouton,
and at ttre old Acadian site of Port (Lameron) .
In this manner, fishing communities such as Pagesville rnrere
est,ablished all along the South Shore. Unfortunately,
specific information concerning ttre founding and the growÈh
of Pagesville during this perlod is unavailable. However,
some mention is made of activities at Barrington between
the years 1761 and L77g. The events and developments which
affected BarringÈon most probably had a similar impact upon
Pagesville.
The defeat of the French; while resulting in the
English settlement of Nova Scotia, also revealed the vigorous
competition between New English and British mercantile trading
interests. As Cleaversey points out: "The policies in
fashion in Britain in those days lrere aimed definitely at
discouraging the development of a colonía} carrying trade"
(1973:5). Brebner (1937:10-11) notes that:
The North Atlantic fishery itself was but part
of the matter in dispute. Far more importanÈ
vras the trade which could be built around it.
During the seventeenth century Boston had become
the "MarÈ To\¡¡n" for the l¡test Indies, and had
secured a substantial share of the English
capital which poured into the islands by
cairying and exchanging the fish, wood-pr')ducts,
foodËtuffs, and livestock of the north and the
sugar, molasses, tropical products, and rum of
th.e south. Trouble came when the worn out
British sugar islands began to yield to French
rivals, about 1700. Then New Eng1and, which

,*¡i
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dominated ttre .Amefican cafrying trade, broke
through mercantilistic control by trading
d.irectly with the French. islands and weaving an
enorrnous fabric of marine trade, largely illegal...
Atterqp¡s to put New England in her place in the

British mercantilistlc structure failed, as did
efforts to make her heJ-p to bolster up the declining
British sugar islands,
The conflict, of course, intensified over the years and eventually
led to the American Revolution.
The New Englanders in Nova Scotia were very much
opposed to the notion of fighting their êx-compatriots, hence,

they maintained a position of neutrality throughout the
This stance htas particularly characteristic of the
conflict.
Cape Sab1e-Barrington area of the South Shore.S However,
their neutraliÈy was not exactly passive in that they attempted
to reap whatever benefits they could from the war. Many
captains from the South Shore engaged in a very lucrative
trade $¡ith New England which involved commodities such as
fish, Iumber and wood prod.ucts, salt, manufactured goods, and
fugitive or shipwrecked American privateermen (Brebner Lg37:316).
Barrington and communities Ín its vicinity played an important
role in these transactions
Trade vrent on, usually through YarmouÈh or
Barrington, but sometimes even with Boston
directly; and hard cash circulated as seldom
bef,ore when one side desperately needed, some
conmodÍty like salt or flour which the other
could provide...,Some neighbouring places such as
Port Mouton and Ragged Islands (Lockeport),
were so AmericAn in sympathy as periodically to
serve as advance bases for American privateers
and for the disposal of theÍr captures
(ibid. :317) .

t. ' ...
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As the war intensifíed, the vorume of trade and inùeraction
declj.ned to a tïickle.
By the end of the war, t.Ìght money
and the war economy lv.ere having a dramatÌc impact on business
in Barrington and the surrounding regions.
The arrival of the. ,'Tory', T,oyalists follov¡ing the
American victory.set Nova scotia on a pro-British course

and.,

subsequently, put an end. to the. maintenance of close ties
between communities on the south shore and New England..

:

outpost of Engrand...the geographic
liTnitations of the New England fishãry, iñ view
o-f the requirements of thã prevairing- iendency
that the fishery was conducted with greatest
efficiency from the land. nearest the fishing
grounds, led to the emergence of Nova Scotiã
as a separate unit (Tnnis J93|:xv).
rn a r.r" rear sense, the British defeat and the subsequent
settlement of Nova scotia by the Loyalists ushered in a period
of Nova Scotian dominance in the North Atlantic fishery rvhich
v/as to last. for over one hundred years.
became an

the Pagesvilre area. Family surnames such as the Browns and.
the Greens, which are prominent today, first appeared d.uring
this period.. Pagesvi-lle is named after Nathaniel page who,
in partnership with Nathan white, established the first
commercial trading firm in Lower port Lameron, later renamed
Pagesville [crowell 19282365). During the nineteenth century,
Port Lameron and, PagesvÌIle rnrere centres of fishing, trading,
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and shipping activity,

Both ttre rvesselr (offshore banks)

and the rshorer (inshore) fishery were vigourously pursued.

Always the fishery business vras urgently prosecuted,
freighters were employed, excellent stores
esÈablished and an ideal communLty grelr up
around the ruins of old fort St. Louis (Lameron)
(Crowell 1928:365).

Since the establishment of the first

settlements the catching,

processing, and marketing of fish has always been the focal
point of economic activity.
Population and Industry in the T,ate Nineteenth Century
Supported by Nova Scotiars dominant position in the
fishery and favourable market'conditions, these fishing
communities grew steadily.

For example, between 1870-7L
and 1880-81, the population increased from Lt477 to I,78g
in the Port Lameron census sub-district which includes Pagesville and the Brazils (see Table 4). Although some fishermen
were engaged in the 'vessel! fishery, a large majority of
them owned and/or operated smaller boats in the rshore'
fishery (see Table 2).
'

Table

2

by Type of Fishery
Vessels Men Boats Men
187
227
89
L2
1870-71
319
331
99
tO
t8B0-81
,
Source: Government of, Canada. Census. 1870-71 1880-81.
Occupation. Vol. 3.
Men Employed
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The apparent shift towards the tshoret fishery reflected in

the figures for lggg-81 is, without a doubt, the result. of the
rise in prominence of lobstering during the preceding decade
coupled wit.h a slump in the Bank fishery. Ivloreover, the
disproportionate ratio of boats to men recorded in 1880-81
indicates that at least a few of the vessel fishermen retained
smaller craft for the purpose of lobster fishing during the
federally regulated season.
Until welJ. into the twentieth century, the way of
life in Nova Scotian outports was quite similar to that
reported by Faris (1972) , Firestone (L967), Junek (1937) ,
and Breton (1973) for fishing communities in Newfoundland, Labrador,
and Quebec. ivlost farnilies maintained small plots on which they
greÌ{ vegetables, grainsr ênd fruit for domestic consumption
(see Table 3).
Iable 3
Cultivated Land Compared !'fith Total Land, Occupied
Total Land Total Land Z of t,he Total
Tota1
Populatíon Occupied Cultivated Occupied
9
1,360
L4 1986
1870-71 r,477
20
L,992
9,148
1880-81 r,798
*fn Acres
Source: Government of Canada. Census. 187¡=71 - 1880-81.
Population and OccupatÌon. VoIs. I and 3.

::
.,
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As can be seen in Table 3, the. increase in population

was

accompanied by

a similar incre4se in the amount of land under
cultivaÈion. Apparently, foodstuffs cultivated on a parttime basis \â¡ere an important supplement to their yearly
income. By this I mean the products of part-time agricultural
act,ivit,ies which r^tere domestically consumed helped to pru^vide
the capital the fishermen required to cover the necessary
costs of refitt,ing and repair incurred. each year in thaÈ it
freed some of the income earned through fishing from domestic
expenses.

Kinship and family were the focat points of local
level- social and economic or<¡anization. Agnatic kin links rrrere
the key principles of recruitment and crev/ composition.
Moreover, the entire population was intimately involved in
the mode of production. For example, v/omen and children
performed the vital tasks of rmaking' the catch and tending
to the fish as it dried on the |flacksI.
This is not to say that these outporÈ communities
existed apart from the external society. On the contrary,
the nature of outport life. and. organization has always been,
more or less, a function þf the wider economic system.
Changes j-n the condj-tion of the international fish market
have a resound.ing impact on the outport settl-ements.
Population in the Port Lameron-Pagesville area began to
decline rapidly after lBBO-81 and thLs trend had continued
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rüith a remarkable degree of consistency up until the present
day (see Table 4).
Table

4

Population in the Port Lameron Census Sub-District, 1870-19716

1870-71 1880-81 .1890-91 1901 1911 L92r 1931 1941
I ,O49
8L2 758 729 663 629
1,79I
r,477
Source: Government of Canada. Census. L87 0-7I - 194I.
Population. VoI. 1.

L97L
586

percent decline in population between the years
1880-8I and 1901 marked a period of d.ramatic change in the
international economic order. '

A fifty-five

Three major developments placed an inordinate amount.

of pressure on the populations in places such as Port Lameron
and Pagesville, During these two decades, the international
market for Nova ScoÈian dry-salted fish collapsed. At the
same time, Canad,ian and American urban-based industries were
desperately in need of rnassive amounts of labour. Finallyr
this period. marked the i-nitiation of intensive governmental
interventíon in the fisherYThe nature of the exchange system operating at. the
local-level made the fishermen particularly vulnerable to
any fluctuations in the state of the ínÈernational market.
Everywhere that cod fishing was the major activity,
the merchant class had tended to nìonopolize it

bythetrucksystem.Und'erthiscreditsystem
the fisherman had to selI his fish to the
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merchant from whom he obtained his gear and
provisions, liquid and solid. The outport
merchant in turn used the dried cod to pay the
fish exporter of Halifax or St. Johnrs ioi tris

imported supplies of food, drink, cordage, salt
and lumber. In the absence of local competition
or regular transportat.ion and banking services,
the fishermen could make no other use of his
rare profits except in the merchantts store...
No income to venture exist,ed where fishing was
the .only industry and merchants the only source
of credit (Erskine 1968 2243) .

In this system, the fishermenrs income decreased if the
internatíonal price fell. All declines in the wholesale market
price were passed down from the speculators through the
exporters to the outporÈ merchant,s who, in turn, gave lower
prices for dried-salt fish. Or, *" other hand, the price
that the fishermen received during periods of high prices
on Èhe international market remained remarkably stable.
Moreover, the nature of the credit system, i.ê., supplies and
gear needed for the spring outfit were charged against the
summer and fall catch, placed. the fishermen in a constant
state of debt. Of course, the maintenance of this pattern
in Èhe outport merchant's interest in that it Èied the
fishermen to him.
Following 1886, the Nova Scotian dried fish industry
suffered several major setbacks. In particular, the Treaty
of !ùashington, a trade agreement between Canada ánd the United
States which had initiated reciprocity in fish and fish
producÈs, vras terminated in the fall of 1885. As a result:
$ras

3B

...a duty of ei-ghty-four cents a quintal

was

imposed on Canadian cod, and exports of dried
fish declined from I951666 hundredweight, valued
at $64Lt6II in that year, to 153,271 hundredweight,

valued at, $406 1392 in 1886 approximately 2I
percent in quantity and 40 percent in value
(Grant L9342201.

In effect, this development coupled with the competitive
problems that Nova Scotian d.ried cod was experiencing on the
international market destroyed the Nova Scot,ian dried fish
industry, the fishery that the Port Lameron-Pagesville area
\.ras committed to
Although, by 1886, transportation and refrigeration
technology had advanced to a point where fresh fish could
be shipped profitably, the industry was not well established
until 1905 because the network of rail lines had yet, to reach
the more isolated areas of the province (Grant Lg34:83ff.).
If the collapse had come ten years later, the development of
the fresh fish industry and the rise of lobstering might have
offered the fishermen'an alternative and economically viable
means of compensating for the d.eclining value of dried, fish.
The Rise of Lobstering

During the late I860's, the fishermen on the South
Shore had started capturing lobster for sale to local canning
companies which were owned and operated by large físh exporËing

all lobster was marketed
concerns (Swim n.d.:34). Initially,
shelled and in cans because the available means of transportation,
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i.e.,

sailing vessels, were Èoo slow and uncertain for the
market,ing of live lobster. The rise of robstering and the
canning industry had a significant economic impact on the
outport fishing communities. Swim (n,d.234) notes that
in crarkers Harbour on cape sable rsland the capturing and
canning of lobster employed over forty men and boys and up
to sixty vromen and girls. soon, the income from lobstering
began to rival that earned from fishing. In Clarkers Harbour
"the price paid at first was 4s cents per 100 lbs. and this
grad'ually increased until 1880 when it was 68 cents per 100 lbs-,,
(ibid.:35) . By 1900, the fishermen on the south shore lrere
earning more from lobstering than from dried cod (Erskine
1968:264) .
T\uo

developments, however, had changed the nature of

the lobster industry by this time. rn the areas south of
Halifax, the advenÈ of steam'powered ships during the 1gg0,s gave
birth to the exporÈ of live lobsters and., at the same time,
destroyed the canning industry. Although helping to raise the
price that the fishermen received (the buyer's overhead was
dramaticarly d.ecreased), this innovation in transportation
eliminated the important role that women,s rabour had prayed
in the production process, thus eradicating a potentialry
key source of income from th.e fishermenrs do¡Rest.ic economy,
thaÈ is, the wage earned by the r4romen. From this time on,
the labour of women was to perform an ever decreasing role in
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production.
Second.ly, the adoption of a number of technological

innovations such as the gasoline engine and the lobster pot
enabled. the fishermen to significantry increase production.
This is well illustrated in a newspaper article from The

Halifax Herald.
...it. is doubtful if there are many people anywhere
better posted on the growth of the industry than
is John C. Smith, of Lower Clarkers Harboui, one
of the oldest fishermen on the island in active
service. He has been fishing almost sixty years
and recalls that, when he first went to work
the catching of lobsters was only to be indulged
in at spare morûents, when not otherwise engaged
in other branches'of the fisheries. Saturday
afternoon, after the weekrs work was done, $ras
a favorite time to catch lobsters and they hrere
always caught by "gaffing" or by net,ted hops...
the mode of catching them was to tie severãI
bund,les of cod heads, let them hang in the water
and then go up and down the channel picking off
the big ones (the little ones v/ere not touched)
with gaffs...Traps were unknown then. Al1 of
fifty years ago the first trap ever seen on the
island came ashore ín a gale on the South Side
Beach, and was picked up by Richard Nickerson.
Neither Mr. Nickerson nor anyone else that saw
it had any idea what Ít was but after a great
deal of deliberation they at last came to the
conclusion that, it was a salmon trap of some
kind, intended to be set in narrow streams.
...It was not until after the Portland
Packing Company started operations about, forty
years ê9o, that. the first trap was built on the
island,. Mr. Smith says it was thirty-eight years ago
that he was one day on the wharf of that company
when he saw Mr. PaLlet, Èhen employed by them,
building a cage-like contrivance of laths. ft
b/as rumoured that. it was to be a lobster trap,
and during the day about every fisherman around
found some excuse to visit the wharf and look
at it. A few thought it would be alright, but
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the majority scoffed. Ho\oever, the trap was
finished. and thrown off the head of the wharf.
Next morning it was hauled up and several lobsters
It worked - that was atl the
r^/ere found in it.
Cape Island men wanted to know. In a few days
every man who could do so was buying laths
and they have been doing so ever since (Ha!!fax
Herald, December 15, 1910).
Asid.e from the interesting 'origin of the lobster
pot myth', this passage reveals much concerning the forces
which motivated change in the means of production. The fact
that the first man to build a trap was a rlocalr who worked
for the canning company is no coincid.ence. I,fith the introduction
of the pot, lobstering was transformed from a leisurely,
low-investment activity to a cåpital and labour inÈensive
industry. lVithout a doubt, the fishermen's earnings increased,
with the adoption of the lobster trap, but so too did their
degree of investment and commitment. On the other hand, the
buyerr âS the result of the rintroduction and motivationr
process, lvas guaranteed a reliable and high volume mode of
production which would maximize his access to live lobster

at no addit,ional cost. As a matter of fact, the merchant
reaped a two-fold benefit from this change. He lowered
the costs of handling and processing while at the same time
capturing a good. portion of the increased price received by
the fishermen. The merchant held a monopoly on many o1: the
parts needed by the fishermen tO construct the lobster Pots.
It r,,ras the fishermen who had to inVest their money and time

'l: :ì:
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in building and setting the pots, not the buyer. Within
this context, then, it is not surprising that an employee of
the canning company was the first person to buíId a trap in
C1arke's Harbour.
The fisherments earnings from lobstering did gradually

a vital portion of their yearly income. As a result,
of the collapse of the dried fish market, more and more
fishermen turned to lobstering. But the intensity of the
fishery soon decimated the available populations of lobster
and it was not long after this that lobst'ering became a
regulated seasonal actívity. Ey 1886, the federal government.
had introduced fishery regulations which only permitted
lobstering on the South Shore between January lst and July 15th.
This policy restricted the fishermen to three months of
actual lobstering because the water is too cold, the sea is
too high, and storms are too frequent during January, February
and March for them to leave port. By 1898, their season had
been further limited to the period between December l5th and

become

Ivtay 15Èh

(Report of the Canadian Lobster Commission 1898 t29l

.

The Impact of Economic Change

with a collapsing dried-fish market, a restricÈed
lobster season, and a poorly developed fresh fish industry,
many of the younger fishermen and their families, caught in
the debt-credit maze of the 'truck systent, had no alternative

i
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but to look f,or work outside of the outport. Coincidentally,
labour was a tsought-afterr commodity at this time for the
industries located in rapidly growing urban centres.
Demand for labour in the coal-mines, the iron
and steel industry, the lumber industry, the
construction of railways and other activities
in the Province, attract.ed men from the
fisheries, but it was of minor importance compared
with the high wages paid in the industrial centres
of New England (Grant, 1934 2261.
The depopulation of the pagesville-port Lameron arear âs werl
as most of rurar Nova scotia, can be attributed to these
processes. Beside regulating the lobster fishery, the federal
government introduced several ÞoaÈ construction subsidy
prograrnmes in order to attempt to assist the fishing
industry. Hovrever, these policies tended to stimulate the
construction of larger vessels instead of providing rerief
for the hard-pressed inshore fishermen (Grant Lg34:19).
This perigd marks a transition point in the deveropment of
the canadian Atlantic fishery. Accompanying the depopulation
of rural communities are the beginnings of a movement,
stimulated by the government, and industry, towards a c,apital,
as opposed to labour, intensive fishery.
The fishermen who remained on the South Shore
compensated for these changes by adopting gasoline engines
for their boats. EvenÈually, the now familiar 'Cape IsLandt
boat appeared

r
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It was Ephram Atkinson who started a boat shop
here (Clarke!s Harbourr Cape Sable Island)
in 1905 who was the originator of this style.
It happened at a time when the first engines
were in the loca1ity. Up until then, most of
the boats were all open hulls without cabins.
The fishermen asked for improvements and
some protection from the weather, Gradually
it evolved to the present, type with a small
cuddy forward and wheel house.

Most of the boats are 38 feet long and
used both for lobstering and handlining. They
use oak keels, hatmatack t.imbers,
and pine p1ank. While hatmatack isn't, a hard
wood, its (sic) one of the toughest woods
available. Using galvanised, naÍls, many of these
boats are still tafing a beating after 20 or
more years (Hãlifax Chroniclê Herald, May 2,
1959:5) .

The rCape Island' fishing boat was designed in such a ;nanner

as to provide the fishermen with as much durability and working
space as \Áras possible. Better still,
from the fisherments
point of view, hras the cost. Since the boats were built. of

Iocal materials by local craftsmen, their price was within Èhe
range of the income of most, fishermen. Those men who could
not j-nitially afford a ne$¡ boat only had bo wait a few
years until secondhand craft became available. This is the
manner in which most of the young fishermen came to buy their
firsË Cape Island boats. For example, in Pagesville, John
Brown, who started fishing:in Èhe early 1920's, spent a total
of eight years 'goingr with. his father and later with a friend
before he had saved enough money to buy a secondhand boat.

4s

The adoption of ttre. gasoline engine provided the
fishermen with a d.egree of rnobility that permitted them Èo

cover a much larger area of the ocean. This was a particularly
important feature for the handline fishermen because they

,,,,,,;,

were now able to move quickly f,rom fspotr to rspotr. Arso,
the Cape Island boat. allowed the fishermen to more fully

exploit. the available lobster populations. with a motor
powered boat, they could transport and set a larger nr¡mber of
lobster pots (Swim n.d..:38). The timely development of the
cape rsrand fishing boat enabled the remaining fishing popuration to adjust to the changing. conditions in the exLernal
market by diversifying and increasing production,
Arthough the market for fresh fish rapidry expanded
after 1905, the Pagesville-port Lameron fishermen remained
commit,ted to producing dried fish and lobster. Apparently,
most of the fishermen owned and maintained individual or
family controlled wharves and stages up until the
introduction in 1928 of federal government standards regulating
the quarity of the finished dried and/or salted fish product.
The federar government, in an attempt to support the faltering
position of Atlantic dried fish on the international market,
.
took this action in response to the complaints from the buyers
and exporters concerning the lack of uniform quality in the
various grades of dried cod. (Grant 1934 2731.
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In L928 established standards of size and guality
for dry and salted cod, haddock, hake, cusk, and
pollock had been worked out, and these have been
incorporated in the Fish Inspect,ion Act. New
regulatÌons were pêssed by order-in-council (L929)
governing the materiaLs to be used in the manufacture
of containers, and in the inspection of the containers,
qld the quality and quant,ity óf the fish packed
(ibid. :130) .
rn effect,, these regulations totalry removed control
of processing from the hands of the fj-shermen and gave it to
the buyers since very few fishermen had sufficient, surplus
capital t,o cover the costs of conforming to the new standards.
The fishermen were finally relegated to the rore of primary
producers and thei.r contror of the product was restricted to
|from the water to the wharfI. After 1928,.private wharves
and staging facirities li¡ere no longer necessary. Either
companyr ês in Pagesvilrer or government, as in port Lameron,
facilitíes appeared in their place.
The fishermen now dealt solely with fresh fish which they
unloaded aft,er a day's fishing at the common dock.
Equally inportant was the impacÈ that these changes
had on the function of women in the fishery. The labour of
vromen vras the major component in 'making' the catch. l{ith
the introduction of the standards regulations, their role was
completely elirninated from the production process. Women
became relegated to the more subservient and dependent,
positions of housewife and part-Èime keeper of the garden.
Needless to sây, the alienation of women from the production
owned and maintained dock

:

::
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process altered the entire order of social and economic

relations between men and women in outport communities such
as Pagesville. Tod.ay, there is only one female engaged in
the fishery in the Pagesville-Port Lameron area and she is
considered aberrant by the working males.
Apart from the introduction of electronic Èechnology,
i.e., radar and. echo sounders, the inshore fishermenrs mode
of production has remained basically unchanged since the
early 1930rs. A combination of fluctuating prices, the advent
of mass communication, the developnent of easy access to
provincial, nationalr and intennational transportation
systems, and the increasing involvement of governmenÈ in the
drive to switch from a labour to a capital intensive fishery
have led to the cont,inued, depopulation of small communities
such as Pagesville. As we will see in Chapter 4, the outmigration of men has had an adverse effect on crer^r composition
and the effective uÈilization of some fishing technologies.
This rather lengthy summarlr of the historical factors
that moulded the cond,itions existing in Pagesville today is
necessary to an unde.rstanding of the n4ture of th.e conteÍìporary
organizaÈion of production and market relations. Furthermore,
history provides the best illustrations of the rfitr between
local-}eveI phenomena and the external system. Producers
such as the Pagesville fishermen have always been, and still
are, at the mercy of fluctuations in market conditions and
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governmental opinions.

Indeed, historically,

external cond,itions
have played a major role in the. evolution of the inshore
fishermenrs mode of production.
Setting

Pagesville is situated at. about the centre of a
peninsula that juts out into the North Atlantic, the tip of
which is the most southerly point in the province (Map 2).
Most of the sett.lement is concentrated on the northeasÈern
side of the peninsula. Upper P.ort Lameron occupies a
position at the peninsulars base while the balance of the
communities, Port, Lameron, Pagesvilte, Brazil, and East
Brazil, are stretched. out along a paved winding road that
follows the coast, to an armed forces base (Canadian Forces
Base, Barrington) perched on the tip at landrs end. At
this point, the road turns up the coast and. services lüest
Brazil; the only community located on the southwest side of
the peninsula (l4ap 3) .
As of 197I, the respective populat,ions of these
communit,ies were: Port Lameron - L56¡ Pagesville - 72¡
82¡ East Brazi.L 90¡ and West Brazil - 186.
Brazil
Buildings such as stores, churches, processing firms, post
offices, and dock facilities which usually serve to identify
the distinctiveness and independence of a community are not
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distributed evenly among ttlese settlements. In some cases
these facilities do not funqtion ta indicate ttre tdistinctivenessl
of several of the com¡nunities. Thìs is particularly evident
in Pagesville and the Brazils.
In Vfest Brazil, there Ls a store, post office, small
processing firm, 'and dock facilities.
East Brazil does not
contain any of these specialized activities while Brazil
contains a store, post office, conmunity centre and, a
church. Most of the men in these three communities either
fish out of the Pagesville harbour or work for the fish buying
firm that is located there. The fish company in tlest Brazil
buys fish from the processing firm located in Port Lameron
rather than directly from the fishermen. It specializes
in pickled fish and only employs the family that owns it,.
In the summer of L974 it was rumoured that the company was
close to bankrupÈcy and would soon be shutting down. At
Èhe same time, the fishermen consider the lrlest Brazil dock
facilities to be unsafe and inadequate. The wharf and
sheds are in a general state of disrepair while the breakwater does not offer many safe mooring places. Currently,
three boats fish out of Vüest Brazil and the catches are sold
directly to the Port Lameron fish firm.
Pagesville, although the smallest of the settlements,
The reason for this lies in
is a hub of fishing activity.
the fact that. the conununity l{¡as built around the only good
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natural harbour on the peninsula. The harbour gives more than
adequate protection f,rorn storms while offering the fishermen
a large number of good nooring places to choose from. During
the past summer, twenty-five boats, including three offshore
Iongliners, fished out of Pagesville. Moreover, the fish
buying/processing firm located in Pagesville employed, most

of the non-fishing males from both Pagesville and the Brazils.
As a local centre of fishing activity, the pagesvilleBrazils area can be clearly dÌfferentiated from Port Lameron
and Upper Port Lameron. Ìrfith few exceptions, all of the men
from the Pagesville-nrazils communities who participate in
some aspect of the fishery either work out of or at the
On the other hand, Port Lameron and
Pagesville facilities.
Upper Port Lameron are individually distinct centres of
fishing and fish processing. Both of these communities
contain churches, stores, garages, post offices, fish firms,
Most of the men vrork in or ouÈ of the
and dock facilities.
facilitÍes based in their respective communities. Ten boats,
including two offshore longliners, fish out of Port Lameron,
while approximately twelve boats are based. in Upper Port
Lameron

of fishing and employment in fish processing,
Pagesville and the Brazils may be considered to be one
centre which is clearly distinguishable from PorÈ Lameron and
Upper Port Lameron. Ivloreover, the fishermen themselves
Because
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cLaim an affiliation

with their respecÈiye ports on the basis
of traditìonal and. historical ties. Fishernen from one famify.
have fished out. of the same port in many cases. Thus, in
addltion to the synchronic view of local-level activity,
the distinctiveness of these three centres is defined by the
fishermen on ground.s of generations of family affiliation.

summary
In this chapterr ürê have seen that the articulation
of critical environmental characteristics and historic
events affectingi economic relations motivated settlement and
the development of the inshore fishery in the Fagesville
region. Changes in external narket conditions, while
initiaÈing out-ruigration, were adjusted to by the fishermen
through the adoption of lobstering and the gasoline powered,
Cape Island fishing boat. As a result, they $rere able
to increase returns for work efforts by diversifying production
and.expanding their physical area of exploitatÍon.
,
The role of womenrs labour in production was
eliminated by the late Lg2Ors wiÈh the introduction of federal
standards for the processed product. lvloreover, the fisherments
control of the f ish product was red.uced to 'from the water
to the wharfr. The organization of production and market
relations in contemporary Pagesville is the product of these
forces and. ev.ents.
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CHAPTER 3
TECHNOLOGY AND THE ECOLOGY OF FISHTNG

The Pagesville fishermen are concernecl with the

structure of the marine ecosystem insofar as it conditions
their access to commercialry valuabre species of fish. ïn
this chapter, the nature of the fishermenrs interaction with
the marine environment,, as it effecÈs successful production
and the minimization of risk, is described and anaryzed.
An emphasís is placed on the rrsê of technotrogicar strategies
adapted to the requirements of effective prod,uction, the
fishermen's perception of the marine environment as the
eco1ogica1basisofcontemPoraryworkpatterns,andthenotion
of territoriarity
as it affects the spatiat distribution
of production endeavours'
Twenty-five boats fÍshed out of the Pagesville harbour
during the summer of L974, Of these, three were offshore
longliners with a totar crew of eight; four vrere outboards
usedbyfivemeniandtheremainÍngeighteen,workedby
twenty=eight men, $rere cape trsland f ishing boats. ulith the
exception of the men on the offshore longliners, the pagesville
fishermen onry work the inshore grounds during the year. of

the twenty-two boats engaged in the inshore fishery, four $rere
used for inshore longlining, seventeen $rere used by handliners,.
52
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and one outboard was used by two part-time fishermen for setting
fleets of gill (drift) nets. Twenty of the boats are used for

lobstering on a fulr-time basis during both the spring and
fall seasons. The three offshore boats continue longlining
during the lobster season and the owners of the two remaining
inshore boats do not fish for lobster.
rhe image portrayed here is one of twenty-five boats
and forty-three fishermen engaged, on a full-time basis, in
every aspect of the fishery. Fishing is their only occupation
and their sole source of income. The year for these men is
divided inÈo four major segments: (l) spring lobstering,

(2) strlnmer and early fall fishíng, (3) fall lobstering, and
(4) the winter during which their boats are 'hauled üp',
that is, out of the water. Each one of the 'seasons' is
characterized by a particular set of activities and economic
strategies. Production is organized in such a manner as to
allow the fishermen to maximize their returns for productive
efforts.
Teehnology
:

North Atlant.ic fishing has been characterized as
both a hunting (Anderson and t¡Iadel Lg72:I53ff) and a harvesting
(Faris Ig73; Goodland ]rg72) activity.
Basically, the appro-

priateness of either of Èhese labels in describing the mode
of production hinges upon the attri.butes of the technological
means of procluction. Bottemmanne (f959) makes a distinction

:':.:''
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between "passive fishing devices, " such as fixecl traps and

nets, and "active fishing devicesr" which include baited
hooks, longline, and mobile traps, i.e,.otter trawr, seines,
etc. Need.less to sây, technologies are designed and creat,ed
with use in mind. In other words, the most successful fishing
t'echnologies will be those that, given the particular situatj-on,
were adopted, adapted, and/or developed to fit the social and

environmental constraints on production such as the availability
of labour and the behaviour of the desired species.

For exampre, the Newfoundland cod trap is designed
to be set in areas where the sea bottom i.s relativery flat
and characterized by a sandy or gravely composition, the
conditions in which capelin, a small smelt-like fish, spawn.
As the shoals of cod pursue capelin inshore during the
sr¡mmer, the trap catches a large number with a high degree
of ef ficiency (Firestone 1967:B9ff .). Irforeoverr âs Faris (3'g72l
and Firestone (Lg67) have indicate<l, the cod trap is id,ealry

suited to the availability of labour in the Newfoundland
outport. Its origin and success can only be explained in
terms of a negotiation between social constraints and the
necessity of minimj-zlng subsistence risk within a particular
environmental context. A material means of production is
developed as an adaptation to the requirements and context.
of production. Passive fishing devíces, such as the cod trap,
are adapt.ed to and exploit the seasonal or cyclical occurrence
of a marine resource. This type of fishing can be considered

:.-:::-
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a harvesting activity.
Ivtuch the same argument can be used for "active fishing
devices." success with active devices is dependent upon the
combination of rures, i.e. bait, and mobility with a necessary
familiarity with the marine ecology and an underst,anding
of species behaviour. The fishermen seek out those locations
in the marine environment best suited to the f eeding behaviour
of the desired species. Although the f ishermen using an
ractiver technology also exploit the seasonal occurrence
of marketable fish, their success pivots on the necessity of
first, Iocating the fish; hence, the appropriateness of
characterizing this kind of fishing as a rhunÈingr activity.
Fishermen select and,/or develop a technology or
combination of technologies which offer the best chances of
success. In regârd to the Nova Scotian inshore fishermen,
seasonality, natural in terms of the weather and the occurrence
of f ish and artif icial in terms of government, regulations ,
is a consideration which they have had to deal with in the
selection and use of the material means of production. In
response to social, environmental, economic, and seasonal
constraints, the Pagesville fishermen have adopted a multistrategic approach to product,ion, ,including the combination
of active and rrassive fishing technologies.
:

Fishing Technologies
Their main fish catching technologies are gill

neÈs
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(drift nets), handrines, longlines, and rthe jig'.
However,
two technologicar approaches dominate production: longlining
and handlining' A fisherman's commitment to either one of the
methods means that he participates in a daily cycle of activities quite different from that characterizing the fishermen
using the other method. FurÈhermore, commitment to a part,icular
method involves varying amounts of ca.oital investment j-n
terms of money and. labour while also affecÈing the manner in
which specif ic technologies can be combined in attempting
to maximize returns.
The use of gill neÈs is the most. obvious indication
of these patterns. I{ost of ttre t¡an¿line f ishermen usually
set two nets. The nets are made of cotton and/or nylon
twine and have mesh sizes which range between one and two
squareinches.Eachnet'isapproximate1yfortyfeet1ongand
trventy feet wide. When set, one end is held stationary by
agrape1inanchorcaughtontheseabottomwhi1etheother
end, marked with a bright (usually orange) buoy, is left
.
free so that the neÈ can swing with the tides. The net's
top-rope is held at sea-level by a series of evenly spaced
cork buoys. Its bottom, however, is weighted down by a
nu¡nber of twine bags filted with small stones. In this
manner, the nets are rhung' in the water and held. stationary
while they 'driftr with the tides.
The main purpose of the gill net in this situation
is to provide the handliner with a daily supply of herring
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(clupes harengus) which he uses as bait to catch
demer.sal
f ish such as cod (Gadus morhua L. ) , and potrock (@ius

pollachius). The first thing that the fisherman does
every
rfishing day' is check his nets.
He srowly approaches the
'free' side of the net and 'gaffs, the buoy rope. The boatrs
moÈor is shut off and the net is then pulred into
the boat
from either one of the sides or over the stern. rf some
fish have been caught, they are rprucked' from the net.
Alr
of the herring are put in the bait boxes. Any mackeral
(scomber scombrus) is put in a separ4te prace
and everything
eLse is thrown back into the water. After the net is in
and
plucked, the fisherman starts hi" *oaor and, as he srowry
moves away' the net is carefully fed back into the
water.
lf he has not obtained any bait, this process is marked by
a pronounced degree of speculation concerning the worth of
his nets, the weather, the rplacer where the nets are set,
and the dubious nature of herring. The fishermen with nets
'off ' check them every day includ.ing sundays ancr on those
occasions when they cannot go fishing because of the weather.
Any herring or mackeral caught in the nets on non-fishing
days
are sold to the fish firm. On occasion, the gill
nets provide the fishermen with an alt,ernate source of income
during periods of bad weather and inactivity.
The handliner wirr- go directly to the rgrounds,
if he has bait. However, empty nets mean Èhat. he must either
obtain fresh bait from another fisherman or return to port
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and purchase frozen bait, usualry mackeral_, from the fish
buyer. Both of these alternatives involve an import.ant

loss of time which, ât best, usually means that he will not
be able to fish the rspot' he had originally intended to try.
At worst, he wirl rose up to one and one-half hours of fishing
and will be forced to go after haddock with frozen bait.
Basically, handrining invorves the use of one or
more 2oo Ib. nylon test rines. Approximatery one hundred.
and seventy feeÈ of this line is wound around a make-shift
H-frame. one hook is located at. the end of the rine, approximately three feet below a between one and one-hatf pound, read
weight. Above the lead weightr- there is usually attached
one or two 'leader lines' with additional hooks. Each one
of the hooks is baited with either fresh herring ('a side and
a belly') or frozen mackeral. As the baited line travels to the
bottom, the fishermen prepare another handline, having it
over the side before the first one hits the bottom. The
handliners'alternate between the lines during the barance
of the fishing day: pulling one rine up, taking the fish
off, rebaiting, and putting it back over after they have
completed doing the same thing with another line. After the
lead hits the boÈtom, the line is drawn back two or three
arm-lengths 'to put the hook where the físh are'. rt is
then 'sawed' back and forth in a regurar motion for a coupre
of minutes. the handliner will Èhen pause and 'feel for fish'
before he turns and tends to his other lines. Each Line is
worked by hand and dealt with individualry, thus, the raber
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handlining.
Longlining ¡ soflretimes called trawring, involves a
totally different technology and organization of time and

labour. with onry a few exceptions, rongliners do not set
gilI nets because they use frozen bait. A longrine itself
is composed of a long, heavy gauge, cotton/nylon line from
which four to six hund.red three-foot 'leader lines, are
suspended. The hooks at the end of the leaders are baited
'onshore' with frozen mackeral during the afternoon preceeding
a fishing day. The baited longrine is coiled into rtubsr
(somewhat similar to a barrel that has been cut in half)
and stored in a freezer until ih. rorrring.
At around three orclock in the morning, the inshore
rongliners leave port. Between two and four tubs of longline
are set, before dawn on each fishing day. gühen setting, the
fishermen start by releasing a lead anchour and marker buoy
('high-f1yer').
The first tub of line is attached to the same
rope as the anchour. Each tub is then fed, out in sequence.
A brightly coloured prastic buoy is attached Èo the trawl
at about its mid-point. As they reach the end of the final
tub, the fishermen attach another ênchor and marker buoy.
These are.set after the last of the line has entered the
water. rn all, four tubs of trawr stretch over approximately
one and one-half miles of ocean bottom when they are set in
a rfleett (see Figure 2r.
The longline is ,fedt into the water by a fisherman
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l'rho 'readsr it r^rith a two foot, rounded stick.

He stands

behind the tub feeding the line r.rith a semi-circular
arm motion, catching the heavy gauge cord with the stick at,
about, the mid-point between two |leaders|.

next tosses
the heavy line and leaders away from the boat and into the
water to avoid tangles by spreading the baited leader lines
before they hit the water. This entire operation requires
considerable agility and alertness since the line usually
feeds out at approximately six feet per second.
A few of the inshore longJ.iners are now using automatic
trawl feeders. In thís technique, the line is fed into the
water through a trough-like metar device that hangs over the
stern of the boat. The forward motion of the boat is used
as the IseÈting force'. Although this method takes less
time and allows the line to fish for a somewhat longer
period, mosÈ of the inshore longliners prefer to use the
traditional hand-directed approach. Al Green, who has been
longlining for over twenty years, stated that he does not
use his automatic feeder because:
You get a more mixed up and confused trawl
that way. By handling it in the old Wây,
by hand and stick r you can control the feed
of the line, make sure the hook is baited
before it, enters the water, and you can clear
He

any problems.

To retrieve the longline, the fishermen return to

the end which they first set and rgaff' the marker buoy.
The buoy and anchor are brought on board before the line is

_
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around the engine-powered 'hauler, . As it comes in
the hooks are cleared of fish and alr remaining bait and the

r,'round

line is carefully recoiled back into the tul¡s. These are then
set aside to be re-baited when the fishermen return to shore.
rt takes between one and one and. one.-half h-ours to
retrieve each tub that has been set.
At the present time, 'jigging'
is only pursued on
a haphazard and temporary basis. This method of fishing
invol-ves the use of an unbaited double-hooked, fish-shaped
lead 'jig'which is attached to the end of an unleaded,
200 lb. nylon test line. rnterestingly, it appears as if
'jiggingr is pursued more rigorously by longliners
than handliners. After setting their trawr, the longline
fishermen do some ljigging'.
As much as one hundred pounds
of fish may be landed this way in a lit,tle over an hour.
The longlíners jig to maximize daily production, to get an
ind,ication of the rerative abundance and 'hungerr of the fish,
and to help pass the time while waiting to haul the trawl.
Handliners wirl only use the jig on a serious basis if they
are short of bait and the fish are biting. As John Brown,
who has been handlining for over forty years, told me, ',The
only time jigging is worth the effort is when you are in a
place where the físh are taking after baiÈ.,'
Electronic instrumentation was introduced to inshore
fishing after the Seeond World lrlar. In Pagesville¡ only
offshore and inshore longliners use devices such as radar
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and echo sounders. The sounders have had a particurarly

strong impact because they give the fishermen three precise
measurements: (1) the depth of the water, (2) the topographic
features of the ocean floor, and (3) the bottomrs physical
composition, i.e., either rsoft' (primarily sand. and/or mucl)
or 'hard' (primarily rock). This instrument has enabled the
fishermen to pinpoint the best 'spots, as well as locate
'nelv grounds' that are within their range of travel. glithout
a doubÈ, the acceptance and use of electronic technorogy
has taken some of the guess work and chance out of longlining.
The only supportive t,echnology used by handriners
is the compass. Moreover, they feel that the use of electronic
gear by the longliners has had a negative effect on the fishery.
As one fisherman told me:

Before the sounders came in, there ürere always
places that we didnrt know about or fish. the
fish there were left alone. Now, atl of these
places are known and fished. Itis the longliners that are fishing thein. At one time
stayed further off. Now, theyrve come
!h.yand
in
are fishing places thaÈ havã always
been used by handliners.
Part of the explanatíon for this antagonism lies in the
declining populations of commerciar fish. over the last
twenty years, the handriners and longliners have had an
increasing amounÈ of difficurty rearizing good catches.
The pressure on resources wourd initiarry have a greater
impact upon the longrine fishermen because they have a greater
amount of capital invested in their equipment. They have to
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produce a greater quantity of fish over a shorter period of

time than do the handriners. Apparentry, the inshore longriners
have moved into some of the ground tracritionally used by
handliners in response to these pressures.
Lobstering Technology
Lobstering is not marked by oppositions of this
type since arl of the fishermen use the same technology and,
relatively speaking, are in the same economic positionThe familiar lobster trap or tpott is the universal
technological means of catching lobster (Homarus americanus)
(see Figure 3). rt has also been designated the only legal
means to catch lobster in Canada.
FTGURE 3

The Lobster Pot

tKiich"n
'Por lor'

Sìot¡rce: f)e¡.rartment of the Environment. I973- Fisheries
Fact Sheets. Ottawa: Queenrs Printer.
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These lpots] are usually in the form of a half
cylinder 2\ to four feet rong with wood frames
covered with wood laths and ñetting. Most
tþ. !f-pr are dj_vided into two com[artments,of
the "kitchen" rnrhere fresh or salt
such
as herring or mackeral is placed, bait
and the
"parlour" from which escapä is aiffiàuft.
one to three funnel-rike mesh entrances (calred.
rheadsr) lead into the kitchen and
.rroth",
from the kitchen to the parlour. To make the
tlags _sink and hold position, they are weighted
with flat
stones or concrete (Wiläer ]97326).
This description closely fits the design of the pots used by

the Pagesville fishermen. Each pot is set. Índividuarry and
marked by a buoy. The fishermen tabel each buoy with their
particular colour and design code. rn this manner, they
are able to locate their pots in the multitude that pepper
the rgood spots'.
Pagesville is located within lobstering district
No. 4. Their season opens on the rast Monday in November
and closes the following June lst. The fishermen in the
Pagesville area are permitted to fish a maximum of 250
registered pots (Government of canada, Fisheries Act:
Lobster Fishery Regulations, The canada Gazette, Lg63, vol. 97,
pp- 567-574) - As mentioned earlier, twenty of the twentyfive boats that go from the pagesville harbor are used for
robstering. Each one of the boats is registered rvith a
rclass Ar lobster licence which means that the boat orrrners
are permitted to fish between seventy-five and two hundred and,
fifty pots. The number of crass A and class B (seventy-five
pots or less) licences in each district is regulated and
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frozen at a specific rimit. They are usualry passecl from
father to son as a vital part of inheritance. Those fishermen
whose fathers either did not hold a ricence or did not pass
it on to them are forced to try and purchase one at a grossly
inflaÈed price. As one young rongline fisherman from port

,r,,',.,-,:,

Lameron asserts:

I had !9 ¡laV $400 for a licence thaÈ normally
costs $7.00.
The thing that gets me is that
the price has been forced up by men who do not
fi-sh for their livelihood but get a licence
so they can go during the season. This means
that boys whose families have been fishing out
of here for a long-time and who depend on
fishing for their livelihood can't go 1obstering.
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Tþe Advantages of CurrenÈ Technological Approaches

ThefishermenfromPagesvil1eharbouruseacombination
of both active/active and active/passive technologies in
attempting to minimize risk and maximize production. Handliners use the rpassive' gill net to provide their 'active,
hook with bait. At the same time, gill nets offer the
handline fishermen a potential source of income for those
days during which the weather and/or occurrence/distribution
of marketable species forces them to stay in port. on the
other hand, the inshore longliners combine the active
technologies of trawling and ' jigging' in order to obtain
the highest returns for their investments of capitar and
labour
These two met.hods of inshore fishing place different
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requirements and pressures on the fishermen using them.
To begin with, the levels of capitar and labour investment

are

higher for longlining than for handlining. At the
same time, the longliner has a greater degree of technological
flexibility
in deciding what strategy to adopt. By this
r mean, if 'fish are scarce', the longline fishermen have
the arternative of setting a couple of gill nets and switching
to handlining until conditions change. However, the revel
of the longliners initial capital investment, j-.e., larger
boat, elecÈronj-c instruments, and the trawlr usually means
that he cannoÈ financially carry many 'poor days'.
The handlinersr on the other hand, stand a much
better chance of surviving the 'poor days'. They have the
advantage of mobility in that they can move from spot, to spot
trying to maximize their daily catches whire thê longriner
is restricted to the area where he has set his trawl. rn
this manner, the handriners minimize the possibitit,ies of
having 'poor daysr. Longliners sacrifice security for the
potential of larger catches and greater'profits rvhile handliners
att.empt to minimize chance and maintain a consistent level
of productivity.
much

Regardless of the attri-butes of a technology, success-

ful fishing ultimately depends upon the effective use of
each of the means of production. This, in turn, is realized
through the articulation of social and environmental factors.

rn other words, a combination of the availabirity of the
labour necessary to effectively use a technology, the thoroughness of a man's knowledge of the marine environment in terms
of making decisions abouÈ where to fish, and the fishermanrs access to information concerning which fishermen are
catching fish, what they are caÈching, where they are catching
them, and how much fish they are tanding controls the success
a fisherman will have in using any particular technology or
combj.nation of technologies.
The Ecology of Inshore Fishing

As the Pagesville fishermen recognize, the effective
and successful use of each of their technologies is dependent,

to a large extent, upon a 'functionalr understanding of the
marine environment and its ecology. Although this holds
true in all fishing endeavours, it is particularly applicable
to the organization of production prevalent among inshore
fishermen throughout the world. For example, Forman (1970)
in reference to the Brazilian raft-fishermen, Faris (L972)
in his study of a Newfoundland outporÈ fishing community,
Firth (1966) in dealing with product,ion and marketing in
several Malaysian fishing villages and Nietschmann (1973)
in discussing the subsistence ecology of the Miskito turtlemen, have emphasized the role that the fishermen's understanding of marine ecology plays i.n the organization of daily
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and seasonal production. consistent with these positions,
r found that the pagesvilre fishermen prace a great dear

of
weight on the importance of 'knowing about fishr in striving
for f a good dayts workr. Their folk interpretation of the
marine environment and its ecology is not as det,ailed and
phenomena specific as the scientific understandingHowever,
the fishermenrs perception and knowleclge is the end product
of their years of intimate interaction and contact with the
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marine environment and the requirements of commercial
f ishing.
. They realize that their success or fairure as fishermen
hinges upon their effective use of the knowleclge acquired

" ''''

and

accumulated through their relationship wiÈh the environment.

Asaresu1t,theyhaveobtainedinsightsofaveryspecific
nature into the behaviour of commercialry varuable fish
and those characteristics and Ínterrelationships of the
marine
ecosystem which affect their access to marketable species
!þe Pagesvills Jeecllrce Zone
The pagesville fishermen exploit a specif ic
,
bounded portion of the inshore waters. Their resource
zone stretches for approximately twelve miles from the shore
ouË into the ocean and is around ten miles wide at its base.
rn all, they daily use an area of between IZO and 130 sguare
miles of ocean. The pattern of community speci-fic resource
areas in fishing has also been noted by Forman (Lg7or,
Faris (Ig72l, Nietschmann (Lgl2, Lg73l, and Firestone (Lg67),
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others, in their ethnographies of inshore fishermen.
Generally, the size of the resource area is the product of
theinterreIationshipsbetweentechno1ogica1deve1opments'
the size of exploitable commercial fish populations, market
conditions, and the number of men intensively using the
among
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ground,s t .

rn Pagesville, the introduction of the gasoline
powered cape rsrand boats coupled with the decrine in the
number of fishermen and the collapse of the international
dried fish market resulted in an outward expansion of the
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resource area at about the turn of the century. Today, the
declining fish popurations are forcing the men to go rfurther

off|insearchofnew|spotsl.Aswehaveseen,thisprobIem
has arso lead to the utilízation of traditionally handline
spots by longLine fishermen. Hence, the expansion and
contraction of resource areas is a function of the interplay between economic (i.e., market conditions)r ecological
(i-e., size of the fish populations), technological (i.e.,
adaptationr adoption and,/or development of new gear), and
population (i.e., the number of fishermen) factors.
The resource area used by the pagesville fishermen
is divided into several use zones which vary according to the
time of the year, i.e., the fishing and lobstering seasons.
As Map 4 ilrustrates, a triangular shaped area stretching
from the 'gate rocks' to the rharf moonsr and out to the
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'Fairway buoy' is reserved primarily for gilr nets.

The nets

(i.e., further up the estuary) of the
are not set'inside'
base line because they would restrict channels into the
Port Lameron, upper port Lameron and pagesville harbors.
Ivloreover, nets set t ínside t would be exposed to the possibility
of damage or loss from boats running over them. The fishermen
do not set rout,side'of the Fairway buoy because of the strength
of the tides which can either easily rpart off' the net from
its anchor or drag both the net and its anchor out to sea.
rn other worcls, the outside and inside boundaries mark the
points where the possibility of good catches is negated by the
fact that the fishermen st.and a good chance of losing or
damaging their'nets.
Any fishing within this area is done
by handliners who stand lit,t,re chance of fouling the nets.
The Pagesville zone is divided further into two
more general sections that are defined by the type of technology
used, Handlining is primarily done within six to eight miles
of the shore. The remaining four to six miles to the outer
rimit are used mainly by the longliners. However, cleclining
fish popurations are forcing both the handliners ancl the
longl.iners to rangfe further ar^/ay from their 'usuar grounds'
in search of fish. As a result, they are'fishing, on the one
hand, each otherrs traditional areas with an increasing degree
of frequency. On the other hand, the fishermen are being
forced to go further 'offf thereby expanding the outer limits
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of their 'groundsr.
A separate set of considerations come into play during
the lobster season. rn choosing where to rsetr, the fishermen
make decisions that balance the chance of lost and./or damaged
gear with the catch potentials of an area. In a fashion
very similar to the patt,ern reported by Davenport (1960)

for Jamaican pot fishermen, the Pagesville fishermen consider
the contour and biotic make-up of a section of bottom, the
strength of the tides and currents over the sect,ion, the
possibilitlz of sudden storms, and the reports of catches in
the generar area before deciding to set pots in any particular
location. The further from shore they go, the greater the
possibility that they will lose all or some of their
traps. The fishermen prefer to set in rshoal water' Iocated
reasonably close to shore. However, weekly and seasonal
fluctuations in the availability of lobster inevitably force
them to move at least a portion of their traps 'off'.
During the falI season, the fishermen starÈ by setting
their traps close to the shore. As the lobster become rscarcel
or rstop crawling' on these rspots', the fishermen begin to
move their pots further out from shore. They start to make
decisions, ât this point, which balance the chances of lost
gear wiÈh potential catehes. The fishermen will continue
lobstering until either diminishing returns, i.e., the amount
of lobster being landed r creates a situation in which potentiat
:
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cost,s become greater than potential. catches or a sudden

storm dest.roys and/or damages a good number of their pots.
The spring seasonr on the other hand, starts with

the fishermen setting thei-r traps on the toffshore grounds'
i.e., around the Brazil Rocks. "!rre do this until the large
fan-tailed lobster begins to move in, then rrre move croser
to shore. " As far as they are concerned, this does not
involve as great a risk in the spring as it does in the farl
because Èhere is a marked decrease in the possibirity of
sudden storms in the spring.
Marine Ecologl¡ and the Fisherménrs perception

rn general, successful fishing and lobstering involves
daily decision-making: decisions based upon a combination
of prior knowledge and the assimilation of existing information concerning the availability of commercial species and
the behaviour of these species within the known marine environment. The ímportance and function of the fishermen,s grasp
of marine ecology is rooted in the necessity for making the
right decisions and adopting the appropriate strategies for
any given situation. This is a daily, on-going process on
which success or failure pivots. Undoubtedly, the relationship between decision-making and 'knowing the environmentl
characterizes'all of those cultural sysÈems which rely upon
hunÈing as the rnain mode of producÈion. However, it is
interesting and important to note that the fishermenrs grasp
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of marine ecology only concerns those relationships which
affect his access to marketable species. Given this parameter,
their understanding and use of these relationships is very
specific and thorough.
At the centre of the fishermen's perspective is a
total appreciation of the relation between the avairability
of any particular species, its source of food, and its
feeding behaviour within the bounds of their resource area.
As a number of fishermen told me, the pagesvirle grounds are
'spottyr. By this they mean that the right biotic and abiotic
condi[ions for any given cornmercial species ontr-y exist in
certain places. The 'groundr is not uniform in its potentiar.
In other words, "A person has to know what they're going after
before they can tell you where theyrre going."
Marine biologists and ecologists have been the first
to acknowledge that much remains to be known about the marine
ecology of the North Atlantic (cf. Buzzati-Traverso 1960).
However, the rfood chains' and trophic levels which
characterize energy flows and inter-species relationships
ivithin the bounds of the North Atlantic continental shelf
have been fairly weII established (see Figure 4). The
species that the fishermen are most interested in,
Atlantic cod, haddock, pollock, herring, and the American
lobster, are locat,ed in the middle and upper ranges of the
food-chain.
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FIGURE

4

The Basic Food-Chain of the Marine Environm".rtB
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Cod and haddock are demersal fish, i.ê.,

bottom

feeders. The fishermenrs access to them is controrled by a
great number of climatic, geo-morphological and behavioural
factors such as water temperature (Templeman and Flamming
1965; Beverton and Lee 1965), tides and currents (taevastu
1965), sunlight coupled with the transparency of the water
(Brookes Lg72, , diurnal behaviour (ütoodhead 1965), and
seasonal migratory patterns (Niko1sky Lg63). tüithin these
limits, hov/ever, food and feeding behaviour are considered
to be the most importanÈ elements controlling the
availability of cod and haddock (Horsted and smidt 1965;
Brunel 1965).
The main source of food for cod in the southern

sectors of the North Atlantic is herring, a pelagic, i.e.
water-column feeding, planktivore which subsists on a select
number of zooplanktonic species (.e,g,, amphipods and
euphausids) (Moiseev L97I:1I0).

the distribution
of zooplankton is dependent upon the abundance of phytoplankton
(e.g. algae ) which in turn is controlled by illumination and
the availability of biogenic elements (Moiseev LgTL:93).
Itfoiseev (L97L:94) notes that:
...areas deficient in biogens (i.e. mineral
nutrients) limit the development of phytoplankton
and hence bioproductivity...the concèntration of
biogenic elements in the layer inhabited by
phytoplankton is controlled by the followiñg
four factors 2 L/ rate of regeneration of bi-ogenic
elements in this and deeper layers ¡ 2/ vertical
and horizontal movement of water, i.e. mixing
However
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of water masses:. 3/ rate of assimilation
of biogenic elements by the phytoplankton;
4/ the vorume and distribution-of-coastal runoff.
In Chapter 2 we sahT that the pagesville area receives
its maximum amount of sunlight frorn June through september,
Pagesville is also characterized by relabively 'hard.
runningr, high tides: a ten to fifteen foot difference
between the water levels at high and row tide. Hence,
illumination and the vertical and horizontal mixing of water
are not inhibiting facÈors in the growth of phytoplankton and,
by association, the development and concentration of zooplanktonic populations. Yet, during the summer of rg74, f.or
instance, the Pagesville fishermen had a difficult time
catching enough herring in their nets for bait while the
r"ishermen f:rom the neighbouring harbour on the north-east
side were catching herring throughout the summer.
In explaining this, one of the older pagesville
handliners told me that, "over a long period of timer forl
will find that those harbours which have fresh water coming
into them will be the praces where you wilr find more herring
on a regular basis." rrlhil-e there ¿rre not any major rivers
or streams floiving into the port Lameron estuary, the major
Ioca1 river does drain j-nto t.he neighbouring harbour. Although
speculative, it could well be possible that the biogenic
elements fed into this harbour by the rj-ver provide excellent
conditions for the 'blooming' of phytoplankton and a resultant
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concentration of the zooplanktonic species preferred by
herri-ng for food. The fishermen whom r spoke to on this
subject were quick to attribute the clifferences between the
harbours and the grOunds and their uncertain source of bait

to their 'luck in picking a place to go from' .
For whatever reasons, their access to herring is
limited even at the best of times. rn attempÈing to minimize
the risk of not getting any bait, the fishermen keep a crose
watch on the success of other fishermen. Once the
information i-s available and a reliable trend in catches
becomes apparent., they quickJ.y pull up their ¡:eÈs and move
them to Èhe better location. Gill nets are set so that, they
hang and drift perpendicular to the motion of the tides.
Mohr (1965), in his paper on herring behaviour, noted that:
"...the herring shoals are cigar-shaped with the long axis
in the line of the tidal stream" (Ibid.z77G). Obviously,
the fishermen set thej-r nets in a fashion which fully exploits
this aspect, of herring behaviour. Furthermore, the fishermen
recognize that, herr5-ng lay on the bottom during the day because
they are sensitive to light. The nets are set during the
day and left to fish all night, the period during which
herring rise to the surface to feed. Here, then, is an example
of the manner in which a technorogy and a pattern of productive
activity have been consciously developed to accommodate the
behavioural characteristics of a desired species and, thereby,
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to simultaneously alleviaÈe risk and maximize production.
ïn areas such as the pagesville grounds where biogens
are not added to the water through coastal run-off ,,...high
phytoplankton production depends prinrarily upon intensive
vertical and horizontal water movements which enrich surface
layers with biogens" (Moiseev l97l:ll0).
Thus, the local
quantity of phytoplankton production will be a function of
the mineral make-up of the ocean bottom from which the
¡iogenic elements are being taken. This relationship
explains, in parÈ, the rspottyr nature of the pagesville
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isnotuniform.Hence,phytop1ankton,zoop1ankton,herring,
and the major conumercial species will be concentrated in
those areas of biogenic maximums because the marine food chain
starts with the growth of phytoplankton.
ThePagesvi11efishermenhavedeve1opedcategories

,
'

which describe the geo-morphological character of the ocean f 1oor
ts werl as make expricit statements concerning the relat,ion-

ship between the type of 'bottom' and the occurrence of commercial
fish. For example, 'good haddock bottom' has a pebbly, sherly
composit'ion and is characterized by a biotic make-up which
includes sea cucumbers, large mussels, traspberryt, and
'celeryr. on the other hand, cod are said. Èo prefer ,hard,
rocky bot'tom' with an organic community characÈerized by sea
weeds and a variety of shellfish.
Every reference that r
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heard concerning 'good. spots' described areas of bottorn

of pebbles, rocks, sherls, and. featuring a rarge,
diverse benthic community. Regions of mucr or sandy bottom,
however' were considered to be virtual aquatic deserts with
nothing Èo offer the fishermen. r assume that these relation_
ships are not coincidental but refer to the role of bottom
composition in the generation of the biogenic erements
necessary for the devel0pment of phytopranktonic organisms
and'themaintenanceofzooplankt,onicpopulations
composed

so farr hrê have seen that, ât the rocar rever, the
availability of commercially valuable fish is a product of
environmental relationships which control the generation and
maintenance of phytoplankton, the base line in the marine
food chain. AJ-though the fishermen are not necessarily ar{rare

of or concerned with this basic ecological relationship,
they do recognize and deal with environmentar factors that,
more directry influence their access to marketable fish.
For example, if the water is cold, pranktonic organisms wirl
not grow in sufficient numbers to cloud the water ancl, thereby,
cut aåwn on its transparency- As a resurt, herring, cod,
and haddock, which are sensitive to right, wirr either remain
moti.onless in sharrower waters or retreat to deeper waters
until these conditions change (Brookes Lg72:26).
Faris has noted Èhat the inshore fi-shermen of cat
Ìíarbour have conceptual categories to describe these conditions.
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Essentially, in the minds of the Cat Harbour
fishermen, rgood water' is that water in which
on9 can expect fj_sh or Lobster to be caught,
and 'bad water'- is the opposite...l-urther,
water is tdirtyt and good-water is ,cleani...bad
But the terms dirty and clean, with their land
based connotations, cease to have a 'logical,
relevance to the optical appearance of the
water, for good water - water that is clean
is in essence much less clear and much more
opaque organisms and miniscule organic
fylf ofand
life,
hence fish, than is the crystall
clear, absolutely transparent dirty õr bad
water (Faris L972z2S) .
In Pagesville, I heard the fj-shermen describe the conditions
of the water in much the same manner. spring fishing, it.
'is said, starts with the 'worm school' - shoals of cod. that
come inshore as a wgrm-like zoóplanktonic species protiferates
in the gradually warming water. On another occasion, one
handriner asserted that the best time for fishing was on
overcast days when there was a tbit of a chop upr. In
this case, he was referring to the effect that light, has on
the occurrence of fish. obviously, the relationship between
v'rarming conditions, the grovrth of 'herring food.,, and the
availability of marketable fish is readiry apparent to these
men. Moreover they also recognize the detrimentar effect
that, lengthy periods of maximum sunlight, high temperatures,
and cal-m sea conditions have on the behaviour of fish.
As one man stated:
lVhen it gets hot for awhiLe and there is 1ots
of sun, the fish get Lazy and lay around on
the bottom floating with the tides- When this
happens, they donrt feed and wonrt bite.

t: .-:' ¡
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There's no point going out except to kitl time.
rn cases such as this, the fishermen start looking for a
'blow' to mix up the warm and cord layers of water. They
maintain that the mixing of the water stimurates the fish
and tstarts them moving and feedingt.
The Pagesville fishermen have also acquired informa-

tion concerning particular aspects of a species' feeding
behaviour which they use in enticing it to bite the bait,ed
hook. This particularly appries in the approach to fishing
taken by handliners. These fishermen continually toss the
head, backbone, and tail of the. stripped herringr âs well
as all of the 'water-soddenr bait., overboard to rgather
the fish and get them started at feeding'. Demersal fish,
in particurar the cod, will eat until their stomachs cannot
hold anymore. They have been known, in some cases, to fill
themselves, vomit until empty, and then start feeding again.
on many occasions, r saw fishermen pull in cod that had the
tail of one of the herring which had been thrown overboard
sticking out of their mouths. Knowing that demersal fish
are glutonous, the fishermen continualry use this feature
of the fishrs appetite in attempting to maximize their daily
catches.

already seen the manner in which the
Pagesville fishermen exploit the diurnal vertical movements
of herring. This cycle is also prevalent among demersal
We have

B3

fish.
fish,

In a paper concerning the diurnal behaviour of demersal
9Joodhead (1965) reported that both cod and haddock
showed a marked increase in swimming activity at night.
Not only were they more active, they also stopped feeding
and left bottom, i.e. raised up into the v¡ater column, after
the sun had set [ibid.2274ff.). He concluded that,
Changes in the vertical distribution of demersal
fish may expose them to differences in the action
of currents, and in some cases may take them
into current systems other than those of the
seabed.. Essentiatty, the transport of the fish
in such currents must have considerable effects
upon their horizontal distribution.
Dirunal
vertical migrations may therefore be considered
as an integral pa¡t of the distribution mechanism
of demersaÍ fis-h (Ifoodhead 1965:281)
Shoals of cod are reported to have dispersed into the water
co1umnafterduskon1ytore9rouponbottomandstartfeeding
just before dawn (ibid.:2761. The important point is that they
do not feed until they return to bottom.
The Pagesvilre fishermen do not engage in night fishing. Although the longliners leave port at around three
o'clock in the morning, they do not geb aII of their line
in the water and 'fishing' until just before dawn. The
handliners leave the harbor just as dawn is breaking because
they require light to find and haul their nets. However,
they prefer to be on the grounds and fishing as soon after
sunrise as possible. As one handliner told me:
If you miss the first couple of hours of
fishing following sunrise, you'11 have lost
the best part of the day. lfe always do our
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best during these hours. Most days, yourll
be lucky if you catch as many in lfre 1ast five
hours as you've caught j-n thó first trvo.
Here also lies the explanation of the high costs associated.
with empty nets. when a fisherman does not have fresh bait
in his orvn nets, he must expend valuable time in either finding
other men with fresh bait or returning to port for frozen
bait. Their patterns of fishing activity are conscious
adaptations to the diurnal behaviour of demersal fish. The
fishermen strive to 'get their hooks in the water, in time
to fully exploit the return of these fish to serious feeding

after a night of mid-water wandering,
Thus far, we have examined the fishermen,s perceptions
of and acconrmodations to the ecology of commercially valuable
fish. Although their interpretations of ecological relationships are not as subject specific and detaited as those
offered by marine biologists, the pagesville fishermen have
acquired a working knowledge of those factors of the environmental reality which most directllz affect their access to
fish. Ivloreover, their patterns of production and their use
of technol-ogies have been consciously moulded to accommodate
the behaviour of desired species, thereby, minimizing risk
and maximizing tn-e chances at 'a good day's fishing'.
This
fact is also reflected in the daily process of decisionmaking. Generally, there is not much conflict between the
biologist's and the fishermen's view of those relationships
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and elements which affect the availability

and behaviour of

herring and demersal fish. This, however, is not the case
when it comes to the lobster and lobstering.
The Ecology of Lobstering
The American Lobster is a member of the species
decapod crustacea which includes such familiar creatures

as shrimp, crabs, and crayfish (Vüilder 1973:1). It is one
of the largest. 'browsersr of the benthic or ocean bottom
biotic communities that characteríze the North Atlantic
continental shelf. Until recently, the role played by the
lobster in the benthic ecosystem was virtually unknown.
Furthermore, the contemporary lj-terature is considered to
be primarily speculative in nature (cf . Itfilter, lvlann and Scarratt
I97I; I4ann and Brown L97 2) .
The behaviour of the lobster is governed. by seasonal
and daiÌy patterns such as feeding and moulting as well as
environmental factors such as water temperature and the
composition of the benthic community. Their preferred
habitat is characterized by a rocky bottom and a diverse
but luxurious biotic make-up vrhich is composed of seaweed,s,
kelps, herbivores such as sea urchins, mussels, and periwinkles, and a large number of carnivores of which the
lobster is the largest (Wilder L97322¡ l"liller, I4ann and
Scarratt I971: l-733) . According Èo Vtilder:
During the dayti-me, particularly in shallow
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rì¡ater, lobsters spend much of their time
hidden in burrows or crevices among the
.9.5?. T!"y search for food most ãcÈively at
night, walking nimbly on the tips of their
warking legs with their long señsitive antennae
extended in front... (L973=2),
The lobstêr's diet is composed mainly of fish, other crustaceans,
and shellfish.
"Arl- the fixed or slow-moving animars on the
bottom, such as clams, mussels, starfish, sea urchins, crabs
and worms serve as food. Bottom living fish such as flounders
and sculpins are undoubtedly caught alive" (Wilder l95g z6_7).

rt seems that the rspots' inhabited by the lobster
coincide, to a large degree, with those associated with
some species of demersal fis,i'rr. particurarly the cod. rshoal
water I is the term most often used by Èhe pagesville fishermen when they refer to these sections of the ocean bottom,
as is indicated by the following typical comment.
when we go after robstersr hrê mainry set in shoal
water. The bottom is usually rocky and has a
lot of weed. The best place to sel is along
the edge of the shoal and not right in it.
The fishermen use a wide variety of baits including salt
herring, mackeral, rfish clippings', fresh flounder, and,
scurpin. They set and check their pots during the day ancl
let them rfish' at night, thereby taking furt advantage of
the lobster's most active period of feeding. This provides
another example of the manner in which the lobstermen,s patt,ern
of productive activity allows them to maximize their chances
of a good catch by accommodating and, thereby exploiting,
key aspects of the lobster's behaviour.

¡::.:.:.t
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Most of the contemporary concern about the American
lobster by marine biologists, fishermen, government officiars,
and buyers, focuses on the maintenance of viable commercially

exploitable populations. consequently, there is an increasing
anount of research being conducted on the position of the
l-obster in the benthic ecosystem concerning subjects such as
their position in the food chain and the environmental factors
which infLuence their behaviour and distribution.
ïn a series
of recent arti-cres concerning the trophic levers of benthic
communities in st. I4argaret's Bay, Nova scotia, the American
lobster was found to be the major or',...keystone species,
in that theír predatory activities are the key factor in
structuring the community" (Ivfann and Breen rg72:605).
Their predatory role is partÍcularly important in terms of
restricting the proliferati-on of sea urchins. sea urchins
feed upon kelp and seaweeds, which are the basic producers
in the biotic syst,em. r.lann and Breen suggest that:
...locally

dense populations of sëa urchins

;;#:"lil' :"åä3:"í:.':::i. :":fr":å"fiiI¿
limiÈation on sea urchin population

oå""åiå ""
density

other than food supply, and the most probaËle
nechanism is predation....the reductiõn in

lobster population density below a certain
T;'li:"å,:;I;i"':::åi: il:t :ï:å å Ëffíîå:i""

ii

;i:1iil":,"Ínå"3"$::å::
: . ifil*':*,'X,* I' in,,,
604-605).
Furthermore, this process decreases the possibilities of
regenerating the lobster population (Bowles Lg73:6-7).
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rmplicit in this is the argument that the maintenance of a
commercially exploitable population and the benthic ecosystem
is dependent upon a more judicious management of the lobster
f ishery. Mann and Breen (L972:605) conclucle that ,'...large
areas of rerat.ively barren rock reported from many parts of
Èhe eastern coastline may, in one sense, be considered manmade deserts. "
The Pagesville fishermen are a!ìrare, in a very real

sense, of these relationships.

rn fact, Mr. Bror,¡n, a lobsterman
of many years experience, described the same process but with
an interesting twist. He noted that there had been a phenomenal
growth in the sea urchin population after "the draggers had
come in and cleaned out the catfish."
This, he contended,
had an adverse effect on the lobster populations because the
sea urchins destroy the kelp beds in which the lobsters
prefer to live,
The catf ish (Anarhichas lupus L. ) and the spottecl
catfish (Anarhichas minor o. ) are soritary fish which live ,
at a variety of depths, on the sea floor. Their most profound
characteristic is their dog-like teeth that are used to crack
shelIs and the like (Vùheeler 1969:305-306).
The adults...feed mainly on chinodermsr €.g.
brittle stars (Ophinral and sea urchins
(Strongylocentrotus), crabs, particularly
hermit and spider crabs, molluscs such as
whelks, scallops, mussels, and sea clams
(ib-id.:306).
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John Brown mentioned that:

',At one time the catfish were
so plentiful that they were all that we hrent out after. "
The sea urchin population onry exploded after the draggers
had decimated the catfish population. since lobster have
been fished intensively for over one hundred years with
the same technology, r find the 'catfish hypothesis' is
more reasonable than the argument that the sea urchin problem
has been caused by an over-exploitation of lobster sÈocks
by inshore lobster fishermen.
Apparently, the role of the catfish in timiting the
population density of sea urchins has been overrooked by the
contemporary researchers as they have failecl to mention them

in their anarysis of the trophic levels characteristic of
inshore benthic communities (cf. Mann and Breen rg72) (see
Figure 5). Most fishermen supported iliohn Brownrs staÈements
by attributing the destruction of large sections of their
lobster ground to sea urchins which "have become numerous
since the catfish were cleaned out. " Furthermore, the
fishermen report that the destruction of the catfish population has also resulted in marked changes in the distribution
of lobster.
Before they tthe catfishl were cleaned out,
you never caught 1obster on mud or sandy bottom
because Èhe catfish would keep them in tfre rocks.
Now your11 catch'em in practicalty any place.
Many of the usual places don't have as many
lobsters now because they have spread out over
a larger area of bottom.

,
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This is not to say that the fishermen do not view
the over-exploitation of lobster poputations as a contributing
factor in this process. ivlany of them stated that there are
just too many men usÍng too much gear in the fishery. However,
they maintain that the biggest part of'the problem concerns
the large number of men lobstering on a part-time basis,
that is, men who hold full-t,ime jobs outside of fishing
during the majo,rity of the year but who obtain class B
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licences in order to go lobstering during the spring and fall
seasons. The Pagesville fishermen consider this practice
to be a threat to the livelihood of the men who depend on
the returns from lobstering. A federal fisheries officer
agreed that this is a large part of the probrem and stated
that the federal government is moving to eliminate the Class
licence.
lte see, then, that the pagesville fishermen command
a conìprehensive understanding of the ecologi-cal relationships
influencing the distribution of lobster. The fishermenrs
daily cycle of acti-vities, their use of baits, and their
selection of specific locations in which to place their traps
reflect the manner in which they use their understanding
of lobster ecology in attempting to maximize their catches.
Considered within the context of the institutionally defined
seasons, a 'functionalr appreciation of the ecological system
is a prerequisite for success. Lobstering is the largest
single contributor to the yearly incomes of the Pagesville
fishermen so that'good'and'bad'years
are defined by the
sizes of the fobster catches. Yet, these fishermen must
catch a maximum amount of lobster within a limited time if
the year is to be classified as a good one. Aside from the
time constrai-nts of the governmentally regulatecl season,
tlreir chances of realizi'ng reasonable catches are further
limited by the behavioural response of lobster to changes

B
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in the water temperature.
The Pagesville lobster season extends from the last
Monday in tJovember to the first of June. However, weather
conditj-ons and the temperature of the water keep the fishermen
in port between January and early April. rf the weather
holds during the fall season, they can get in as many as
sixteen weeks of lobstering; however, they consider themselves
lucky if t'hey are able to lobster for a total of ten to twelve
weeks. The fishermen are forced to play a two-sided game
within the context of the ten to twelve weeks. During the
fa11seasonroÍltheonehand,theyraceagainstfa1lingwater

'

'

,,:,,.,,,:
;

,',, t ,','

temperatures to catch as much touster as possible before the
water gets too cold, and the lobst,er r stops crawling r . on

the other hand, the success of the spring season depends,
to a large extentr on how quickly the water warms up and
how much lobstering they can get in before the season ends.
These patterns are ref lected ¡'in the catch records presented
in Table 5 and the percentages given in Table 6.10
TABLEs
Landed. Weights (Lbs.) for Lobster by Season, L1TL-73
Season: Spring
Year z ]-97L
1
week
2
3
4
5
6
7
B Totals
I"ir. Brown:
L7
72
4L 222 L76 109 rg7 242 l0g8
Fish Buyer: 318 2385 23L4 7679 6707 44G7 9396 7L79 39729
Year z L972
1"1r. Brown :
0
13 103 250 155
52I
Mr. Green: 184 242 234 234 3]-2
lt59
Fish Buyers
noÈ available
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(TABLE

5 cont,. )

2
Yearz 1973
I
87 l-49
Mr. Brown:
556 L72
Mr. Green:
Fish Buyer: 66L4 3564
Season: Fall
Year: 1971
606 445
¡4r. Brown:
Mr. Green:
Fish Buyer: 20524 L5482
Year: L972
362 187
Mr. Brownz
606 477
Mr. Green:
Fish Buyer: 13916 LL477
Year: ]-973
309 26L
Mr. Brown:
542 5fB
Mr. Green z
Fish Buyer: 14190 LI477

3
4
5
6
223 156 226 58
359 239 323 134
5942 5138 5845 2879

78

230 91
not available
7638 3070 569
89
308

733
L484
36257
658
119 3

563

31041

6

Portion of the Seasons During V'Ihich
the Major Percentage of Lobster Was Landed'
Mr. Green
Mr' Brown
Season: Spring
N/A
679.
Year: ]-'g7l- (last 4 weeks)
672
97"6
Lg72 (last 3 weeks)
5996
732
Lg73 (last 4 weeks)
FalI
Year: LgTL (first 2 weeks)
.L972 (first 2 weeks)
Lg73 (first 2 weeks)

29986

482t4

6883 ^ 398f

TABLE

9L2
17 83

13 82

95
93

72
16
133
0
2376 1593 842

lotaIs

Season:

Fish Buyer
702
N,/A
66%

772

N/A

752

73?"

772
702

89%

872

83t
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From this datar \^/ê can see the unevenness of the

distribution of catches over both Èhe farl and spring seasons.
The falr season is marked consistently by a rapid decline in
landed weights following two weeks of high productivity,
while during the spríng season catches tend to gradually
increase over the first couple of weeks before leveling
off. These patterns are at.tributed to changes in the water
temperature which, depending upon the direction of the change,

stimulate or retard the movement of lobster (cf. Dow 1969;
lVilder 1958,L973'). Wilder notes that:
Their lthe lobster¡ body temperature and consequent
activity vary with'the temperature of the watei
around them. Fishing is nearly always poor in
mid-winter. Heavy winds move large masses of
water and cause sudden, marked changes in the

:*ni"i":;i"
:;*8i'Ëf; å'i;b i::l "::ti;i.|"Iiu"
the catõh rises or falls "
=
accordingly
(f,95g:g).

The fishermen recognize this relationship stat,ing thaÈ

"as soon as the water gets cold enough lobster will stop
crawling." Thus, the fall season involves a race against
the weather and dramatic declines in the water temperature
while the spring season starts with the fishermen waiting
for the water to warm up.
A good portion,of the declines in catches during
the fall season are also attributed to the fishermen's
catching of most of the legal sized population in the time
available. The lobstermen themselves tend to agree with
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this. They argue that the populations are supplemented
in the spring by a seasonal movement of trarge fantails'
from the offshore to the coastal grounds as the water temperature
rises. However, marine biologisbs maintain that lobsters
do not migrate over long distances. Rather, the populations
are locarly based and replenish their numbers through
natural growth (Wilder 1958:1973). Since the late spring,
early fall are the lobster's major periods of
growth (l{ilder 1973:3), there appears to be an inconsistency
in the argument. The scientists argue that the lobstermen
caÈch most of the legal-sized adurts of a locally based
population during the fall season. As water temperatures
decline and the period of winter irunobility sets in
the lobsters enÈer the season of no or minimal growth.
Yet, the lobstermen realize sizaþle caÈches in the early spring
as Table 5 demonstrates for Pagesville.
As f mentioned, the f ishermen maint.ain that the
catches will remain small until the 'large fantailed lobsterl
moves in from offshore. At the start of the spring season,
they initiarly set their traps in the outer reaches of the
grounds attempting to intercept these lobsters as they crawl
in following the warming water. As the season progresses,
the fishermen move their pot.s closer and closer to shore,
again, following the migration of the lobster. These are,
possibly, short distance migrations from offshore or else
represent an exchange between locally based. populations.
summer, and
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on the other hand, perhaps the fishermen do not catch as great
a percentage of the regal sized adults as is presently thought.

This is an area requiring further research, particularry
because the inshore lobstermen believe that the federally
supporÈed offshore lobster industry is cutting into stocks
which would eventually move inshore to replenish the populations on their ground.s.
Knowing and Using the Grounds

Arthough the pagesvilre fishermen, as a group, daily
use most. of the 'good¡ ground in their 120-130 square mile
resource zone, onry the most êxperienced fishermen know the

locations of all of the best 'spots'. As can be imagined,
the prerequisites for successful fishing are a comprehensive,
!functional' understanding of marine ecology and species
behaviour and a precise knowredge of sea-bottom topography
and the locations of the productive spots. These are acquired

onry after a lengthy period of apprenticeship during which
young fishermen accumulate and assimilate the required information and experience. There are two generar categories of
fishingr/lobstering spotss (1) those discovered and established
by the early fishermen, and (2) those of a more recent origin.
The locations of the first group have been passed down from
generation to generation and are known by all of the contemporary
fishermen. They are consid.ered to be the most important spots.
As a result, these are the 'spotst that the younger fishermen
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first

learn about.

The second category of fishing spots was either
discovered by chance or initially
located with an electronic
echo sounder. These spots are not nearly as widely known

as the t,raditional ones. rn some cases, they remain as a
type of private domain until knowledge of them becomes

widespread. when the location of a new spot becomes public
information, it starts being used as a conmon property
resource.

rnformation concerning the discovery and location
of new spots is obtained through a variety of methods.
Howeverr âs
handlj-ner mentioned:
Hoy w-e *_ailly.

learn is _by going- there and having
a look while they are fiãhing.
you seer.
idle up to them ãnd start a óonversation. fou
I{hile talking, you just casually look around
and take note of the 'marks' anã the compass

bearings.

The fishermen who initially

located the spot expect this to
occur - chances are that they have done exactly the same thing
in the past - and they do not try Èo avoid it. rn a sense,
this'pattern of behaviour can be considered the rituarized
manner through which the pertinent information is passed
to the rest of the fishermen. The only sustaining vestige
of 'personalr association with particular fishing spots
lies in the name that they might be given. For exampre,
'Tomrs Bank! is named after John Brownfs father¡ the original
'discovererr (see Map 4).
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once a spot has been found, its location is recorded
in memory through triangulation of shore-based rmarksr.
tMandyrs Bankr, for instance, is located by steaming to
the
spoÈ where

"the stone-horse buoy rines up with the point of
the peninsula and Èhe inside edge of the rnner Rock is in
a line with the steeple of the pagesville church.,' This
derives from that of the owner of a house which
was one of the major rmarks t before it burned down a number
of years ago. Similar to the pattern Forman (fgZO) found
amongi Brazitian raft, fishermen, the pagesvilLe men use the
most prominent landmarks in pinpointing the location of their
spots. Usually, they coordinate four lmarks'. In the
above example these are the buoy, the point, the inside edge
of a roclc, and the church steeple, in recording the spot.
In some cases, different fishermen use aLternate
marks in establishing the same spotrs location. oft,en, this
is the result of the learning process that is grounded
in observation rather than verbal communication. rn other
words, a young fisherman commits to memory, on many occasions,
the location of certain spots r particularly the new ones,
by selecting his own nrarks. By and large, hovrever, the old,
well-known spots have traditional marks which are used by arr
bank's

name

fishermen.

Of course, land-based marks can only be used on
'fine days'. Hence, the Pagesville fj-shermen have committed
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to memory a separate set of rlocatorsr that are used in the
event' of fog, haze, rainr or snow. central to this system
is the great number of st,ationary buoys which pepper the
Pagesville grounds. The fishermen have coordinated compass

,,..,,,,:

readings with t,ime spent steaming so that they can locate
any one of the stationary buoys from the mouth of the harbour,
regardless of weather conditions. Each of the major fishing

.. ,,

,,

.1,,',',1

spots have been pin-pointed, in turn, by a further combination
of compass direction and travelting time from the nearest
stationary buoy

,,

,,.,

:.: :: .: ..:

The systems of location are used equally in both fishing
and lobstering. A fisherman does not stand a chance of being

successful in this occupation without at least a basic repertoire
of fair weather marks and bad weather ,locato¡s,. Even the
young men trained during the introduction of echo sounders and
radar concede that: "onry the most experienced and capable
fishermen are familiar enough with the entire ground to go

:

i

-',,,,,:.,::.

anywhere, regardless of the weather."
,.,,...,,,',

''

Now, considered within the context of the grounds,

tspottiness', the importance of knowing the rmarksr
becomes
more apparent. one might think that this factor would limit
the number of men f ishing at any one time as well as lead to
the development and mainÈenance of rpersonal spots'. rn Èhe
past, the fishermen used to have their 'favorite spotsr,
particularly for lobsÈering. "These spots were used by and
.

,..'

':.':. :'.

:ì.

:

ìi

,.,,. ,'.
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associat.ed with individuar fishermen even though the rest
of the men knew the locations. " However, the rise in the

market value of lobster was closely followed by a similar

rise in the number of men lobstering. coupled with the
limited number of rgood places for lobster', any quasipersonal claims to specific spots were soon eliminated.
Today things are done on a rfirst in the waterr basis.
¡¡roreover, since accumulated experience and knowledge still
controls a manrs ability to find the best spots, many of the
younger fishermen follow the older, more knowledgeabte

to the ground,s and çet their pots in the same places.
Every now and then, this practice works to the disadvantage
of the younger men. For example, John Brown d.escribed
the following incident which illustrates this.
A couple or three falls ê9o, the first day of
the season was pret.ty. dirLy. lVe had a thick
fog and. a bit of choþ. Well, its important, to
get as many pots in the water as you can on the
first day. You get, most of your lobster in the
first two weeks of the fall season, you know.
Can't afford to lose many days. Anyway, I
decided to try and set as many as f coutA.
So, I got my man and we loaded the boat with
about fifty pots and went out. Now, I was about
the only man to go out that dry. The fog was
so thick that I couldn't see my marks so I
had to go by compass and time. When I thought
we were there, \¡re ran the pots of f . By the time
we got back, the wind vras Ëlowing stroñger so
I decided to stay in.
The weather had lifted during the nÍght
and most of the boys had gone out by tñe Èime i
got down there. Vfell, the first thing I did
was check Lhe pots Ïrd. set. I tell you the pÌace
I set was plugged v¡ith pot.s. I guess some of
men ouÈ

)::-...1: ri

.1,...

:.1
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the boys seeing my buoys decided to set
me. The thing is that when I checked myaround
r discovered that ild set about lo0 yardsmarks,
short
of the spot and all those boys had sãt around
me thinking that I was on toþ of it.
Well, f
just pulled them up and moveá them over,
getting
a good dayrs lobstering on ttrat spot, Of -"orrr=ã,
ï told them about it when I got báck to port
that evening
This incident arso suggests that the older fishermen do not
try to trick the younger ones. rn fact, they help them in
many ways such as in offering advice and do not object to
being followed out to the grounds.
Territoriality
Although the Pagesvi.lle fishermen identify a specific,
bounded area of the ocean as 'their ground.sr, r did not find
them to be as excessively possessive and. secretive as r was

lead to believe might be the case (cf. Acheson LgTz). During
several fishing trips, the men pointed out a number of boats
from other harbours which were fishing the pagesvirle grounds.
The Pagesville fishermen were not visibly upset by the
intrusion. rn one case, or€,of the pagesvirre men engaged
an 'outside boat' in a fr5-endly, joking conversatj-on concerning,
the 'outsider's' inability to read a radar screen.
However, the pagesville men do get upset if anyone
abuses their grounds and, in the process, threatens the chances
of everyone else. For example, one day a coupre of boaÈs

from c-pe sable rsland $rere fishing for cod and set large
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gill nets around the Brazil Rocks. The pagesvirle
fishermen believe that giJ-l nets scare the fish, thus spoiring
the fishing- As a result, there were angry worcls exchanged
and a couple of minor confrontations. one of the pagesvirle
men had a l0ngline buoy punctured because he.had. pulled
one of these nets and taken the fish. Eventually, the
cape
rslanders
harrassed Èo such a degree that Ëhey left
'nrere
the Pagesvilre area. Apparently the same thing had arso
mesh

during the preceding year. rn thaÈ case, the
cape rsland men onry left. after Lheir nets had been ,parted
off ' and lost. As the above exanpres ilJ-ustrate, these men
will react with an intensive animosity if Èheir means of
making a living is threatened. other than this, they appear
receptive to the notion of outsiders using their grounds.
Admittedly, their possessiveness increases somewhat
when it comes to 'outsidersr using the lobster spots.
happened

However, it is not nearry as intense as that suggested by
Acheson for the Maine lobstermen.

Ordinarily, repeat,ed violat,ions will lead to
destruction of the offenderrs gear. ri is usual
for one man operating compreteíy ã" rris own to
first h/arn an.interroper. rn sõme plaães
this
is.done by tying two ñalf hitches
the
spindle of the offencling buoys; in "i"""a places
by damaging the !T3p" srigrrtiy. atother
tr,i= þoinr,
most intruders wirl move [n"ii traps. --rt-they'
are not moved, they will be ,,cut óff.,, This
means cutt,ing off the buoy and the warp line
from the trap, which then sinks to the bottom
where the owner has nò chance of finding it
LL972:65)..

14,
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John Brown maintained that when someone from outside
sets

pots on their ground, the pagesville men do not appreciate
it,
Yet, by and large, they rarely do anything to discourage the
'invaderst- He did describe one incident concerning his
father which had occurred many years ago.
one year he decided to set on the other side of
Blanche Island. The boys over there
like thisr so thelr destioyed a numberdidn,t
of his
pots. In turn, Dãd and h-is partnei ãestroyed
some pots belonging to each fisherman in tir.
area because they didnrt know who had destroyed
their gear. They also went, to the houses of
each of these fishermen and describãa
lrr"y
had f91e, saying_',If you want to keep ,"rrut
this
up
we will too until none of us has á"y'gà". Ieft.,,
after that they weren't bothered ãni, íãrrg"..
ïn any case, r have been told that this sort of action is
unusual' particularly in cases involving full-time fishermen.
slightly different feelings are expressed by the pagesville
men regarding poachers, i.e., men with traps ouÈ during
the
closed season, and people who tamper with their traps. fn
these cases, Lhey take direct action by destroying the
gear (when poachers are involved), giving verbal warnings,
and, ostracizing the culprit
involved) .

(when

fellow fishermen are

As opposed to the notion of an inate sense of

intensive territoriariÈy
among Èhese producers, r support
the position presented by Bowles (1973:6) who maintains that
the fishermen's reaction to competition rvilr vary according
to conditions of the benthic community and its ability to

J.i]'¡:.:;.

rl::
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mai-ntain exploiÈable stocks of lobster.

rn other words, oveïfishing could lead to a situation such as the 'sea urchin
problem' which would result in ressened biomass production:
Lessened biomass production causes slakening
in the growth j.ncrement of lobsters, leadin! to
drop in recruitment into lobster fishery.
in legal lobster landings reduces ñumber of
?rop
fishermen thaÈ the local bottom can support,
leading to changes in population sÈructure and
behaviour of the human community (ibid.:6a).
This seems like a much more reasonable explanation
of the Pagesville fishermen's varying reactions to outsiders
trapping in their resource area. There is a relation between
the size of the lobster population and the number of lobstermen a resource zone can carry. changes in the condition of
the benthic community which affect the size of the catches
and the overall stock will result in a number of reactions.
These might range from an increase in the fishermen's possessiveness Èo the exclusion of aI1 ouÈsiders. Viewed from this
perspective, the notion of blanket territoriality
is totalry
inappropriate.
i

Equally important, repeated violations of a resource
zone by outside fulr-time fislhermen are not economically
feasible. The boundaries of the pagesville resource area
represent the points where costs in terms of time spent
travelling and gas negate potential profits. They are the
l-ines past which diminishing returns convert profits into
losses for productive effort. This applies to all of the

:.t.1
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community based resource zones on the south shore. Hence,

a fisherman would penarize himself by fishing in another
communityrs ground.

Markets and the Ecology of production
The environment and its ecology do not determine

the inshore fishermen's mode of production. To the contrary,
changes in market conditions through time have moulded their
mode of producÈion. rt is the market place which determines
the marine species which the fishermen will be most interest,ed
in and knowledgeable about. The market governs their
access to material resources and shapes their approach to
production. The fishermen's ranking of marine life in terms
of rrespectr reflects the relationship.
TABLE

7

.

COGNTTION AND THE CATCH

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
'

Species
Lobster

Comments

I'Theytre one of the smartest
creatures in the ocean. t

Haddock ,'Smart and tricky"
Cod
"stupid and lazy"
Pollock
"Strong and pretty,'
Catfish
"Ugly and nasty,'
Dogf ish
"Vüorthless and good for
nothing"

Landed Value
$f .25/].]þ.

.,.-.,,,,,,

.:i::-:.1,,,,,,,

çO.22/Lb.

,,

;::::::::':

SQ.lsrllb.
$0. O g/Lb.
S0.04l1b

$0.00

;.. ..,.

..

IO7

Moreover, as we v¡ilr see in the next chapter, the market
affects all aspects of the social organization of production.
The carrying capacity of the pagesvirle resource zone in

reration to the number of fishermen that can be supported
is a function of the size of the commerciarly exploitable
populations within the context of existing market conditions.
Ecological variables are important insofar as they
pray a centrar role Ín the fishermenrs productive activity.
They are an inÈrinsic aspect of production. This is reflected
in the fishermen's patÈerns of activity, that is, the manner
in which they use time and their technorogies. rt should
be understood, however, that the fishermen consciously
utilize what they know in minimizing risk and maximizing

production- Their relationship with the environment is anything
but rmetaphysical,.
viewed from this perspective, the interrerationship
between Èhe fishermen and the marine environment j.s, in a

very real sense, material and an important aspect of their
mode of production. The ntarketplace defines what the fishermen
rvil1 catch, but the fishermen have to go out and catch
Thus, the marketplace defines the fishermen,s
:itfeffective' environment which, in turn, sets the parameters
which constrain his productive activity.
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Summary

rn this chapterr wê have seen that the pagesvirre
fishermen utirize a number of technorogies in developing
producti-ve fishing strategies. The effective use of the
maÈeriar means of production depends upon the fishermen,s
practical understanding of the marine environment and its
ecology. For pagesville, fishing is best characterized as

a

hunting activity.
The fishermen do not have absolute control
over the resources and, hence, cannot, pfedis¡ what their
catches will be from one day to the nexË. However, by acquiring
an understanding of those .=n."a" of marine ecology which
most directly concern and affect the behaviour of commercially
varuable species, the fishermen can use ecological relationships in attempting to maximize their chances of ,a good
dayrs fishing'.

The accumuration and assimilation of this

type of information is essential for success in the occupation
and can be considered an adaptat.ion to the hunÈing character
of fishing. To quote Bowles (1973:g): .we could not understand many patterns of the fisherman's behaviour untir we
studied the naturar parameters which constrain their action.,,

I,i-.;:í:).i:,:

CHAPTER

4

THE SOCIAL ORGANIZATION OF

To effectively and efficiently

PRODUCTTON

utilize

their technologies
how', the pagesvirle fishermen must meet certain
rrrinimum reguirements in terms of the organization of
labour,
information, and time. Moreover, their sociar organization
of production must include a degree of flexibitity which
allows them to adjust to the ever changing environmental
and economic conditions. This general dimension of the fishermen's organization has led Barnes (1954:41) to mainËain that
the system is best characterized as one of ',fluid social
units." The studies of North American inshore fishing
communities are almost unanimous in agreeÍng that the necessary
flexibility
is rearized prirqrariry through the conspicuous
use of bilateral kinship relations in organizing labour
(cf . Breton 1973; Faris Lg72,. Firestone Lg67 and -vtard
1965).
ïn this chapter, the focus will be on the manner
in which work and labour have been socially orqranized to
accommodate the ecol0gical and commercial requirements of
production. The principles governing crew composition, the
intra-crew division of the value of the catch, daily access
to essential information, and inter-fishermen exchange
and rknow
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relationships wirr be noted and discussed. of particurar
interest v¡il1 be the influence of changing market conditions
and other externaL forces on tradltional recruitment patterns
and the availability of labour
l¿Iost of the discussion concerning production in small
fishing communities has focused on the processes controrring
access to the material means of production, i.e., boats,
gear, wharves, which function to maintain, over time, the most
viabre fishing uniÈs. For example, Faris (Lg72:g7ff.) has
found that the inheritance practice of equarly dividing arl

of the property among oners sonF ensures that, at least
initiallyr
no one person controlled enough of the material
means of production to form their own crew. Thus, brothers
were compelled to cooperate and fish together until they
had accumurated enough capital to purchase the missing

pieces of equipment and had enough sons to form a separate
crer^¡. Hence, crevrs composed of agnates (either brothers or

fathers and sons) $rere the basic u¡rits of production. It
has arso been found thaÈ the fishing crew based upon agnatic
links has proven to be the most effective work unit. According
to Firestone:
The most important implication of this type
of family is that it provides the number of men
necessary for efficient fishing. For trap
fishing one needs a number of men, and a group
composed of a man with a few grown sons is abãut
the right size (Firestone L961:47-49) .

11r

Nemec (Lg72:L6-2I) has reported

that a similar pattern is
dominant among Newfoundrand line fishermen, Apparently,
the agnatic crew is the optimum sized producing unit in
terms of providing the manpower necessary to effectively
utilize the Èechnorogies and, thereby, to maximize returns
for work efforts.
To an extent, this also holds true for the composition
of crews in pagesvilre. Given the exisÈing technorogies and.
work patterns, i.e.,

cape ïsland fishing boats, gill nets,
handrines, longlines, and lobster potsf cre$rs with a minimum
of two and a maximum of three men are the idear size for

efficient and effective production. However, the historical
developments outlÍned in chapter 3, particularly those
concerning changes in the fishermenrs control of the fish
product and. the fluctuating nature of market prices, have
resulted in an out-migration of young men which has dramaticalty
affected the tradit.ional patterns of recruitment and crew
composition. As will be shown, there has been considerable
movement Èowards hragê-labour a.nd./or

friend.ship recruiting
patterns. Furthermore, there hês been an added emphasis
on inter-crew reciprocar and mutual herp relations ín an
attempt to cornpensate for the potential workers lost
through out-migration.

TI2

Crew Composition

Fishing
During the summer of L974, there hrere twenty-five

boats and forty-one men fishing out of the pagesville harbour.
Three of the boats with a total crew of eight r,¡ere offshore
rongliners; four boats \ârere used by eight men for inshore
longlining; and the remaining seventeen boats !ûere used by
twenty-five handliners. Table g is a breakdown of the zs

fishing units by method, relationship to captain, sharemen,
and crew size.
The facÈ thaè longlining cannot be effectively pursued,
by one man is reflected in the table. A crew of at reast
two men is required for hand setting, one to set and the other
to steer, and hauling, one to tend the roller and the other
to coj-l the trawl . $loreover, the amount of longline used by the offshcre boats is so great,, usuarry beÈween
25 and 45 tubs of trawl consisting of as much as fifteen
mires of line and twenty thousand baited hooks, that a larger
sized crev¡ is needed. All totarled, sixteen men or 39s
of the active labour force use seven boats or 2g"6 of the
avaitable craft in offshore and inshore longlining. The
remaining twenty-five men (61? of the rabour force) use
seventeen boats (72e" of the available craft) for handlining.
Ten or 592 of the handliners go fishing alonej
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Although handlining can be successfully pursued by one man,
a crew of two is considered ideal. A two-man crew makes
more productive use of the available working space. Further-

more, a two-man unit can do jobs such as hauling the gill
nets and tending three or more handlines with more speed
and efficiency than one man alone.

Table I
Crew CompositÍon

- Fishing

RelaÈion to Captain
Iviethod

# of Crew Sons Sl.So Datlu Others Total

Crew

Sharemen Size

Offshore
Longline

AI
B1123

Inshore
Longline

c223
Dl
EIIz
F112
GI12

Handline

HI

Iz

11-12
J1
K1-12
L1
M112
NT

o1
Pt
01
Rl

s1

t2

T1

u223
v112

vür
x112
Totals

25

L7

4L
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The pagesville handliners recognize that a two-man
crew makes a better use of time and stands a greater chance

of maximizing returns for work efforts. However, enough
labour for this is not available, in part, because of
the continuing pat,tern of out-migration among young men.
rn addition, there is a greater attract,ion to the potentially
higher monetary returns in longline fishing. âs John Brown
explained:

they are going to keep avray from fishing
TgA"y,
if they can. I dontt

blame them ás far as
that,rs concerned. What I mean is they have
another choice. If they go fishing most of them
are going with strangers on longliners.
The majority of the handliners in Pagesvitle during my
fieldwork were middle-aged or older while the rnen Longlining
were somewhat. younger. Recruitment problems are severely
cutting back on the productive capacity of hand,lining and
will eventually result in the demise of this method of
fishing.

Despite contemporary recruitment problems, traditional
composit,ion patterns are stil1 eviclent in pagesville (see Table 9) .
Table

9

Method

by Relation to Skipper by Method
Totals
Kinship Tie
Non-Kin

Longline
Handline

e
8

Sharemen

Totals

(53å)
(472',)

17 (1008)

¡

(34s)
sZ)

6 (66s)
2 (252)

(s38)

I (472)

6 (7
e

of the seventeen sharen¡en, nine or 53å are related to the
skippers by kinship links. seven or 762 of the nine are sons.
However, these figures are misleading unress considered within
the context of the methods of fistring. As Tabre g crearry

illustrates,

cre$/s of kin-related fishermen are much more
dominant in handline fishing (7SZ) than crelvs based. on hrage

labour and./or friendship (2SZ). The reverse holds true for
longlining since 342 of the sharemen are kin relations while
the remaining 6GZ are non-kin.
The different patterns of composition evident in
these figures are evr.dence of trre changes taking place in the

inshore fishery. Arthough the traditional kinship based
composition pattern is prevarent among the handliners, the
longliners are more concerned with meeting the labour
requirements of their technology than with folrowing
traditional recruitme..nt procedures whi_ch, in fact, might not
provide the necessary rabour. This is a function of the

declining labour resources which have resulted. from the
migration of young men out of these communities and. either
into the large urban-industrial centres or into the capitar
intensive offshore fishery. Furthermore, the young men who
stay in the inshore fishery prefer to go longlining.
rn addition, it does not appear as if inheriÈance
practices have served to reinforce the recruitment and composition patterns in pagesvilre as they have been reporÈed to
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do in Newfoundr-and

, paris Lg72; Firestone 1967,. Nemec rg72).
A number of brief case histories may serve to ilrustrate
this.
(.cf

I/ John Brown - handliner
John Brown has been fishing on furl_time basis
for
over 44 years- He started whenahe
was
eighteen
years ord. John fished wíth his taurãr-;Ë; owned
alr of
for the first four vã"r=.-'-H" then
started-the.gear
going fishing with Harry g'äck
in a company
owned bo_1!: They fished togethär tor ovãr
four
years- with money that he had saved while fishing
with his father añd Harry Black, ,lohn--bã,rõnt
rwenÈv foor opgn boar
"
outfii,ted hú;;íË with
gear- From this point anã
up to the present, .ronn
Brown has owned his own Ëoat and iisrrea årárr"
2/ AL Green - Iongll.ner
Ar Green started fishfng on a furl-time basis at
the age of 14 and has bãen fishing ror-o"ãi 42 years.
since his father was not a fisherña"r-ai'iirst
f ishing with John Brourn's father's biother-wtro went
owned the boat and all of the gear. rrlhen A1 started.,
the only thing that he owned was a handline.
Green saved enough money to ouÈfit rrimsãif-andAIbuy
a boar while fishing wittr a number ;i ;õ."ir".
From thaÈ point forward, he has captaineä
ni" or.,
boats with a number of iriends as crew until
his son
became old enough to go fishing.
Twenty_four
years ãSo, Al started to longtine. At Éiiãi, he
v/ent $¡ith his brother who waé replaced bt-ãh" son
,
as soon as he came of age
3/ non Black handriner and part-time rongriner
Bob Black started fishing when he was fourteen and.
has been fishing for ovei 27 years now. He started
with his father and fished wilrr him for five and
one half years. Bobrs father owned the boat and all
of the gear buÈ.they equarry shared
whire fishing with tris-tathãr, Bob "*p"rr".r and profits.
and- gradually outf itt.ed himserf ; At
"rrråa
the "o*.-*orã;-of 19
he had purchased his own boat and startedage
ãi=tri"õalone. Bob's sons fished with him for a couple of
years before deciding Èo join the crew
of an offshore
boat. presently, Bob fisñes with hi; sån-in-law.
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4/ WíLbur !ühite - handliner
!üilbur hthite started fishing when he was 1g years
old and has been going out for over 44 years.
wilbur fi-shed with his father, who owneã the boat
and gear, for the first five years. while fishing
with him, trlilbur saved enough money to purchase a
boat and outfit himserf . Ir7ilbur'|s son fished with
him for a number of years before joining the armed
forces. Aside from this exception, lrlilbur has
always fished alone.
I

These case studies illustrate

that in the past
men began their careers fishing with their fathers, During
this period of fapprenticeshipr, they tried to save enough
money to ouÈfit themselves and rgo alonet. rn other $rords,
sons had t,raditionally stayed rtan their fathers until,
on the one hand, they had learned enough about fishing and
the grounds to tgo aloner andr on the o'ther hand, had saved
enough money to outfit themserves. This period. usually took
four to five years to complete. Apparentry, the expense involved
in purchasing their own boats and gear was smarr enough so
that the young fishermen did not have to wait to inherit,
their fathers' boats and fishing gear before they could form
their own crews and tgo alone'. Inheritance, then, did not
function to keep aqnaticariy linked fishing crer4rs together
and was not an important consideration in gaining access to
material resources. The purpose of the father-son crev, h/as
one of traitritrg the son and giving him the time neecled to save
the capital necessary for the purchase of his or^rn gear ancl boat.
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This practice, in part, courd be a pattern that had
developed since the standards for the processe6 product were
introduced by the federal government in Lg2g (see p. 39f.)
until then, each fishing family had to have its own staging
and. wharf complex for storing gear and processing the catch.
As A1 Green explained:

over 35 years â9o, most of the fishermen had their
own wharves, fish houses and stages. These were
scat'tered all along the pagesville harbour and
up the shore towards port Lameron. These
structures u¡ere owned by the fishermen ancl were
necessary because they sold their caÈch processed,
tþat is, split, salteã and dried. The lånd that
these structures stood on hras owned by private
individuals but the fishermen were leasãd access
to their stagings ãnd shacks, These
rights passed from a father to his sons.
""""="
situations where more than one son iisñea, Inthey
either shared the facilities or one boughå outthe other. The access rights could not be sold
t'o someone out.side of the family that owned them.
Access rights would be forfeite¿ if the males
in a family stopped fishing.
since access to essential material resources such as stages,
fish shacks, and wharves ürere controrled, to a rarge extent,
by inheritance and family connections, agnatic rerationships
must have played a much more important role in production
prior to L928 than they do today.
I cannot draw more definite conclusions concerning
the rore of agnatic kin relations in the organization of
prod.uction during the fishing season because the above
historical points have not been thoroughry resea,rched. To
be sure, kin ties st,ill play a significant role in recruiting
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into the inshore fishery. rt does appear, hornrever, that
their importance has declined markeclllz over the last coup_Ie
of decades. The rates of potential earnings and the availability of labour, in general, are currently the most important
considerations governing recruitment and the composition of
fishing cre$rs. As a result, the labour requirements of
longlining are being met through recruiting sharemen on a
rvage-labour and/or friendship basis. Moreover, the productive
capacity of handlining is becoming limited because the labour
that is necessary for this method to realize maximum returns
has been either attracted to longriners or is reaving the
community for employment i¡r urban-industrial centres.
men

Lobstering

A slightly different pattern of crew composition
and recruitment is present in lobstering. Tab1e 10 is a
breakdorvn of the lobstering units b1z kin relationships,
sharemen, and crer,r/ size. The discrepancy between the number
of craft (25) and men (41) involved in fishing and the number
of boats (I9) and men (29) engaged in lobstering is exp.lained
by the fact that two of the offshore boats with a total creh/
of eight continue to fish during the lobster seasons, four
of the older handliners no longer go lobstering, and the two
sons of fishing boat rÜr return to sch.ool in the fall..
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Table
Crew Composition

# of

Crew
A
B

c
D

F
H

r

J
K

L
Ùi

N

o
P

o
R

s

Tot,aIs

- Lobstering

Relation to Captain
Sons SiSo DaHq Others

Sharemen

11

Crew Size
2
2
2
2
1

:::;ï

E
G

10

11
I

I

;::-;
112

2

1
3
2

1:::1

I
I
I

:::::

1

11

2

:::i1

I
2
I
I
10

29

In general, the composition of lobstering cre$rs
is somewhat similar to that of handline crews. Ideally,
lobstering requires two men: one to haul and empty the pots
and one to rebait and reset them. However, only nine or
472 of the lobst,ering boats hravê crev¡s of two or more men.
Here again is a situation resulting from the fishermen's
restricted. access to labour resources. Although the monetary
returns from lobstering are much higher than for inshore
fishing, they cannot cornpetg with the earnings from offshore
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longlining and the wages of urban-based industry. Furthermore, many of the adolescent males, who are available for
either fishing or empl0yment i-n fish processing during the
sunrmer, are in school during the fall and spring lobster

,,.;,,,;,,' .,,

seasons.

seven or 70e" of the lobstering sharemen are either
agnatic (603) or affinal (10S) kin while only three or
30? are non-kin.

,.',"t,t,",|t,

'.

The recruitment of rabour on a kin basis

appears to be important in lobstering.

.,,,:.,:
t.i.

once the notion of

restricted licensing is introduced, however, it becomes
apparent that the rnaintenance of rkin-crewsr is more a function
of external regulation than tradition. Given the fact that
the number of lol¡ster licenses has been frozen at a certain
number by the federal government for every lobstering district
on the east coast, they have become a scarce resource. rn
many cases, the Licenses have becorne an important part of
the rinheritance package!. A sonrs only access to one is
either t.hrough his fa.ther or by purchase at grossly inflated
prices. r berieve that licensing, more so than tradition,
explains the dominance of agnatically-linked sharemen.
It. is -in lobstering that one finds the only use of
$/age labour. A lobsterman has to have help loading, baiting,
and setting his pots during the first couple of days in the
season even if he goes out alone for the majority of the
time. The reason for this lies in the intense competition
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between the Pages.ville lobstermen !to be alnong the first

to

set in the best spotsr. ^At bhe st4rt of the season, the men
work at a rapid and eff icient pace trying to road and seras many of their pots (up to 25O) in as short a time as possible.

:

,,.,:,-)l

,,'.,,,,,'.,'

Hence,' those men who do not have access to kin or friendship

labour hire routsiders!, i.e., men from outside of the
harbour
Although the rate of pay is not stand.ardi zeð., most
hired labour earns between twenty and twenty-five clollars

a day plus the vatue of the catch from a specific number of
predesignatedtraps(.usua11y2o-25depend'inguponthe
number of pots set). These r.gå workers are hired for the
first and last weeks of the season. During the balance of
the time, the lobstermen tend to their pots alone.
Division of the Catch
The specific manner in which the value of the catch
is systematically divided among the participating fishermen
has often been noted for inshore fishermen (cf. Faris L972i
L07-111; Foreman L970:81-84; Breton L973:4OL-402; and Firth
1966:235ff.). In Pagesville, a fisherman's earnings are
determined through a number of formulae based upon the type
of fishing being done and the ownership of the boat. The
system followed by the offshore longliners starts by subtracting at least one-fifth of the value of the catch for
ttre boat. Next, they take out all of the operating expenses

i,,:,r,;,,::l

, :,,;.:
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:

:1';ì':::::;l
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such as food, bait, and gas. The remainder is then divided
equally among the crew and the cqptain.

r/ offshore system (the figures are hypothetical)
share = value of @
boat share +

exgen¡-es)

crer^¡

3!e0

= $633.33 per crerd member
Although the captain of the boat only receives an equal crev,
share, he is usually also the owner of the boat, thus he

gets the boat share as well.

rn the above example, the captain
would have earned $1233.33 for the offshore trip.
rnshore longliners and handliners use a simpler and
moïe equitable system of dividing the value of the catch.
They take one-fifth for both the boat and, expenses and divid.e
the remaining four-fifths equally.
2/ Lnsl;.ore System (the figures are hypothetical)
Share = value of the catcl V5 boat share and expenses
rew

= 200

----T-40

= $g0.00 per crew

member

This sysÈem of division among the handliners is still effective,
but the rising costs of bait are beginning to force the inshore
longliners to adopt the offshore system. Again, the share for
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the boat and expenses is taken by the owner of the craft.
Today, with the size of the catches declining and the costs
of operations going upr this bareJ-y meets the daily costs
of running and maintaining the boat and gear.
The share formula for lobstering is dìfferent from
ei-ther of the above. After all of the expenses are subtracted from the value of the catch the second man, if he
lobsters for the entire season, is given one-quarter of the
remaining sum. The balance goes to the captain whose share
is large because he owns all of the gear and stancls a good
chance of having some of it darûraged or lost during the course
of the season.
3/ Lobstering Systern (the figures are hypothetical)
Second ltfan Share = value of the catch expenses

r

= L25 30
-_l= ç23.75
Captain's Share = ç7J- .25
For example, in a sÈorm that hit the Pagesville area during
IasÈ faIl's lobster season Al Green and his son lost every
one of their traps, a loss of over $2000. worth of gear.
If a fisherman is working in a boat owned by the fish
company, a different formula is used. The fish company takes
one-third of the value of the catch for expenses and the use
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of the boat. Moreover, the fisherman is compelled to sell
his two-thirds to the fish company if he plans to use the
boat again. Currently, there are only two company boats
in use at Pagesville. At one time, the majority of Èhe
boats going from the harbour v¡ere owned by the fish buyer.
However, rising costs, poor maintenance, and other financial
problems compelled the buyer to sell most of the boats.
Forman (1970:83) notes that among the Brazilian raft.
fishermen:
The ghare system is the only means by which

ff;:::';n:':Ëil:i*t=:"::"Tå""n 3i;å:å".3"n:i""

fishing is poor.
The effective and efficient utilization of the fishing
technologies dominant in Pagesville requires a crer,¡ of at
least two men. This particularly applies to longlining and
lobstering (i.e., at the start of the seasons). Small-sca1e,
independent, commodity producers such as inshore fishermen
maximize production by organizLng the available labour into
work units which can best use the available means of production.
However, they do not have sufficient. capital to carry wage
workers during periods of poor fishing. As Forman suggests,
the share system alleviates this situation by giving every
worker a portion of the returns from his labour. In Pagesville, all of the men who invested labour in fishing receive
shares of equal value. The basic difference in the overall
distriirution of the value of the catch rests on the ownership
wages on days whe4
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of the

of production. skippers acquire the boat and
expenses shares in addition to what they receive
for their
labour. Distributional clifferentiations are not made
in
regard to the value or the importance of the workerrs
labour
Every man is treated as an equal in this respect.
The share
system can be considered the product of a high risk
but low
capital gain activity.
means

,,'.,'.,
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Reciprocal Relations and rnformation Flow
On a daily basis, reciprocal exchanges and the
accumulation/assimilation of information pray key rores in
the fishermenrs organization of production and their specific
patterns of work. on the one hand, each fisherman requires
an enormous amount of information concerning factors such
as environmental condiÈions, the availability of bait, the
species of fish that are being landed, and those sections
of the ground that are proving to be most productive before
he can make his daily decisions regarding what to fish for
and where to fish. on the other hand, each fisherman establishes
and maintains reciprocal exchange relationships which invorve

the distribution of necessary goods, services, and information
,
with a number of fishermen from the same harbour. The purpose
of these is to assist the f ishermen in maximizing the chance
of 'a good dayrs fishingt. Several researchers have noted the
importance of information and reciprocal exchanges in the
organization of the fishermenrs work patterns (cf. Forman L970;
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stiles I972) - However, these factors have never been emphasized
as the core elements in the decision-making process and the
social organization of production.
At the start of every 'fishingr day, the fishermen
must rnake a series of decisions concerning what they are
going to fish for and where on the grounds they are going
to fish. Their decisions are based on the information,that
they \¡rere abre to accumulate/assimilate during the previous
day coupred with their knowledge of the marine ecology and the
Pagesville resource area. There are a number of institutionalized means through which the -fishermen gain access to
information. These may be divided into 'on the waterr and
'on the shore' information gathering and informat-ion disseminating
mechanisms.

The information gathering process begins from the

the fishermen go rdown to the shore' in the morning
and ends when they return home at night. This may best be
illustrated through a description of the daily round of John
Brownr ên inshore handliner.
moment

John Brown arrived at the wharf at 4:30 a.m.
It was a slightly foggy day. On his way to the
rowboat, John stopped and asked a number of
fishermen, who were having a conversation at
dock-side, if anyone had gone out to the grounds.
He also asked if they knew whether or not anyone
had herring j-n their nets. They told John tñat
Wilbur White and Hank Yellow had already left
the harbour as well as all of the longline fishermen.
However, Hank Yellov¡ had come back in to pick
up some frozen mackeral because hÌs nets $rere
empty. After hearing this, John went to the
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freezer and took approximately twenty pounds of
mackeral.
grthen we checked the two nets that
John
foffr,
we found them empty. John then
!.ddecided to steam over towarãs the 'tlarf Moonsl
because he had heard that Vtilbur White was
netting some herring in the area. He also
decided to haul in his two nets and reset them
around the 'H.alf Moonsr. lvhen we located witbur,
he gave us a rbucket' of bait. At the same time.
John asked him about the 'lay of the groundf
and the best locations to set his nets.
Once the nets $/ere set, John headed
for rFinance Shoal' mentioning that it was
a good place for cod and pollock. After anchoring
on the rspotr, John got out the handlines and
turned on his CEr set (marine radio). He made
a number of calls to other fishermen from
Pagesville. Theif conversation concerned the
scarcity of bait fish, who was catching herring,
how much gh"y were landing, and where tfrey ,eré'
catching it. once alr of this had been discussed,
John signed off but he left his CB set turned on.
Throughout the morning the set was ali-ve
with conversation. The fishermen talked about,
where they hrere and how the 'fishing is'.
They
also mentioned who was fishing within theír viËual
range and made comments on how these fishermen
seemed to be doing. During the conversations
on the radio, John interjected several comments
concerning the relative 'truthr of the statements.
He also made several calls and talked at length
with several of the Pagesville men about how the
dayrs fishing was 'shaping up'. John occasionally
glanced at the boats within our visual range.
Fie made several comments about their location
and their apparent success. This pattern continued
until we pulled up the 4nchor and headed for
the harbour.
As we tied up at dock-side, a number of
the men who were qlready in as well as a number
of boys and older men gathered around John, They
talked about how well they had done and how well
others had done. The men spent quite an amount
of time surveying Johnts catch. Its size,
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composition, and the size of the
it:.species fish
individual
Ìvere examined. rh;-iirh"r*"r,
also talked about the weather, the
the
grounds, and the current trouble ÌnwãIer,
attempting
to catch herring. Many of the comments and
statements that vrere mãde while ,on the waterl
hrere repeated
and discussed.

This kept up until most of the boaÈs
had returned. Each man tarked about -rrr.t
t
had seen and how he had done. Each catch was
"
examined for factual verification or-In"
staiements
and comments that had been passed, uetweãn-;h;-"'"'-"
fishermen- John stayed around the dock, washing
his boat and unloadiãg hig catch,
until'1330 ;:;.

Then he took his boat
went. home for lunch.

to its *ooiitrj-pi-ace

arra

ï.at,er in the afternoon, John
to the wharf. IIe spent the baiar"" oireturned
the
aft,ernoon t,alking'wittr a number of men about
the
rfishing.day'. A number of fishermen
offered
speculative comments concerning what they might
do during the next rfishing a*í'. eroünd
four
orclock, John returned home to do some work
in
his shed.

After supper, John went out to his work
sor_ne netting.
within a short period
of time a number of men joined him. agaiir,
fishing was the major toþic of conversãtion
during the hours they weie together. The success
of a number of specific men sras discussed at
some length. Hovrever, the majority of the time
was devoted to speculation_coñcerning what they
!^¡ere going to do the next day. They seemed to
be balancing and appraising Ltte attårnatives
although none of them exprãssed a finar commitment
to any particular course of action. An amount
of time was also spent in a discussion
the
general trends in catches over the pastofmonth.
The rget-together' ended at. g:30 p.i.
shed to do

This description applies egually to the patterns of activity
r witnessed whire spending some time with a couple of longline
fishermen. Ivioreover, my informants assured, me that the same

::ti1
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sort of pattern is characteristic of the lobster seasons.
ThUs, a great amount of time and effort is expended each day
in gathering and checking information.
The ron the waterr communications serve a different
function than the ron the shorer exchanges. rn the course

of the day's fishing, the fishermen gather data concerning
who is fishing on the various sections of the pagesvÌrre
grounds. They appear to be more interested in learning about
locations rather than catches, arthough they absorb the
speculative information regarding catches for future ron the
shorer reference. rn the case of handliners with nets off,
the information that they gather during the mornirg, concerning.
the location of herring and the success of the fishermen in
landing enough for bait, is crucial because they must decide,
while on the water, whether or not to move their nets. rf
they 'haul them on boardr, they must know where the greatest
potentiar for herring is before deciding where to reset.
once rback on the shore', the pagesvirle men spend
much of the afternoon exarnining the catches and comparing their
size and composition with the information that they had
gathered concer:ning the location of other fishermen. This
period can best be charact,erized as that part of the day
during which the men verify and expand the traw datar that
they accumula'bed whire lon the waterr. The fishermen turn
to an analysis of the proven information only after all of
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the boats have retutrned to port,
Bxtending through the rate afternoon and earry
evening, the period of analysis involves digesting the
day's results and comparing them with. their knowledge of
the grounds and marine ecology, usually this is done during
small, informal gatherings held in places such as work
sheds, Mr. Redts store, and the port Lameron garage (see
. The assembled fishermen initially make observations
on the day's catches in terms of their overall sizes, the
species composition, the size of the fish, who they have
been caught by and where they ate being caught. Then, they
project the dayts events into the general framework of
rveekly and r.ronthly trends. At this point, one often hears
references to the weaÈher, the temperature of the water,
and the effect of these on the movements and behaviour of
valuable fish
Towards the end of these gatherings the men begin
to speculate on the course of action they will follow the next
day. They raise and weigh the most viable arternatives
regarding where to go and what to do given the existing
conditions, information, and trends. By the end of the
informal meetings, all of the men haye a good idea of the
courses of action open to them and the alternatives that they
i.'i11 have to select from the next morning. The fìnal decisions,
however, are made the following morning after they have rread
It'Iap 3)
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the weathert.
Daily gathering and consideration of information
is, without a doubt, at the core of the inshore fishermen,s
pattern of work activity. A series of decisions have to be
made by the men on every 'fishingt d.y. The success or
failure of each dayrs effort.s hinge, to a large extent,
upon the making of v¡ell thought-out decisions. This, in turn,
can only be accomplished through access to and careful
consideration of a large body of information. stiles (Lg72),
i-n a study of 'on the waterr exchanges and communications
between cre$rs, has recognized the role that this process

plays in ordering the Newfoundland fishermen's dairy pattern
of activities.
Recognition activities, and the accumulati-on
data Ín a direct exchange with another boat, of
are rapidly converted to strategyi or at least,
!h"y are offered openly to the óiew by whomever
has perceLved the infoimation in quest.ion... ,
from the crerv's point of view, foiming-a sÈrategy
involves the combination and resorutión of inteil
and. intra-crew exchange. . . (ibid. :51) .
In Pagesville, decisions concerning the selection of appropriate
strategies are based. on the data gathered on a daily basis
through formalj-zed mechanisms and procedures. considered
within the context of the nature of fishing, the maintenance
of unrestricted and accessible information flows is essential
to the generatj.on of strategies which will allow the fishermen
to minimize risks and maximize returns for their work efforts.
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rn fact, the success of the information gathering
systems has led to several problems in the contemporary
era
of declining fish popurations. As John Brorvn asserts:
A fellow has a good dayrs fishing, usually the
first one Ln quite awhiter. and_piá."
going
back to the.same spots to'try fõr twoon
in
a
rovr. Next da¡z-r you find that you canrt get
your hook in the water for the numbei of
men'that are fishing the spot. They hear about
someone having a good catcñ and plu|
E -J the area
with hooksa
rn other words, declining fish popurations have resurted in
fewer men realizing good catches on fewer spots. The fact
that a man's position and success is public information
results in the concentrated exþl0itation of proven sections
of the Pagesville grounds. r suspect that, unless conditions
change so that more men have greater access to targer fish
populations, inshore fishing wilt become much more competitive
and secretive than it is today.
Now that we have seenr or the one hand. the probrems
facing the fishermen regarding recruitment of labour and,,
on the other hand, the importance of information in the
organization of productionr hrê can better appreciate tbe
role that reciprocal economic exchanges and. mutual help
relations play in assisting the,fishermen to maximize production.
Reciprocar exchanges and mutuar herp relationships are
evident to a resser or greater degree in almost all of the
fishermen's productive acÈivities. However, the spheres

of the relationships arê bounded by severar interrelated
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factors.
To begin with, the Pagesville fishermen only establish
reciprocal exchange and mutual help relations with men who

fish out of the pagesville harbour. Even though they know
men from outside harbours such as port Lameron, they do not
initiate reciprocal or mutual help ties with them. lrlhen
asked why, the Pagesville men say: ,'Because they don't go
from the same place." I suspect that, the fharbour consÈraintst
emphasize the need for fishermen to establish links with men
from the same harbour in order to maximize their chances
in the exploitation of a co¡nmon property resource, the
Pagesville grounds. After all, these are the men with whom a
fisherman most frequently works and socializes. Moreover, the
hunting nature of fishing has stimulated the development and
maintenance of a cooperativer âs opposed to a competitive

'fishing ethic'. rn other rvords¡ âtr individuails rchances
at a good day's fishing' are enhanced through his cooperation
and ties with the collectivity.
Hence, they serve the fcommon
-:
good' as well as their own ends by excluding routside fishermen'
from reciprocar and muÈuat help relations and only forming
bonds with men from the same harbour. This does not prohibit
temporary or situational exchange relationships from occuring
with toutside men'. rt emphasizes that permanent ties are
only formed between men who fish from the same harbour.
sahlins (1965) has enumerated and defined a number
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of types of reciprocal exchange systems: generalized,
balanced, and negative reciprocity. Àlthough generarized
reciprocity situationally occurs in pagesvitle, it is
relatively unimportant in the formation of long-rasting
exchange rerationships.

of particular interest to this study
are his comments on balanced reciprocity.
rBalancea reginrocity-r refers
to direct exchange.
In precise balance, the reciprocat,ion-is
the
customary equivalent of the ttring received
and
is without delay. . . rBatanced r""ípiã"it",
may be more loosely applied to tränsactions which
stipulate returns ór õãmmensurate
or
utility within a finite or narrorâ¡ worth
peri.od...
Balanced qeciprocity is less rpersonal,
than generalized ieciþrocit|.
From oui vantage
point it is rmore economic'l ftre
fai[ies
confront each other as dist.inct soäial
and
economic interests. The material side of
transaction is at reast as criticar as thethe
there is more or less precjse reckoning, associar:
given must be coverea within a sfror[ lér*. things
So the pragmatic test of balanced reciprocity
becomes an inabitity to tolerate o."-räy ftoivs;
the relations between people are disrupted
a failure to recipro".i" ioitrritt rimited timeby
and equivalence leervays. It is notable of the
main run of generalized reciprocities that
material flow is sustained by the prãvailingthe
social relations; whereas, fôr the main run
balanced exchange, social relations hinge on of
the material flow (Sahlins 1965:L47-]-|gi.
This system is characterized, then, by short-term direct
and defined exchange and, more importantry, by the fact tl.rat
'socíal relations hinge on the materiat frow,. The dominant
mode of exchange between the pagesville men is balanced and
reciprocar. However, it is not necessarily direct or
immed.iate, stipulating returns of equal value for goods and
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services should be giyen rvhen needed. so, reciprocati-on
usually occurs within a finite period of time, but onry when
the receiving party requires the goods.

,,,,,..-,,,,

The distribution

of fresh bait is the best example
of balanced reciprocity in pagesville. üühen a fisherma¡r
finds that his giII nets are empty, he wirr fsteamr over to
spots where men from the same harbour are pulling their nets
to see Íf they caught any herring, on a coupre of occasions,
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John Brown passed several boats from Port Lameron which hrere
hauling nets on his way to spots occupied by pagesvilre men

arrived, John waited until the nets had been pulled. ,
'plucked', and reset before approaching to within talking
distance. The conversat,ions usually ran someÈhing like this:
when he

John Brown: Grmorning. Looks like it'll

day for iishing.

,

be a fine

lrlilbur lrlhite: Fine. yes, r'd say it might be.
rohn Brown'

l"lå;,T"å"ll"t"H. ""åå.?å* :iril;:,åt"u
here and am going to set in a different
POt.

wilbur vthite: yes, they certainly are scarce
Dog days I guess. The water's too
virarm. Theyrre staying on bottom.
John Brown: lVould you say that I should. set ,em
round here.
lVilbur Vilhite: WelI, Irve been getting some but
they're none too plentiful I can tell
you. Yes, I guess around here is as
good as anywhere.
Fihile they were talking, t{ilbur was firling a bucket with
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fresh herring.

The conversation terrninated after the bucket

had been passed over and t{r. Brown had emptÍed it into his

bait box'
I witnessed these trqnsactions on several occasions.
Either John was given bait or John gave bait. However, the
exchanges only occurred between three men3 John Brown,
tVilbur t{hite, and Bob Black. There was never a direct request
made for bait in the course of the transactions. Rather, it
was voluntarily passed from the one with the bait to the one
without the bait during the conversations.
The fishermen rationalize exchangies on a ,why waste
it ' basis
If yourve got more than you need, you'd just
be throwing the rest a!ì¡ay aÈ the end of the
day. ftts better to share it around than to
v¡aste it.
At the same time, hou/ever, they prefer to share with fishermen
who have demonstrated a wilringness to provide themselves
with bait by maintaining a couple of set nets, but who have
come up empty on particular clays. This policyr on the one
hand, reinforces the rethicr concerning self-sufficiency
and work. On the other hand, it ensures that a fisherman
will establish exchange relationships with other fishermen
who have proven that they will be in a position to recíprocate
at a later date
In addition to the direct exchange of bait, some of
the men engage in reciprocal transactions which have a greater
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time depth. For exampre, during the winter of 1974, John
Brown repaired some gilr nets for George purple, the manager
of the Pagesville fish plant. Together with peter Red, the
owner/operator of the Brazil general store, George purpre
sets as many as thirty gilr nets during the fishing season.
They tend to the net,s in the earry morning before they open
up for business. John Brown did not accept a cash payment
for his work, but expecÈed to be given free bait on those
days in which his nets $/ere empty. During the field vrork,
George Purple and Peter Red çlave preference to John. On
several occasions they travelled far out of their way to ask
him if he needed any bait.
Labour, hohrever, is not ut,ilized in a reciprocal
fashion in exchange relationships between two or more
fishermen. There are several activities which involve the
cooperative effort.s of most of the fishermen from the harbour.
The best examples of the corrective input of labour are the
January rhaul up' and the March rre-float'.
During the
highest tídes in January, all of the fishermen who want to
haul their boats up onto dry land for the winter help to bring
each others I boats on shore.
You have to hire a man with a bulldozer
to pull the boats up. First of all, we place
skids up the slope of the hill to guide the
hord the

il::'=i3åu"T""il?:""Ti';:i;"Ë:":"':Tå:

Basically the

same

thing occurs when they gather to re-float
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the boats during Marchrs highest tides,
IrIe put them back in the water anywhere between
the tenth ancl the fifteenth of tñe month.
People turn out again to help each other. No
bulldozer thís time; just a guideline and as
many men as boats to be put 6qck in the water
rn addition to these yearly events which involve immed.iate
reciprocatÍon, a fisherman will voluntarily help another to
traul his nets or move anchours on particular occasions.
*epayment is not expected or requested either in specific
forms and quantities or over a specific amount of time in
situations such as these. They can best be characterized
in Sahlins,s terms¿ âs a form of generalir". ;"";;;;;-'
fsahlins 1965 zL47) ,
reciprocal exchange relationships are
"alanced
neither isolated nor exceptional events. Rather, they are
an important, aspect of the inshore fishermen's social and
economic relations. Exchanges in commodities such as bait,
hooks, line, nets, anchors, and specialized services (e.g.,
net mending) are committed to mer4ory and th.e recipie.nts are
expectedtorepaythedonorseitherwit'hthesamequantity
of the commodity given or with a different commodity of
equal value. The primary function of the exchange relationships j-s to provide the f ishermen with a series of forrnalized
mechanisms through which they can gain access to scarce
resources in times of need thereby maximizing their potential
for ra good dayrs fishingt. At the same time, they perform
I
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the subsidiary role of creating and maintaining intraharbour cooperation and solidarity in the exploitation of
a common property resource.
Barth (I966:4) has suggested that:

ilï3i:";;';:;"1"å;
: :$:::;î:
of strategy. They consist.

game

H:å:T,n::*:'=

of a

seguence

of reciprocal prestations, which represent
successive moves in the game. There must
be a ledger kept of value gained and lost; and
each successive action or move affects that
ledger, changes the strategic situation, and thus
canalizes subsequent choices.
The reci-procal transactions engaged in by the pagesville
fishermen can be neatly exprained. by thls model. rndeed,
the giving of bait, for example, arters the position of the
giver in relation to that of the recipient. The gift must
be repaid in equal proportions at some later clate set by the
giver. Repayment and the further giving/receiving of prestations
continually 'affects the ledger, changes the strategic situation,
and thus canalizes subsequent choices,.
However, such an analysis of the pagesville situation
misses the important aspects of reci-procal relationships by

placing the emphasis upon economic gain and position as
opposed to economic well-being. In other words, implicit
in the Barthian transaction model is the tquasi-entrepreneurial'
principle that individuals engage in reciprocal relati<¡ns
for social and/or economic Aain. It is a game of strategy
in which individuals vie with each other through exchange
relationships for valued and rsuperior' positions. Contr:ar:y
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to this, reciprocal exchange and mutual help relationships
in Pagesville can best be appreciated if viewed as the
mechanism through which

the fishermen gain access to scarce
and randomry distributed resources. Their purpose is to
maxirnize the fishermenrs production potentials. rn the case
of herring, the reciprocal exchange of bait can be viewed
as an adaptation to the random occurrence of bait fish
They arso serve as a I leveling r device insof ar as they distribute
valuabre and necessary commodities vrhile, at the same time ,
giving as many fishermen as possibre an equar chance at
ra good dayrs fishingr.
Thisisnottosayttratreciproca1re1ationsare
withoutsocia1conSeguences.onthecontrary,theyform
social as well as economic ti-es between the men using the
Pagesvirle facilities.
with involvement in the system comes
an explicit social responsibility to hord up your end of the
bargain. Negligence in doing so leads to both social
êndr
more importantly, economic sanctj-ons. Soci.ally, a man may
be branded with a reputation which ends alr of the necessary
economic and communicative relationships.
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Not only would

such an individuar be ostracised from the sociar tife of
the community, he would be treated as an 'economic outsider,.

In other words, his access to scarce resources and informatj-on
systems wourd be severely limited. Ä fisherman in this
unenviable position could not last long as a viable
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producer. Eventually, he wourd be forced eìther to leave
the community or to get out of fishing.
rn pagesvirre, reciprocal exchange and mutuar herp
relationships serye to reinforce cooperation and equalize
opportunity. This !ethicr is activety recognized and pursued
in the inshore fishermenrs organization of production. one
of the best exampres of cooperation and equalization lies
in the fashion rwharf spacet is arlocated at the start of
every lobstering season.
Every fall

go down and draw up the wharf .
it off into so many sguare feet.
Then we put numbe4s on it.
fiom one to how
many boats there are going lobstering that
season. If there are twenty-four boãts then
there are twenty-four lots. It doesn,t make
any difference how much gear you run. f run
150 and get the same size lot as someone running
250. The fewer the boats, the larger each lot
will be.; Each lot number is written on a
separate slip of paper and placed in a hat.
Then, each one of us draws a s1ip. r can put
my traps on the lot anytime after the draw.
Need.less to say, very few of the lots give direct aecess to
Èhe water. Approximately seventy-five percent of them are
located away from those porti-ons of the wharf where a boat
can tie up. The further ai^¡ay from the water a man,s lot is
the greater amount of labour and. time invested in carrying
and loading/unloading lobster gear. ïf gain or individual
advantage at the expense of others were the principles
ordering the fishermenrs organization of production, thLn
systems of redistribution, cooperation, and equalization
I,{e measure

r^7e
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!ì¡ould not be in operat,ion. rn fact, givcn the hunting nature

of fishing, strategies for individual gain would be maladaptive since they would lead to secrecy and the 'individualizationt of production. The fishermen have developed systems
of reci-procation and cooperation Ln response to their lack
of control over marine resources and in order to minimize
risks.
Iqoreover, the problems that were outlined earlier
concerning the fishermenrs restricted access to labour

resources, particularly

in regard to the hand.rine fishermen,
have tended to intensify the inportance of reciprocal exchange
and mutual help relations.
rn other wordsr âs the size of
the fishing populations has declinedr âD increasingly strong
emphasis has been placed on cooperation and reciprocity in
the social organÍ.zation of production. For example, many of
the men assist each other in hauling nets, a job for two-man
crews. Repayments fgr these services are not expected,
in specific quantitative, qualitative or temporal terns,
hence they more appropriately fall under the rubric of generalizecl
reciprocal relations.
Summary

rn sunìmary, r have argued that the social mechanisms
governing the recruit¡nent of labour, the composition of crews,
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the gathering and the assimilation of information, the
development of reciprocal exchange and mutual herp relations
and the emphasis on cooperation are rooted in the requirements
of successful commercial fishing. The social organization
of production among the pagesvilre fishermen is the product
of the demands praced on the fishermen for the effecÈive use
of a series of technologies and strategies within the constraint,s
of the marine environment. r have stressed that these
relationships and systems are economic and materiar
in nat'ure. They function to provicle each fishernran with the
best possibre chances at 'a goo.d dayrs fishing' by nrinimizj-ng
risk and equali zíng opportunities
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CHAPTER 5

MARKET RELATTONS

in the fishermen's actual production acÈivities,
the externar industrial-commercial capitalistic economy
exerts a powerfur influence on the fishermenrs social organization of production. The prices that they receive for
their catches, the role of the federal government in regulating
the fishing industry, and the nature of production for and
distribution in a capitalistic economy d,ramatically affect
the fishermenrs access to material resources , e.g., gear and
boats, while also affecting the demographic composition of
the fishing populat,ion.
This chapter i-s concerned with the nature of the
fishermen's rerationship to the external market. An emphasis
is placed on the historical basis of the contemporary tharbour
level' exchange system and on the economic principles governing
fishermen/buyer relations. Also, the role of the federal
goverrunent in reinforcing and influencing, through policy
decisions and legislation, the existing tharbour 1evelr
economic order is stressed.
All of the Pagesville fishermen sell their ent,ire
catches to orange's fish firrn which is the onry fish buying
.A,s

14s
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and processing concern located at the harbour. The
business was started by Henry orange, sr. over forty years
ago. Forlowing his death, trvo sons, Henry and Jack orange,

took it over. hlithin a short periiod of time, however, they
ran into financiar difficulties and recentry sord out to the
Port Lameron fish firm, a much larger American-owned and
controlled establishment,. Henry orange told, me that they
were forced to sel' because they courd not obtain a roan from
the federal government to cover the costs of operations and
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payments on two newly purchased. trucks which hrere needed
for

shipping processed and fresh fish to the Boston market.
A1thoughitoperatesunderthe.samename,thePagesvi11efish
fi-rm is now a branch plant of an American corporation.
George Purple, a local ex-fisherman, manages the prant

and

its business with the fishermen. He is directry responsibre
to the rcorporate managerr in port Lameron. The orange
brothers continue to maintain ownership of the t.rucks. They
contract their services as shippers to the port Lameron firm
and d.rive the fish product to the united states. They also
function as foremen for the pagesville branch ptant.. Their
duties are assisting with and supervising the weighing of daily
catchesandthevariousstepsofprocessingthefishp::oduct
.:'
Prior to selling the business, the orange brothers
calred a general meeting of the fishermen to inform them of
their intention to serl. They explained the reasons for the
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sale and informed the fishermen to whom they v/ere selling
the business. I4ore important, however, is the fact that the
orange brothers asked and received from the fishermen assurance
that they would continue to sell their fish to the new
firm- Reflected in these evenùs are characteristi.cs of the
mercantile system which has dominated the Canadian Atlantic
inshore fishery over the last two hundred years.
The rTruck Systemr MercantÍle Economy
rn chapter z r discussed the manner in which the
outporÈ economy functioned historically (supra p. 36f. ) The
permanence, durability,

and dor¡inance of mercantile capital
in the inshore fishery can only be appropriatery explained

if placed. within the context of those historical and material
factors which shaped the contemporary situation. Briefly,
the maintenance of canada's coloniar status until rg67
". . .meant the continued domination of merchant capital at
the expense of industrial capital, which wourd compete with
Britain" (Naylor I972z6I . Ttre expansion of the Nova Scotian
fishery following the American Revorution was motivated by
the geographically and politically favoured position
that Halifax merchants and their outport associates held in
relation to the British controlled lrlest Indian trade. Driedsalt cod was needed to feed the plantation slaves, soon to
be rfree labourerst, on the French and British islands.

I4B

Nova Scotia's proximity to good fishing grounds, the readily
available merchant capital based in HaLifax, and the absence

of competition from New English merchants created the stimulus
for growth in the trade (cf . Innis Ig54,).
These historicar circumstances resurted in the

creation of outport fishing settlement.s and a system of
mercantile monopoty which fully exproLted the isorated fishing
communities through the rtruck systemr. rn fact, given Èhe
nature of mercantire colonialism in canada, the situation
could not have been more favourable from the merchanÈrs
point of view

'

rn all the colonies short-term, low risk merchant
capíÈar dominated primary stapie extraction,
whose mode of production was Lypified by a íow

ratio of fixed to circulating èãpital. The
system served to maximize the surplus appropriated
by the metropole, and consequently miniñrizeä the
amount. of local capital formation (Naytor L972:6).
From almost the moment of their creation, outport communities
have been thoroughly integrated into and exploited by this
system. The key link between the fishermen and the rgreater
market' has always been the buyer/processor.
Originating in the late eighteenth century, the
Itruck system' has been rooted in a means of exchange which
fo::ms and maintains ti-es of debt and dependence, based on the
extension of credit, between the fishermen and the fish buyers.
The fishermen obtain gear from the buyers in the earry spring
on credit against the value of their summer and falr
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catches (Faris L972:114). Needless to sayr the economics
of the system created a no-rârin situation for the fishermen.
The best portion of their earnings went to the buyers to cover

bills and the balance \"¡as required to carry the fishermen and
their families through the winter. Every spring the process
!úas repeated. rn other words, the fishermen were always
either near
or in a debt situation. Moreover, the
naÈure of the credit Affangements ensured that the fishermen
sold their catch to the local merchanÈ. Hence, the practice
and poli-cy of the syst.em was to maximize the surpruses taken
by the buyers and the city-based merchants while minimizing
the ability of the fishermen to generate capital.
rn many ways, the rtruck economy, is stilr operating
in Pagesville today. !ühen asked why they sell their catch
to onry the pagesville buyer, the fishermen repry that:
"we always seIl to the buyer at the harbour r¡re go from.,,
rn small communities such as pagesville, there is usually
only one fish buyer per harbour. This results in true monopory
if there are not any neighbouring fishing communities with
different, buyers within reasonable traverling distances.
Furthermore, it seems thatf Ín some cases, fish buyers from
neighbouring communities reach informal agreements on the
prices they will offer the fishermen, thereby, destroying
any advantages that the fishermen might obtain from competition.
For example, John Brown tord me of an incident concerning
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competition

betr,qeen

buyers which occurred over twenty yeaïs

a90.

Once a rûenr I think he was from the Lockport
Storage Company, set up a shack
the
of
Port Lameron harbour and startedatbuyingbãse
fish.
He was offering a- higher price than Oränge or
the Port Lameron buyer. Some of the men from

Pagesville, including dad, started to sell part
of their catch to him and part to Orange.
Orange and the port Lameron buyei didn,t
Tçlf,
like this at alL. They started to màke it

åå5:';iil ffä ;3:,-:t ffiåi1"3,13"ï-

5:"1"ïn"
forced to close up and move out.
There were bad feelings between myself, dad,
and Orange for a long time becausä of tnis.
Prior to the appearance of competition, Henry orange, sr.
and the Port Lameron buyer were offering the same prices for
fish. They joined forces to drive the new buyer out. This
$ras accomplished by denying the rdelinquentr fishermen acce_ss
to the essential resources such as gas and frozen bait which
the buyers control. Through coercion, the buyers eliminated
competitj-on and reestablished the 'fÍxed.r price. Today, the
entire Pagesville-Port Lameron output is commanded by one
new buyer was

company.

Through an examination of the catch records

and.

expenses for two fishermen, a handliner and a longliner,

it is possibre to obtain some appreciation of harbour-level
economics and the nature of the ties between the fishermen
and the f ish buyer (.see Table 1I) .
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Table

11

Catch Records, Expenses, In"omerlf
Fisherman A - Handliner

Year Landed value
of Cat.ch
L97L 3,941' 18
L972 3,260'75
1973 5,939.67

portion of Expenses Net
Total
Expenses paid to Buyer
Income
676. ol
65g -7G (L6 -7i. of
3, r3g. 15
the landed value)
622-73
6L2-s3 (rB.7E of
2,636.47
the landed value)
742.L8
705.84 (rt.BB of
5,338.30
the landed value)
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Fisherman B'- Longliner

L972 9r011.89

2,L59'.92

z,LL4.GB (z3.sz of
the landed value)

6,7L2.2s

Ig73 LI

2.66L.g7

2 16]10.BL (z3.Lz of
the 1and.ed value)

g,6tB.

'2g2.oz

65

Expenses are automatically deducted., on a daily basis, from

the landed value of the catch. Depending upon the size of
the amount ownedr âs much as twenty-five percent will be taken
at dock side. Ar1 of the deductions, with the exception
of unemployment rnsurance commission payments, are costs
incurred through the purchase, on credit, of items such as
bait, gâs, Iine, hooks, and clothing from the fish firm.
A sizeable portion of the landed value of the
fishermen's catches is captured by the buyerrs menopory control
of fishing suppl-i-esr 9ôs, and frozen bait,, alr of which are
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essential resources from the fishermenfs point of view. For
example, in L972 most of the 19.72 (.$612.53) of the handliner,s
landed value went to the buyer to cover the costs of frozen
bait and gas. rn the same year, the longrine fishermen rost
23-gz ($2ru4.68) of their landed value to simirar expenses.
Although the percentages of their landed values lost to
expenses fluctuat-es to some degree each year, between fifteen
and twenty-five percent, of it is consumed through the purchase
of the essential materials which are controlled by t,he fish
buyer.

rn a pattern typicar of, the rtruck system,, the
fishermen purchase materials on credit during the winter as
they prepare for spring lobstering and summer fishing. rtems
such as lathes and twine needed for the construction of
robster pots can only be obtained from the fish buyers. since
their sole source of income during the winter is unemproyment
rnsurance benefits, the fishermen have no alternative but to
charge many of these materials against the value of the spring
and summer catches. perhaps more significant is Èhe buyers'
control of the bait needed for lobstering and longlining.
rn communities such as pagesvilte, only the fish buyers have
been capable of generating enough capital to purchase and
mai-ntain the large freezers necessary to keep bait. By

controlling the freezers, they control the bait and the fishermenrs access to bait. The largest portion of the expenses
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during the lobster seasons and for summer and fall longlining
are composed of charges for bait against the landed value of
the catches.
rt is noL feasible for the fishermen to d.rive out
of the community to purchase some of the items sold by the
fish firm. The frequency and immediacy of the need for such
items as bait, netting, hooks, and lines means that it would
cost the fishermen more in the long run to purchase the goods
outside of the harbour if they do not have the means to buy
in guantity and space to store the materials. Furthermore,
the fashion in which they utilize time has important implications, âs we have seen, in their attempts to maximize the
chances of 'a good day's fishingt.
They do not have the
time to spare. However, this does not mean that the buyerÉ
are doing them a favour by offering the needed items for sale.
To be sure, the fishermen find it convenient to have what
Ëhey require within easy reach but the poinÈ is that each
buyer has monopoly control over 'their harbours' and they
take full advantage of the situation.
The fish buyers gain as much as twenty-five percent
of the fishermenrs landed value through their monopoly control
of essential material resources. Thrgugh the extension of
creclit, they are able to bind the fishermen to them in an
economic orcler dominated by seasonal debt. In my opinion,
the rtruck systemr is stitl operating in Pagesville today.
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Harbour-leve] exchange appears to function in a manner which
maximizes the value extracted from the fishermen's catch.
This is accomprished through minimizing the fishermen,s
portion of the catchrs real value while maximi.zíng the
percentage of the fishermenrs landed value rost to the

buyer's monopoly control of essential material resources.
The overall effect of harbour-leveI exchange, from the
fishermen's point of view, is the limitation on the producers
abilit'y to generate surpluses for reinvestment.
within this context, it is interesting to note that
the more capital intensive rongline method appears to return
a smaller net income per fisherman than does handlining.
But, the landed value of the catches per producing unit is
at least two times greater every season for longliners than
it is for handliners, As Table 11 ilrustrates, in rg73 the
two longline fishermen landed $r1r 292.02 worth of fish and
lobster. After expenses, however, they only rearized a net
income of $4,309.32 per fj-sherman. The handliner, for the
same year, had a landed value of only $51939.67 but he made
$5,338.30 after his expenses had been deducted. rt appears
as if inshore longlining ideally suits the function of harbourlevel exchange as outlined al¡ove. Each producing unit realizes
greater catches per worker than do the handline units, bui,
after expenses, the longline fishermen attain a net income
similar to if not less than that made by the hancll_iners.

The larger oyerhead in terms of expenses
associated

with longrining explains this situati_on. Arthough
the fisher_
men realize much greater landed v4lues, the
method requires
rinvest'
that they
a greater percentage of their landed
values in materials such as frozen bait. Moreover,
the

percentage of the randed varue captured by
expenses appears
to remain at a consÈant leve1 regardless of seasonar

fluctuations
in the gross varue of the catches. For exampre, the
randed
value of the longlinerrs catch was S2,ZgO.L3 greater
in 1973
than it was in 1972- But, their expenses increased
in proportion to the increases in landed Value. The handliner,s
expensesr or! the other hand, cåptured the greatest percentage
of the landed value during the poorest year (rg72, rgs,).
They declinedr âs a constant percentager âs the
landed varue
increased (see Table 11) - rt seems to me that these reration-

ships indicate that ronglining is characterised by croser
economic ties between the fishermen and the fish buyer
while the 'closeness of the fit' for handliners dependsr,to
some degree, on the type of fishing season they are
having.
Needless Èo sêy, my sample is not large enough to permit
to make more definite statements.

me

By briefry examining the export varue the buyers
receive for unprocessed, semi-processed, and processed marine
products as compared with the landed values the fishermen

obtain, it is possible to gain a better idea of the

manner
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in which surprus value is further rnaximized within the context
of the economy (see Tables L2-LÐ.I2
Table
Export' varue (.$/ta-¡

L2

, Main Marine

species

species
L9GT 1969 Lg6g LgTo LgTr
Cod
O:279 0.292 0.292 0.32 0.39
Haddock o -27 I 0.30 0.363 o .46 0.48
r,obster
o-87 0.95 r.02 L.L2 L.2s
Source: Annual Statistical Review of Canad,ian
Environment Canada, Vols. 2_6.
Table

,

1967-73

Lg72 rg73
0.456 0.54
o. 593 o .7 o
1.54 r.62
Fisheries,

13

Landed Value (ç/Lb.)., Main Marine Species , L967_73 (Nova Scotia)

:

'

species
Lg67 t96B 1969 LgTo LITL rgTz rg73
Cod
O. 05
0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 O.O7 0.10
Haddock 0.o7 0.oB o. 09 0. rr
0.[
0.r5 0.r9
Lobster
O.75 0.69 O.7g O.91 0.9g I.Zg L.27
source: Annual statistical Review of canadian Fisheries,
- -- '
Environment Canada, Vols . 2-6
Table

1967 1968
18
tg
25
27
86
73

:.,:,
,,,,,,,,
,,,,,,, ,

L4

Landed varues as a Percentage of ExporÈ values , L967-73

species
Cod
Haddock
Lobster

,''.,',r.,'.,'

1969 LgTo LITL
L7
t9
15
ZS
24
23
76
Bt
7g

Lg72
15
25
g4

Lg73
19
27
78

:, .:.

,, ,,,
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Table

15

Percentage fncrease in Landed Values Compared with percentage

ïncrease in Export Values, Lg67_73

speci-es 1967-68 1968-69 Lg6g-70 rgTo-7L rgTL-72 Lgl2-73
Cod

a. landed 0.0
b. export 1. 4

0.
3.

0
I

20.
9.

O
5

0. O
2L.g

.7
I

16.

4Z.g
tB. 5

0.0
4.4

36.4
Z3.S

26,7

7.7
6

31.6
23.2

L6

Haddock

a. landed 14.3
b. export 8.4
Lobster
a. landed -8,0

b. export 9.2

L2.S
2L.O

2Z.Z
26.7

I3.O
7 .4

L6.7
9. g

11.

IB.O

_I.6
5.2

rt is readiry apparent that,, except for lobster, fishermen
receive ârr,silâll fraction of the export varue. The prices
and percentages given for robster only concern lobster that
is exported fresh or frozen in the shell. Thus, there are
not any costs to the buyers for process.i.ng. The only expenses
incurred are for handring and transportation.
These figures reflect the very nature of harbourJ -lever exchange in
communities such as pagesvirle. The most
telling relationships are indicated in Tables 14 and. 15.
Although the fishermen's price has risen over the last seven
years, thel-r portion of the export, value has generally decreased.
Moreover, the rate of the increases in prices paid to the
fishermen has been lower than rises in the export values
obtained by the buyers/processors.
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The rate of increase in the fishermenrs price is

periodically greater than that for export values. Between
r972-73 the fishermenrs price increase exceeded that for
export
varues in bot'h cod and haddock products. However, these
apparently sizeable increases did not dramatically alter the
overall portion of ttre export value that the fishermen received.
Rather, the fishermenrs percentage of the export value returned
to, in t.he case of cod, the ,''TO level (19å), while, in the
case of haddock, they tregainedr the 196g percentage (2721.
rn other words, there have not, been any rear upward changes
in the fishernenf s sha.re of the export value. To the
contrary, the general trends suggest that, through time the

,..1',,

,,:,
i.,.'.

'

,,,.,,..
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fishermen are receiving a decreasing percentage. The
fishermen's share of the varue of the fish product seems

greater at dock side because of the relatively consistent
rises in prices. rt is, in fact, decrining. The same trend
has been emphasized by Faris and Antler (Lg73:9ff .) in a
recent study of Ëhe economics of exchange in a Newfoundrand,
fishing community. Fishermen are receiving higher dock
side prices, but, overall, their portion of the export value
is declining. rn a very real sense, then, they are íncreasingly
earning ress through time for their productive activities.
These relationships refrect the nature of and
dominant forces in fisherrnen-buyer relations and harbour-level
economics. As argued prevìously, petty commodity producers
-l
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such as inshore fishermen and ind,ependent farrqers cannot be
considere,l, by any means, self_sufficient.
The purpose of

their labour is the production of commodities for exchange
rather than subsistence. rnshore fÌshermen have always been
fully integrated into the North American and international
capiÈalistic market economy through their ties to and dependence
on the harbour-based buyers as an outlet for their products
and as a source of essential products.

Faris (L972:lr9):âr9üês that in the Newfoundland
outport the fish merchant realizes his end,s through an adapta_
tion to and uÈirization of the. regalitarian moral orderr of
the comrnunity. rnstead of overt action, the merchant exploits
the producing popuration through a covert economic system of
debt and obligation, Faris maintains Èhat "...the specific
relationship between any fisherman and the merchant...may be
described as a dyadic contract,' (ibid.;120) in arguing that
the relationship musÈ not be characterj-zed as rpaÈron-client'
in nature. Foster (196722L4) states that a ,'dyadic contractn

is based on principles of reciprocity which ,,...underlies
alr formal ties, cross-cutting them aÈ every poj_nt, serving
as the glue that holds society together and the grease that
smooths its running. " A dyadic contract invorves exchange
relat.ionships between two people or groups which can be
crassif ied into two general types: ,,colleague,' contracts
and "patron-client" contracts (ibid .:2L6).
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"Patron-client', contracts. ,. tie people.. .of
significantry different socio-ecõno*ic statuses
(or order of power)., who exchange different
kinds of goods and services. pãtron-client
contracts a.g thus phrased vertically, and they
can be thought of as asymmetrical, since each
partner is quiÈe different from the other in
position and obligations (ibid . z2L6)
.
certainly Faris does not, believe that the colreague
type of dyadic contract characterizes fishermen-merchant
relations. He stipulates that:
... Ithe merchantrs.l skill in transformi_ng,
temporarily,.the money owned him into "róyarty"
gT "respectr" or at 1ãast an obligation to sell
fish to him and avoid open criticlsm, is due to
his wiLlingness to supply on credit and faith
and be discrete about- Lhã transaction, avoid
criticising his d^ebtors, and. subscribe to the
rules derived from the dynamics defining the
morally active community (Faris Lg72zL21).
Here, he has characterized fishermen-buyer ties with the
classical attributes of patron-client retationships (ct. Freeman
L972:34-35; Payne L972zLS; Wolf ]g66:16-17). payne (1972:lB)
argues that patrons strive to convert materiar assets into

influence which is manifested in terms of the client,s
loyalty (p. 15) to the patron. Freenlan (r972t35) notes that;
Because of his control over scarce and valued
resources the patron is able in tíme to
demonstrate his indispensability to the client.
Once this po$/er is recognized he is able to
extract a prestation from the client more oï
Iess at wi1I.
It seems to me that Faris (Lg72) is arguing that the
merchants, by way of their control of essential resources,
have built, maintained, and r:xpanded their position through
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an economic system qf debt and a social system
of obrigation
that is essentiarly based on patronage. rn pagesvirre
the

relationship between the fishermen and the buyer is purery
economic in nature and based upon the buyerrs
control of
essential resources within an economic zone of producing
units fishing from a specific harbour. Earlierr vrê

,,,,.

saw the

course of acÈion pursued by the Pagesville and port,
Lameron
merchants when their monopolistic posit,ion was threatened
by an external competitor. The port Lameron-pagesvilre

.,.

"
,,.,r.

buying company is not particularly concerned with mainÈaining
a fsociaf image. Its ownersr/managers realize that the
fisher_
men' given the existing econon{ic situation, have no
arternative
but to sell their fish to them
The Influence of Government Action

over the last one hundred years, government, particularly
the.federal government, has prayed an important rore in
infruencing tdeveropmenÈsr in the inshore fishery. previousry,
r discussed the impact of the federal governmentrs standards
for the dried-salted, fish prod.uct (Supra p.45f .). This legisla_
tion removed control of processing from the hands of the fisher-

¡,,.,,
,,,,,,,1,,
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men and gave

it to the fish buyers. Moreover, it eliminated
the role of womenrs rabour :[n production. unfortunatery
,
it seems as if most governmental policy, implemented for
the tbenefitr of the fishe:rnen and the fishery, has tended
to have a similar effect

,,.,..:

,,.
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regislation and progranrmes have either
been directed towards intensifying the ties between
the
inshore fishermen and the harbour-based buyers or encouraging
the devel0pment of a capitar intensive offshore industry
at
the expense of the inshore fishery. Through these courses
the government has led the movement to proleÈarianize inshore
fishermen' The best examples of this intent are the discriminatory
boat construction subsidy prograrmes and the unemproyment
ïnsurance regulations as they apply to fisherrnen,
Government

of,ficiars are not candid about the purpose
of boat construction subsidi.es. rn Lg64, 35 to 4s foot boats
became eligible for constructit:r subsidization for
the
first time.
Government

subsidization of these smalrer craft did enabre

g:: i:i;.j:;ij';li-;;'
n
the program,

ä:Ë"iHliå"":#::=ffir

of
which was
f1i*?ry.gbjective
aLcr t_n tfie expansion and modernization of theto
ALrantic fishing fleet by helping i"sttore fishermen to move
employmenE-ñ-fãr9êr r more
producÈive offshore
-iltg
fiãhing vesselã.. :,
The Fisheries subsidy policy erred in
making 35 to 45 foot boats

"iiliUf"'f;;
subsidy in 1964. rn the righr
of the ãxisting

excess of men, boats, and, gear in the inshore
fisheries, subsidization oi small craft detracted
from the drive to channer rabour and investment

capital inÈo the of f shore risneiiãË- (¡lït"r,"rf
and Frick L97O:v-vi)
rn other words, the purpose of the fed.eral boat subsidy programmes
has been to stimulate the construction of wooden and steel
hull offshore vessers and to discourage the construction of
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the smaller boats used in the inshore fishery. With the
encouragement of large processors, the federal and provincial
governments have been striving to I attract t f ishermen f rom
the labour-intensive , 'over-exploited r inshore f ishery into

.,,

the more productive, capital-inÈensive offshore industry
by making it as dif ficult as possible for fishermen in small
communities to work the inshore waters. ïn a general sense ¡
this polièy has meant active support of an economic sysÈem
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which constrains the fishermenf s ability to generate surplus
capital. By keeping the inshore fishermen financially
insecure while at the same time financing the consolidation
and expansion of the offshore ti=t"ry, the governments are
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attempting to drive these independent producers into offshore
boats and wage labour

At the same time, the existing unemployment rnsurance
regulations function to reinforce and elevate the buyer,s
position while furthering the proleÈarianization of the
inshore fishermen. The inshore fishermen depend upon Unemployment Insurance as their sole source of income during the
winter season, The benefits, however, are calculated on the
basis of sales to Èhe buyer. Hence, the fishermen are
caught in a position which requires them to sell their catches
if they intend to receive unemployment benefitsi during the
winter (Faris and Ant1er L973:13). Thus the buyer is assured,
through government action, of a steady supply of marine
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products as the seasonal aspect of the fishery and the
need
to sell catches for winter benefits seriously erodes the
ability of the fishermen to act collectively through strike

action or other means in striving for higher prices. rn
this manner, the rindependentr inshore fishermen have
virtually lost control of the producLs of their labour to the
físh buyers. Amended in Lg72, the unemproyment rnsurance
regulations very succinctly acknowledge the proleÈarianizaÈion
of the fishermen.
193. (.1) For all-purposes of the Act and any
regulation made thereunder, the emþtoyer of
the fisherman sharr be the person áetèrminecl
as such in aicordance with tti= section.
(2') Where a fresh or cured cat,ch is delivered
in Canad.
a buyer o_r a buyei,r-ãõ."t-¡V
a member of!o the crew that maãe the catchrin a declaration mad.e pursuant to Section
L99, Èhe members of thãt crer^/ are declared
to share in the returns from the sare of the
catch, the buyer shall be regarded
¿rs the
employer of all fishermen whó are members
of that crew.
LeA' (z)

iå:ilI,"îå::i;:,=l:åå"l;Sn"îäuu3:üi:i*

îl'

respect of any fisherman of whom he is the
employer separately from those he keeps
maintains in respect or the other insirredã"A
persons (Amendment to the Unemployment
ïnsurance Regulations, Canada Cazètte,
Part II, Vol. 106, No. Z, pp. 107_l0gi.
rn addition, Nova scotiats labour raws ',...continue to class
them (fishermen) not as employees but as small entrepreneurs
in partnership with the dominant companies and hence not
eligible for the legal protection of union certification',
(Johnson L972:150).

.ì:l
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Summ4¡y

statisticar data presented in this chapter suggests
that the mercantire rtruck systemr economyr âs previously
described, is still operating in pagesville. The fishermen
d'epend upon the extension of credìt from the harbour-based
buyer to purchase essenÈial materials. Furthermore, the fish
firm has consolidated and strengthened Èhis relationship
through its control of necessary resources such as the bait,
freezers, and gas. consequently, the fishermen are economically
tied to the local fish company which, as a result, provides
their only link with the external market. The data indicaÈe
that this relationship tends to maximize the port.ion of the
export value gained by the buyers while minimizing the
fishermen's share. Arthough the fishermen are receiving
higher prices at dock side, landed varue as a percentage of
export' value, in fact, has decreased over the last seven years.
The federal government, through its poricies and
legislaÈionn is directly assisting in the proletarianization
of the inshore fishermen. on the one hand, it has reinforced
and intensified the ties binding the fishermen to the fish
buyer as illustrated in the Unemplolzment Insurance regulations.
on the other hand, it is encouraging fishermen to leave the
inshore fishery to work in the offshore industry as exemplified
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in the boat subsidy

programmes.

Furth,er research on this complex topic is necessary
before more definite conclusions can be made.
The statisticar,

ethnographic, econo¡¡ic, and gove:rnmental data needed
to establish
these tendencies as empiricar facts shourd, be
much more
temporally comprehensive and specific than the
information
presented here. This is an area in which
r intend to do
extensive future research
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CHAPTER

6

Conclusion

This study has been concerned, with a description
and anarysis of those ecological, economic, and, historic
processes which have fashioned the inshore fishermenrs

organization of prod.uct,ion and markeÈ relations. A theoretical
perspective grounded in cultural ecology and, historical
materialism has undeflain the áiscussign and analysis of
the data. this approach provides essentiar insights into
diachronic and synchronic processes by emphasizing the
importance of the relationship between ecological, economic,
and historical variables in the formation, development, and
maintenance of successful fishing strategies and intraharbour market transactions.
The evolution and function of contemporary social
formations are reveared. by an examination of those factors
most intimately concerned with pro<luction and economic
relaÈions. Cultural ecology, through the historical materialism
implicit in its methodological approach, accomprishes this
by paying ".. .primary attention to those features which
empirical anarysis shows to be most closely involved in the
utilization of the environment in culturally prescribed
L67
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ways" (Steward 1955:37) . l,Ioreover, the ecological method
emphasizes that sociar change is ',...basicarly traceable
to new adaptations required by changing technorogy and
productive arrangements', (ibid.:37). In other words, social
formations and culture change are the products of arterations

in the manner in which culturally bound prod,uctive sÈrategies
define and use reffectivef environments. rrnpricit in this
is the notion that peopre, through cgnscious action, may
ad'apt to changing material conditions such as market relations
by manipulating their productive articulation with the
environment. This invorves changes in the material means of
production and the social organization of production.
rnshore fishing in pagesville provides an excellent
illustraËion of these rerationships. For example, environmental factors, such as climate, proximity to good fishing
grounds, and the availability of adequate harbours, offered
optimum conditions for settlement and the deveropment of the

inshore fishery during the lgth century. However, the
creation of a propertyless class in the New England, coronies,
the expulsion of the French, as compet,itors, from the North
Atrantic fishery, and, the preferred position of the rshorer
fishery vis-à-vis the 'greenr fishery were the specific
hj-storic events which lead to human settlement and the exploita-

tion of the marine environment in the pagesville region.
rt was human action which defined those environmental

': !:.:::.:i.:'
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characteristics considered critical to the establ-i-shment of
the fishery. rn this sense, the environment can be vj-ewed
as a field in which games of decision and strategy take
place.

action, however, is conditioned by those
economic forces which specify desired resources and attach
values to prod.uctive efforts. The pagesville fishermen are
Human

knowled,geable about those ecological relationships which

affect their access to commerciarly valuable species of fish.
They use their und.erstanding of the reffective¡ environment
in at,tempting to maximize their chances at 'a good dayrs
fishingr. At the sa¡ne time, the fishermenrs social organization of production is a response to the need. of minimizing
risk. rt offers them the means of adjusting to fluctuating
ecological and economic conditions. For example, the
reciprocal exchange of fresh herring can be viewed as an
ad,aptation to the random occurrence of bait fish. This is
also evident in the fishermenrs information systems and their
use of available labour resources.
Ecologicar relatìonships wt¡-ich govern the behaviour
of desired marine species play a vital role in the fishermen's
productive efforts. Their conscious abrareness of species
behaviour, marine food chains, the infruence of climate, and
the effect of changing waÈer temperatures is constantly
used in nrininrizing risk. This is reflected in the manner in

; ri1 1i._Í.-11.:...-:.;:i¡:-..:.1
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which they have organized their work and in the fashion in
which they use Èhe avairabre technologies. For example,

handliners strive to get their hooks in the water as soon
after dawn as possible. As was shown, demersar fish return
to bottom and begin feeding just before sunrise. By developing
work paÈterns organized on an arârareness of species behaviour,
the fishermen have been able to use ecological relationships

to their productive advantage.
Changes in the condition of the international market
have resulÈed in several major alterations in the fishermenfs
organization of production and- their articulation with the
marine environment. The collapse of the dried-saIt fish market
was met by Lheir adoption of the motor-powered cape rsland
fishing boaÈ- rn this manner, the fishermen compensated
for declining prices by expanding their range of exploitation
and increasing their mobility, thereby enhancing their
chances of having 'a good dayts fishingr.
The rise of
lobstering is a product of the same kinds of processes.
Economic factors such as rising costs together with
dwindling fish and lobster populations have red to a more
intensive exploitation of the resource zone. This, in turn,
has resulted in longliners fishíng many sections of the
grounds tradiÈionally used by handliners. rf this trend is
not reversed competition may replace cooperation in interfishermen relations. Certainly, their notion of rterritoriality',

:.1..,1..:..:
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Èhe feering of ownership and contror of a bounded
resource

zone, wirl increase in reration to further reductions
in
the catchable populations of fish and 1obster.

Legislative and poricy action on the part of the
federal government has played a major rore in d.irecting
change in the inshore fishery. The introduction of
standards
for dried-sart fish in r92g removed contror of processing
from the fishermen and gave it to the fish buyers, thus
reducing the fi-shermen's contror of the fish product to ,from
the waÈer to the wharfr and eriminating Èhe rore of womenrs
labour in the productive proce-ss. Boat subsidy progra¡nmes
have tended to support, the growth of the company conÈrorled
offshore fishery rather than assist the independent inshore
fishermen- Hence, men who rack the financial resources to
establish and maintain themselves in the inshore fishery
are compelled either to join an offshore boat or to seek
in urban-based industry. The unemployment
insurance prograÍrme functions to tighten the bonds linking
the inshore fishermen to the harbour-level buyers by basing
the allocation of benefits on the landed value of the
fishermen's catches. The fishermen are compelred to sell
their catches for stamps if they wish to have access to the
essential source of roff-seasonr income. rn short, the
federar government has played a reading rore in the
proletarianizat,ion of the inshore fishermen.
emproymenÈ

'i.,1
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The relationships between ecorog'ical, economic, and
historical factors have shaped the inshore fishermenrs

organization of production and market retations. Needless
to say, these same processes, in the form of decreasing fish
and lobster stocks, governmentar policies. and changing
market conditÍons,are posing major problems in the economic

welL-being of inshore fishermen and the survival of the
inshore fishing industry.
The research for this thesis is considered to be

exproratory in nature. rt is the initial phase of an
ongoing project. The importance of preriminary research

lies in the fact that it permits the researcher to formulate
problems of a more specific character for detailed examination.
A cont,inuing study of the Nova scotian inshore fishermenrs
mode of productíon can make several theoretical contributions
to anthropology.
First, a more detailed study of independent commodity
producers totally committed to the production of goods for
an industrial economy may shed right on current theoretical
concerns with defining peasantry, peasant-type economic
systems, and the appropriateness of applying analytical

concepts grounded in peasant studies to the organization

of life in the inshore fishing community (cf. Foster r967b¡
Wolf 1966b). Foster (1967b.:6) notes thar:

L73

i: i: ffi #Ë:Ë.,:l:;Tï:;"ll"i,'in:t,ti:;"an,;

producãThat counEil- whei settled .,,,ràr peopJ_es
subject to the jurar control of
exchange
a part of what they produce for
""t"iã"r,
items-iñ"y
cannot
themserves make, in ã market setting tiä.r"".r,ding
10ca1 transactions, then Lhey are peasants.
Although the Nova scotian inshore fishermen are
rural producers, the sole purpose of their productive
activity
is to provide, in exchange for money, the NorÈh American
industriar-commerciar market with a varuabre foodstuff.
very little,
if âtry, of the products of their rabour can be
thought of as directry subsistence oriented,. rnshore
fishermen and North American farmers farl into the same
category as producers. As Foster (L967b¿7) states:

American farmers-, . even prior to the introduction
of eraborate machine\y , r{¡ere not peasants; arthough
they grew a good dear of what they
oriented toward a market economyr-fluctuating
"¿;;-rrr"y were
prices, and supply and demand.
As emphasized in the body of this study, inshore fishing

in the PagesvÍlre area has deveroped in response to factors
influenced by international markets. The orienÈation of
production is to provide commodities for an industriar
market. From Fosterrs perspective, then, the inshore
fishermen are not peasant=.13
However, the majority of the researchers dearing with
North Atlantic inshore fishermen have used conceptual
frameworks and analytical approaches grounded in the study of
peasant societ,ies (cf . Breton Lg73; Faris Lg72,- Firestone 1967¡

,r,: iij

;:r:¡

ii.:-!:!,:
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- on the basis of my study r suggest that
these approaches may be inappropriate: they lead. to possible
misinterpretations of the economic, social, and ideorogicar
arenas of the people living in outport fishing
communities.
Further research in this area would. crarify the situation
as welr.
contribute to the theoretical discussion concerning peasantries.
secondly, a more detailed study of the inshore
fishermen's mode of production would, conÈribute to
the current
debate concerning the appropriateness of a dogmatic
Marxian
analysis versus the approach taken by some cultural ecorogists
in explaining the generation and function of social formations.
Nemec Lg72)

as

Friedman (Lg74z4s6-4571, refers to cultural ecology
as

'vulgar materialismt.
vurgar.materiarism, mechanicar materiarism, and
economism are terms which refer
kind of materialism, rejected Uyt"-;-;fipri"ti"
r"farx,-räi"n
envisages social forms ãs mere -epipheáornåna ot
technorogies and environments,
causation or bv some economic-rationãliÉy
"'iti,ãi--Èf-airect
which
makes institutiotrt
t!" products of sociai opÈimisation.
This approach has made its
in the form
of".neo-functional ecologyappearance
áño cultural materialism.
He characterizes the ecorogicral approach as either pure
functionalist description or 'i...basically a descript,ion of
imaginary relati.ons, where the rfunctionr is assumed rather
than demonstrated,, (ibid . t4S7) .
:
rn the body of this study, the inshore fishermen,s
mode of production was shown to be the product of the
dynamic
relationship between economic, historical, and ecologicar

,

:

i1j¡,:;:-,,

17s

factors.

Marxists criticize the ecological approach
for being functionalist, yet, at one level, the Marxist
method of analysis is classically functionaList, dealing with
the fashion in which the various parts of a culture are interrelated (cf. Friedman L974; Terray Lg72r. In facÈ, the
dialect,ical method is based on functional and processional
interrelationships. Perhaps critics are correct in their
criticism of those ecological studies v¡hich do not attempt
' to deal with culture change (cf. Rappaport, 1967). However,
dogmaticMarxistargumentsseemedtobebased'onavery
selective reading of ecological works. Steward (1955)
and Netting (f968), for example, have presented positions,
Dogmat.ic

using historical materialism, which explain culture change
a product of alterations in the relation between culturally

,,,,,,,,,
-.: . l-::

,,,.,.,,,
"i¡'.'.,t'
:
..

'

;_,'.:..,,

ì

as
'

defined environments and productive strat,egies. Moreover,
the alterations are seen as the result of the operation of
such economic forces as changes in the relations between

producers, in access to resources, and in the availability
of labour. Further research on changes in the inshore
fishermenrs mode of producÈion may contribute to the

clarification

of these positions.

',,,.¡,','
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Notes
I
-The
unusuarry high amounts of rainfarr measured
for some
summer months such as August, L}TL and July,
iõzã-.r.
result of severe rainstorms. For exampre, 4.95 inchesthe
rain fell o3^Augu¡r 15 , I'TI .rrã- L:;i inches fett on of

Jury 26, L9,73t rhe general trend for rainiãrr-f,Jtt.rrr=
this area during the summer monus is foi rË-g;;;resr in
percentage of the monthry totar to rãtt on a rí*iled
number

of

days.

)
-chapter
4 contains a
detailed discussion of the
relationship between more
sea.bottom-tðpãJrapty, *aiirrãecology,
and their ef fect on the inshore riåt ó.nrèr,î å org""irarion
of production:
a

'For a more detaired discussion of French settrement in
the Cape Sable area see D'Entremã"L-iigozl.
'see rnnis (1954) for a more comprehensive
treatment of
these events.
tr
'Brebner (1931:3I5) notes that:
The Cape Sable shore presented the economic
siruarion mosr
¡ for rhar iãgion
""*gï:lr:nsivety
had been crosely
affiliatea wi.ùrr
for a century and a harf and had Massachoããtt"
never ,úã; more
than the barest acknowredgements of
Harifax rure.
uTn"
were obtained from the municipal offices
lgZr.figures
located
in Barrington, sherrrur.r.
ðo.rrrty. unfoltunately,
the census pubricat,ions .:11$ giving
r popularion figures
for
A.

sub-district in 1951.
'Th. population. figures for each of the communities
on the
Pagesville peninsula úrere obtained riom the miniãipar
offices rocated in Barrington, shelbuine county.
tTn: composition and structure
of this figure is based on
information presented in ¡¿oiseev
Ciõ7rj .
o
-The composition and structure
of this is based, in part,
on information presented in ¡riiiei,
i"""r
(197r) .
The position of the catfish in the'=yãt"n scarrat
is
based
on
information obtained, from the fish"rñ.,ãr, a¡a r-eve¿¡L\
prã"""tàa
in
---ltlheeler (1969) .
each

'7

.-ÌÌ ri

.-.1
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10_

source:

11_

source:

Catch and expenses slips giyen to the fishermen
by the fish company and the daily records kept
by the fish buyer of purchased wäigtrts by spãciesCatch and expenses slips given to the fishermen
by the f ish f irm each r f ish'ing t day af ter the
catches have been weighted, values given, and

deductions

made

12th. export values for marine products sent to the united
States will serve as the base-Iine. Over 50å of a1l
canadian marine product,ion is marketed in the united stat,es.
The international exchanges for fresh and dried-salt fish
are located in Boston (fresh) and New york (dried-salt).
The price that the fishermen receive and ùhe price that the
consumer pays is determine,l, to a large degree , by the
transactions occurring in these centres. AII of Lhe
Pagesvílle production is exported to the United States.
Export Values ($r0O0) by Country
1968
Lg6g
LgTo
LITL
TotaI
Export

,95L

27g

4,03L
67

L88

257

Values

rt40

280

Lg72

tO22 294,73L 350,420

Lg73

498,706

United
States
a. value
b. Zof

total

L7

r326 2O2t3L6 zOL,405 229,670 294,066
67
72
68
66
59

Source: Annual Statistical Review of Canad.ian Fisheríes.
Department of the Environment. VoIs. 2-6. Ottawa:
Queent s Printer.
l3*h"t. are many definitions
of peasants used in
riterature.
!üolf (1966b) , f.ot_example, resérves the categorythe
for cultivators,
int.entionally excluding fishermen. Foster's-de?inition
peasantry is one of the most inclusive and general, yet of
the
Nova scotian inshore fishermen do not even seem to meet his
criteria.
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